Farm, Garden and Household,
of Cold

Effects

Storms

on

Poultry.

of the year brings its
Each
-aerial work and care, demanding the attention of the keepers of poultry. Excepting the first bleak autumn storms,
no period of the year is so trying to the
(•.institution of fowls as cold, spring rainstorms. Minis that have stood the severity
of winter without any apparent signs of
disease, often succumb to the effects of a
chilly rain-storm. The germs of disease,
however, are sometimes contracted during ciinfmcincnt in winter, and the sudden
change of weather, experienced during a
ild rain, will develop the malady, which
ilikely to become contagious. Fowls I
that have been highly fed and kepi warm
M induce laying, will, like a forced plant,
be too tender to stand
neglect during the
early, drenching rains that penetrate to
their very skins.
The danger need not he feared, howei. by those who will take a little extra
an- of tiled stock during such weather.
Vs soon a- the earth softens under the
t mild breath of spring, fowls are all
s
awake to the prospect of getting worms
aid other insects from the ground. They
will then be off. prowling about before it
light enough e\ en to sec their prey, but
is they evidently
know 1 hat the early
bird catches the worm, they are on the
around betimes.
Perhaps the next day |
here is a severe change in the weather,
with sleet or rain, and you will see the
•■inis hunling about, in hopes of finding
iisecls, till they get snaking wet through
•heir feathers, and if not well eared for,
i
ibis often prows fatal.
|
Most fanciers haw noticed that a cold
I
■term freijuenfl; stops hens from laying
tor a week.
\,ov. this delay and risk of
ekuess may often be prevented by giving them a liberal mess of soft. warm,
nod. with a little cayenne pepper in it.
i'o tljis should be added a generous
Hiioimi of animal food, either scraps or
islets, to lake the place of the supply of
onus, which is stopped when the fowls
With this little extra
allot get out.
hens will often keep on laying, loon perfect health, and be profitable to
•hi- r keeper-.
'm respond,1 necMural New
Vorker.
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BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY,

Squash Bugs.

correspondent says in relation to using kerosene oil to exterminate squash
hugs: “Two years ago 1 had a fine lot
of Hubbard squash vines in
my garden,
and was anticipating a handsome yield,
wlicii suddenly, 1 observed here and there
patches in which the leaves began to
turn yellow and then brown, and mi examination 1 found them covered with this
A

most

annoying pest. I immediately began trying plaster, then ashes, then gas
lime, hut to no purpose. They were too

numerous and the vinos too luxurunt to

tempt their destruction by band. I was
about giving up the battle, when it occurred to mi* that i would try what virtue

there was in kerosene.
1 took a pun of
ashes (holding perhaps six quarts), and
seizing the lamp-filler. 1 poured on enough
of that fluid to moisten the ashes and lill
them with a strong perfume, liut not to
convert them into paste. I threw several
hand fulls into each spot when' the enemy
was at work.
Of course 1 watched the
result, curiously and anxiously. After a
day or two I observed that there was no
increase of the leprous blotches in the
squash bed. 1 made a careful inspection
and found that the miscreants had retreated. After that i kept up the treatment whenever 1 saw indications of a new
attack. Hut I had no occasion for severe
exercise on this account.
The result was
that front a piece of ground about dfixd.")
foot I had over 100 nice squashes. Last
summer I did the same thing with a similar bed of Marblehead squashes, and with
even bettor success, because I began earlier. So I think the remedy may be relied
on.”
Success.

The successful farmer is lie who is always careful ill selecting 11is seeds; uses
good judgment inbreeding stock: keeps
his farm free from weeds; always lias his
fences in good order, and takes good care
of his fouls; keeps out of debt and lias a
contented mind; sends his children In
school and takes one nr inure good papers,
devoted ill whole nr in part to farm and
stin k interests.
The farmer who never
reads is like a machine that is nev or oiled
-it wears.
He wears himself out, exhausts his land and dies pour. One good
suggestion found in a paper or I.. is
worth to men more than half a life of
trials when not made intelligently. Don't
he afraid to read and acknowledge that
you call learn from others. Xo one knows
it all.
Somebody knows something you
don't. Let your aim be to acquire everything am one can teach you, and it will
be money in your purse, brains in your
bead and intluenee in your presence.

Turkish

Battle

Song.

of fezzes! I'p. owners of turbans!
T'p.
You dwellers in Staiuboul. vou Peru suburbans:
Prepare to lake part in tile battle’s concussions.
Amt walk like red thunderbolts, into these Kits
sinus!
wearers

Wave hiu'h the standard—the Shirt of the Prophet:
At least, to speak properly, all that's left of it.
So. your swords by your sides, and your bauds on
their handle's,
March out. and demolish these catcis of caudles.
Pome from the mosque, cutting short genntlexiun :
Pome from the slave girls awaiting inspection :
nue from the coffee-house, leave the tobacconists:
First put your pipes out. and tin'll our antagonists !
Pome from the hath, where the grim grinning nig
ger
Scrapes oil your skin at a very low figure
i.iiiit. now. tile harem, with it's smiles and it*cush-

ions,

And make up your minds to astonish these Koosliians!
A

Bane

of Blue

Glass.

Gordon Gray, junior partner in the linn
of Gray. Greene <V Gray, owners and
uiiuuigers of the great l’ontoosac Mills,
was on his way home from the ollice one
bright, April afternoon, when, by some
dim process which could hardly be called
observation, lie became aware that a
change had taken place in an old house
which for years lie had passed twice a
day without ever particularly noticing it.
It was a large, rather shabby house, set
in a walled garden, but with a narrow
gallic end abutting directly on to the
In this gable end were two winstreet.
dows -one above, small, with a lattice:
one below, larger, with an ordinary sash
divided into six panes. The three lower
panes of this sash laid been removed, and
in their stead a largo oblong pane of dark
blue glass inserted. This was the change
which bad attracted Gordon's eye with
that inevitable certainty which belongs
to all change, even in an indifferent or
unobserved object.
The blue glass theory was still in its
cradle at that time. No hint of it had
crept into the newspapers, and the azure
pane in the old sasli was puzzling enough
to make Gordon pause and stare. On the
other side was something which he could
a shimmering, glinting
not make out
something which swayed a little, like a
shining ilower bending from its stalk.
Mas it a Ilower? lie gazed and won
tiered, and almost unconsciously, had
drawn nearer, till his eyes were within a
foot of the glass, when suddenly the sash
wits raised, and the mysterious object re- j
vealed itself as a girl's head fair, pensive, and framed in a loosely hanging
Her cheeks ;
cloud of light brown hair.
llushed a little as their eyes met, and she
inquired in a sweet,surprised voice, "Did
von want a11v thing. Sir ?"
Cordon Cray, in his own opinion, at
least, was a man of the world, but lie felt
himself turn scarlet as lie stammered out:
1
I bad no intention of j
Kxeuse me.
being so impertinent. It was the oddness !
of the blue glass.
I could not see that j
one was inside.
am
lTay excuse me." j
his brow'll eyes seconding the appeal with i
better eloquence than bis confused speech
was capable of.
The young lady smiled a little, in a dim,
dix w ay, as of one who bad forgotten the
trick of smiling, and answered: ■■Cer1 don’t wonder yon were stir
tainly.
prised. The blue glass does look very
odd.’’ Then site raised her hand, as if
about to draw the sash down again.
•■line moment," cried Cordon, whose
presence of mind rarely failed him long
••one moment. Would you mind telling
me if this glass is used for a seientilie ex-

liveto stop wliere they are.
are always followed by periods
of activity, and one is better prepared To
secure the advantages of a revival in
business wliere lie is known than among
-truiig'Us. Again, moving about is denoralb.tng in its tendeney. expensive and
tli'strnetive. Seldom do we hear of the
remov al of a man from a village-or neighuorhood in which lie is interested, active
and public spirited. Nothing so weds a
man to a cause as working for it
spending his time in saerilicing something for
ICnglish Farms.
You may tie assured that the fault
i:rs partly at your own door, when the
Ail English farmer seldom owns the
desire to leave a familiar neighborhood siland he works, hut rents it. from some
lences your better judgment and prompts I wealthy landholder for a term of years,
the sundering of the ties of early associa- pay ing as a rental what would he conto day all ye discontented
sidered by us a very large price.
tion. Kesoiv
This
to take hold with a will, and sustain your
manner of farming also demands a large
fanners' clubs and grange clubs, to dis- capital to enable him to work the farm to
cuss and compare
important practical tin best advantage, in order that the rent
waiters with your neighbors, to leel an and taxes may lie paid, his family supnicr,■ t in whatever shall benefit your ported and something laid by for future
village, your kinsmen, your lainily and use. This capital is largely used in drainvourself, to cultivate a spirit of content
ing land. The little island of Jersey-not
imait. improvement
and eo operation. larger than two of our tow ns from which
\ ermont Journal.
1 lie celebrated cows of that name are
brought, is densely inhabited, containing
a
Absorbents in Manure.
population equal to two persons to every
acre ot land.
The farms are small, emiW la-ti manures are left ov er a season to
; taining from two to sixty acres each, and
decompose, absorbents of tin- ammonia in ; they are rented al from twenty-live to
them arc ahv.iv
bftriciicial. Plaster is
lbrty-live dollars per acre. This is quite
decidedly the best absorbent of the gases | remarkable, and show s w hat can lie done periment, or
hi a manure pile that is known to exist,
■■A medical experiment, 1 believe," was
oil very small farms if they
are well
t in I it may lie sprinkled among the nut
the answer. My uncle read somewhere
managed.
ire v.lien the pile is made
not much,
that it was a good tiling for delicate peoLimb In sr.
rhe following lias been
■ay a barrel of plaster to vvliat manure
ple to sit in sunshine liltered through bine
'•n head of cattle will make in a season,
recommended as the best mode for pre- glass. So lie had this pane inserted, and
l.uilt: has a tendeney to set the gases paring lime dust for slugs and other in- wishes me to try the experiment.’’
ammonia) free; ami it should never he sects, for mildew, etc.: Take say a peek
I
•■Was it you, then, sitting inside '!
-ed in a compost heap, except when of fresh or sharp lime, broken u pinto small I thought it a rose tree, or some
Dowering
uuich coarse matter is to lie decomposed. pieces; then add four pounds of Hour of i
plant or other.”
N ir are ashes any benefit to tile heap,
sulphur, or in like proportions if in smaller
•■No, it was I." with another shy smile.
'•r tlieii \ able v\ In n used alone. Swamp
■■1 hope the experiment may prove a
quantity. Add one-lhird as much boilark is good, if placed in alternate layers
ing water, or just enough to slack the success," raising his hat.
of manure and muck throughout the heap
lime to dry powder, and cover the vessel
Thank yon.”
Then the sash was
and left a season to decompose and unite. as soon as the water is poured on. By
pulled down, gently, hut decidedly, and
lie
\II compost heaps should
made with adding water, it may be made into an ex- Cordon resumed his walk.
li.-ir lops tint, or a little concave, to catch cellent whitewash for trees, the
“Confounded ass!” was his mental comsulphur
t!!»- rains to keep the heaps moist.
In increasing its efficacy.
“She must
ment, addressed to himself.
iuiglund the system of composting is earhave thought me a regular
Peeping
James E. Erank, Samuel Wilber, Hiram
icd to perfection.
They pack their niaTom.' What a pretty little thing she is!
Randall, Horace Merrill, Ebon Patterson, I low did il
utre iii oblong heaps, and shovel them
happen that 1 never heard of
('harles Marston. Herbert Soule, M. V. IS.
ei two or three times during the stunher before ! Such blue eyes are not seen
Jordon.
James
and
Almanda
ner t" hasten decomposition, and apply
Cushing,
everyday. Let me see. Who tlocs own
i.cli line manures to their lands the next Randall, all of Freeport, all good farmers, that house f
I wonder I never thought
'■ason.
lb-re we cannot so well afford and all men who know whereof they affirm, to
inquire.”
la- labor iif composting in that manner: say the Mkaimiw Kim; is the machine
But inquiry brought little satisfaction.
"onsequcnl ly many farmers apply all their for use and service.
Mr. Lang lived in the house—always hail
stable dung to their laud fresh and unlived there. Did any body know him?
The Black Hills.
..It I posed. Solec |"P
however, rcBless you, no.
lie was a queer old chap,
[tiire well-nitted uinure to grow in perfull of theories, always trying experiWo have seen a letter written at Deadfection, and even farmer may profitably wood, on the istli of
April, by Mr. E. D. ments, and coming to grief with them.
have a small compost, heap to supply him .Mills and
received by his father ('apt. \V. Blew his roof otf once with fulminating
•v il!i line manure when it is needed.
New
I
H. Mills, of this city, last Saturday. The powder, and all but hurtled down, sumYork World.
writer gives a very discouraging report of mer before last, testing a new system of
the condition of tilings in the Black Hills. lightning rods. Never went out anywhere
Scarecrows.
He says the weather was the worst he except to the post oiiiee, and never asked
Had lie a famioversaw.
It was a rain storm one day any one inside his door.
The first and the best is a suspended
No.
Lived all alone with an old serand a snow storm the next. On the night ly
looking glass, fake two small, cheap
! did somebody say that a
mirrors, fasten them bark to back, attach of the 17th two feet of snow fell. There vant, or—stay
eamc to live with him in
cord t" one angle, and hang them to an was so mueli water that the claims in the neice or cousin
f
Probably a mistake, or if
elastic pole. Wiicii the glass swings, the creek could not be worked. 'The Indians, the autumn
On Sunday not, she must be some cracked creature
sun's rays are reflected all over the lie-id, too, were very troublesome.
the
attacked
a
istli,
they
he
party
coming like himself, w ho never showed out doors.
even if it
a large one, and even the
Had Mr. Cray noticed the blue pane in
oldest and bravest of crows will depart in from Sidney, killed twenty-live men
and ran off the mules, (in Monday night, that end window ? Droll, wasn’t it ? Just
precipitately should one of its lightning the
Kith they killed two miners three like old Lang and bis crotchets.
llashos fall oil him. The second plan, al\\ itli such scanty statements Gordon
miles out of Deadwood, and they had
I
a
terror
is
to
crows,
though
especially
well suited to fields subject to the inroads driven the miners all in from the gulches was forced to satisfy himself. No one
two or three miles out of the town.
The seemed to know more than this of Mr.
"f small birds and even chickens.
It inwriter’s party came in from Cheyenne Lang, and though lie passed the house
volves an artificial hawk made from a big
with a four-mule team, at an expense of daily, he caught no farther glimpse of the
potato and long goose and turkey leathers.
The maker can exercise 11is imitative skill twenty dollars, each providing their own pretty face which had once blessed his
1 iiey wore twenty-one days on the eyes.
I lood.
Only the nebulous shadow behind
in sticking Hie trainers into the
potato so
that they resemble the spread wings and way. Concerning the Smith claims, of the blue pane told of her existence, and
towards this shadow Gordon raised his
tail of till'hawk.
It is astonishing what which it had been reported that the owners were taking out $20
A
per day for each hat punctiliously every afternoon.
terocious-looking bird of prey can be
constructed from the above simple ma- man, the writer says that he had been out slight answering movement was someto that claim and was told by Mr. Clough times visible, which he chose to interpret
terial. It only remains to hang the object
(Mr. Smith’s partner) that he had worked as a return to his salutation; that was
from a tall, bent pole, and the wind will
do the rest. The bird will make swoops the claim but two days since Mr. Smith all: a bow, a shadow, a vibration—thin
and dashes in the most headlong and l came and then took out only $15 in both fabric for fancy to weave webs of, uncerMr. Mills says that if lie should tain aim for the fairy arrows of the fabled
threatening manner. Keen the most in- days.
at Dcadwood ten years lie wouldn’t god : but enough; for the unseen is somequisitive of venerable hens have been stay
known to hurry rapidly from its danger- get a day’s work—that there are a hun- times more potent than the seen, and once
dred men to one job, and they are still a lover’s imagination sets to work, it tinds
ous vicinity, while to small birds it carcoming by hundreds. He says there is material in lightest token and least palries unmixed dismay.
Scientific
Ameri|
no work to be had,
except on the roads, pable substance.
can.
at $1.50 per day, when one can
Gordon, for all the worldliness on which
get a job.
There are, he, says, three thousand men he prided himself, was young still, and it
<» AltllKS i'.SK OK FkUTIUZHKS. I’lltef
who are “broke" and cannot get work. took more than a month of these passings
Henderson urges the importance of pulMr. Mills was designing to leave as soon and repassings before he gained courage
an
I
verizing finely
mixing thoroughly as he could get away, and out of a
party for the bolder step of laying a rose on the
with absorbents, all concentrated maof eighteen who went out together, six- sill of the closed window. There it lay in
nures, such as guano, in order to obtain
teen were coming home.
| Rockland <!a- the morning, dewy and fresh, as he went
the best effects. He recommends adding
zette.
by. Returning at night, he glanced across
to every
bushel of the fertilizer three
the street, and felt a heart-beat; the rose
bushels of leaf mould, pulverized muck,
Tuk Human Pack. The countenance was gone, and -Did the
glorified shadow
or
in
their
absence common garden of
etc.,
every nation defines the characteristics within vibrate a little more distinctly
soil the material to lie as dry as it can of its
people.
Every human face indi- than usual t (Jordon dared to hope so.
be made.
[ Hoad dust would be still bet- cates the moral training as well as the
Another morning, and another—more
ter, as it is already dry and finely pulvertemperament and railing traits of its roses. On the fourth
grown bolder,
ized.] Mr. 11. would turn and mix all the owner, just us much as every human Gordon ventured on aday,
bouquet—a bouingredients at least twice before using, form indicates the ipiailt.v and amount of
quet ol violets, save for one great Marelie states that a successful market gar- its
physical exercise. This is proven by dial Neil in the centre. On the tilth day
dener finds that
pounds of guano the variety of human faces everywhere he took a desperate
step, and armed with
mixed with two tons of garden soil, and visible.
Those whose lives have been another bunch of violets, crossed the
sown over the ground after ploughing,
to
given
physical labor, unbrightened by street, and tapped ever so gently on the
and then harrowed in, are fully equal to an education of
ideas, have always a blue glass pane.
J.immi pounds of guano used without mix- stolid,
The window opened, and the sweet
stupid expression, even while their
He
tinds
in
that
at
ing.
limbs and muscles are splendidly devel- face
guano
practice
appeared, a deepened Hush on the
$H() per ton, blood fertilizer at $<i5, bone oped. The more
savage the people, the cheeks, and a frank light in the blue eyes.
dust at $50, and superphosphate at $10, uglier
“I beg pardon for interrupting your
they are in facial development.
are about equally profitable to use.
On
I'lie very feature of their faces are dis- senure," said Gordon
gravely. “But I
other soils the relative value might v ary
figured by violent and ungoverned pas- have ventured to bring you a few blue
greatly.
sions.
Mowers; 1 believe they are recommended
People whose employments are intel- for use with the blue glass.”
One of my customers, Mr. Charles Ford of lectual have in
“You are very thoughtful.”
variably a large, clear
Jackson, purchased four barrels of ISrad- gaze, a bright, outlaying expression, as
“The experiment interests me,"went on
ley’s super-phosphate last spring, and it from an inward light shining through
audaciously. “It is such a new
planted potatoes on it in competition a vase. When a line organization and a Gordon,
idea, and yet there may be a great truth
with hen manure. Bradley's phosphate
deep sensibility accompany the practice involved in it. 1 am anxious to know
beat the hen manure i*5 per cent. Mr. of intellectual
pursuits, often the features how it works. Do you feel benefitted thus
Ford says he can use twice as much of this take on a
transparent, luminous look. far ?”
same phosphate the present season. There
Persons endowed with powerful sensibili“I—don’t know;” the dimples dyingis a constantly
increasing demand here for ty, however plain their features, always out, and sad little
signs forming about
Bradley’s fertilizer. ( K. Beaman, Belfast. have movements of absolute beauty.
the mouth. “It doesn’t seem as if it could
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do mo any particular good. 1 f mv uncle
Here .slic paused.
“What were you going to say
asked
(Jordon, eoaxingly.
“I ought not. perhaps,
li was only, i!
my uncle would let me walk and go'out
a little, i think it would do me more
good
than blue glass.”
“Do you never walk, then, or go out .'
But why do 1 ask' Of course 1 should
have met you."
■■(ill no, I never do, except in the garden. My uncle says life is too short for
purposes ot idle recreation, and purposes
of health can be pursued at home." The
blue eyes danced through their nn.-is as
she spoke, like sun through rain. ( Jordon
was enchanted.
"1 never heard of anything so preposterous!" lie exclaimed. "Tons of blue
glass could never make up for the lack
of air and cheerful companionship. Are
voa never allowed to accept any imitations '! Do you never go to parties
“Parties! Why. 1 don't know any body.
I ne«or spoke to a single person in Pontoosac, except my uncle and Dixie -and
1
you. There is Dixie calling me now.
must not stay.
Thank you so much for
the violets.”
Tlie window closed with an inexorable
click, and (Jordon walked homeward, ('nil
fathoms live in love, and with wrath at
his heart at the uncle who thus shut up
and hemmed in a creature so fair and
bright, and formed for happy tilings.
I'll he even with the old dragon yet.”
hr muttered : and lie made ready his arm
o. and sharpened an
imaginary lance with
all the zeal of Persons preparing for the
rescue of Andromeda.
Weeks went on. The blue pane opened
regularly now at the sound of a particular pair of boot heels on the pavement.
Sweet words and looks came out, roses
went in ; what besides roses we will not
too particularly ask. Day by day fresher
bloom tinted Bertha's cheeks Ibr Bertha,
it seemed v as the pretty name of the lady
of the pane fresher light her ey es, and
day by day (Jordon found both cheeks
and eyes more admirable.
Making love
through a window has its sweets, but also
its disadvantages.
Deep were the consultation between the two as to how a
different state of things was to he brought
about, ending always in this, from the
impassioned (Jordon : If wi>rst comes to
worst, there's this blessed blue pane. It's
(piite big enough to let you pass, my
darling: and if I can't have you through
the door, 1 swear 1 will through the window. We'll try for the door lirst, though."
Al Iasi a daring scheme occurred i<i
him, and earel'ully shabby in dress, witli
his oiliest hat. and a note- hook in his
hand, lie passed the gate, rang the disused door-hell, which tinkled queerlv in
the silence within ; and when, after long
delay, the hlear-eyed 1 >i\ic opened, hand
ed her a card on which lie had written,
■•1 Vsires an interv iew oil a seientilie subject," and with an authoritative manner
bade her carry it to Mr. I.ang. The old
woman blinked at him curiously, hut after
a moment's hesitation showed him into a
sitting-room, and went oil Ids errand.
Such a dull, dingy, unhappy room!
The blinds were closed and tied together
with tape. Through the gloom the black
horse-hair env ered furniture show ed like
The mahogany table
mourning shape
was empty : each chair stood with its
hack rigorously set against the wainscot,
which was painted a pale green.
What
at anode for l.ertha!
Gordon shivered
an the idea,
lie had leisure to shiver
more Ilian once before the clapping of a
distant door and a shuffling footstep on
the stairs announced an approach, and a
thin, pallid, elderly man entered, vv rapped
in a llovvered dressing-gown of antique
patten, and holding Gordon's card between his lingers.
'■Glia scientific subject, I believe.'" he
said iii a dry voice.
"Ves." answered Gordon; “seientilie,
as applied to hygiene.
1 learn that you
are le,sting an experimeiil which of lale
has been the subject of some study with
me
that of the beneficial result of the
sun's rays filtered through glass of a dark
blue tint on the frame of the human animal. The theory is so recent that opportunities for critical observation upon it
are rare, and 1 have ventured to intrude
upon a leisure which I know is valuable”
-a bow here and another from Mr. I.ang
--“a leisure which, without some valid
reason, it would he unpardonable to interrupt" another how "toask that you
will communicate to me stteli minutm as
the time given to the experiment has permitted you to form. !)o you find the result of the blue glass what it is claimed to
he ■!”
“Take a seat. Sir." said Mr. I.ang. waving his thin hand with a gratilied flush.
“The intrusion upon my time is of less
consequence, as it will be a gratification
to discuss the theory in question with an
inquirer like-minded with myself. It is
rare in this village to find any sympathy
in seientilie. matters.
I am happy to say
that the result of my trial of blue glass
confirms the statement as to its value.
The subject -a young person in my own
lias made rather marked imfamily
provements during the thirteen weeks of
experiment. She. has gained io an appreciable degree in flesh and color, and
though that is of less moment in what
is tenirmI spirits, (iieertillness ; Her appetite has likewise augmented.
1 regard
the discovery as valuable to a high degree, and am preparing a digest of my
observations, to be published at a later
period. Meanwhile I shall test its application to the growth of human hair (one
of the claims made for it) by the insertion of a blue skv-light over mv studv
table.”
“Admirable!"chimed in Gordon. "Nothing could be more interesting. Can the
glass be applied to an ordinary window,
or must there be a special apparatus .'”
“Not at all. An ordinary window answers the purpose perfectly.
It is an affair of half an hour to make the
change.”
“Ordinary putty t" went on Gordon,

anxiously.

"Certainly; the putty of every day”-waving a hand impressively. "You can
see the i>ane in question, if you choose;
but there is nothing' to distinguish it except the color.
“I should like to examine it,” sail 1 l Jor-

don.

So it came to pass that

Uertha, sitting

in her wonted place, with her
wondrous veil of shining hair falling about
her, was transfixed by the apparition of
her lover, led into the room bv her uncle,
who manifested to this new acquaintance
a warmth which she had never seen in
him before.
“This is the pane,” he said; “color
dark, as you see; an oblong, two ten by
one eight, set in the
ordinary way, in an
ordinary frame and not interferring with
the use of the window. The sash opens
and shuts as usual.”
"I see that it does,” with a glance at
Uertha.
“Oh!” went on Mr. hang, “and here is
It is her hour for the recepmy subject.
tion of the blue ray. You observe that
she has a healthy color enough now. Jint ire I if the result of blue glass, Sir.
She
was pallid to a remarkable degree when
she began.”
There was certainly no lack of color to
complain of in the Hushed dimpling cheeks
which were trying so hard to restrain a
smile.
Fortunately Air. hang was too
much occupied to observe this unseemly
levity. Ho busied himself with the blue
pane. Gordon preserved an air of profound scientific interest.
Presently he
took his leave, with permission to return
for farther light on the theory.
In this inch-giving, ell Jielding world,
the tirst step is truly the one which wins.
It proved so in this case. Gordon Gray

dllteously
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| wax not forced to take bis bride through
I the window, she came to him through
the door, some months later, in broad
daylight, with her uncle's consent, given
with a certain inadvertence as from a
mind occupied with higher themes, hut
still consent.
Whether it would have
been so easily accorded bad not the opportune and engrossing discovery of the
telephone occurred just then, we need
not inquire.
Bertha bail blossomed like
a rose in the full radiance of married
happiness. She needs no blue glass now ;
but for old times’ sake. Gordon lias bad
one little pane inserted in that window of
her boudoir where she is wont to sit and
watch for bis home-coming at sunset.
Bertha proposed instead an emblematical
design, with the legend, “Love laughs at
medicine," hut Gordon was firm, and
there to this day shines the plain blue
pane to witness to the truth of this story.
[Harper’s Bazar.

They Diod Together.

Commercial.]
singular tragedy. !iiil of interest
because of its mysterious features, and
puthetie to a great degree, was enacted
in a room at the Farmers' hotel, on the
A very

of liaee

corner

and

Court

early hour yesterday morn
The details, so far as ascertained,

streets, at ail

ing.

may be

Marly

briefly
on

told.

Tuesday morning

two women

who were supposed to he sisters applied
tit the Farmers’hotel for accommodation.
The elder registered her name as SailLe
Dill, and that of her companion as Ida
May Dill. A room was assigned to them,
ami they returned about bait)o’clock, and
retired. At !• o'clock the two went out
again and returned an hour later. The
elder notified the clerk that they were
weary, having traveled considerably, and
wished to be called at 11 o’clock the next

day.

Fifth Ave-

At the appointed time a sen ant nipped
at the door and received no answer.
He

The recent ln*av\ jewel robbery at Brattle abbey. in England, by which tic* duchess of Cleve>.Y>,i)()0 worth of family gems, has more
than one counterpart in history. Among these,
however, none is more interesting, from a local
stand point, than the following. The recollection

rapped repeatedly, and while he was listening for a response thought he heard a
woman groaning.
The proprietor was
notilied : he tried the door, and not being

Stolen

Jewels That Enriched
nue
Palace.

a

land lost

able to arouse the inmates of the room
“1‘the crime still lives in the memory of many old called th<‘ attention of (M’lieer Higgins.
New A orkers. The chief actors in tin* case an*
Higgins returned with Deorge Meyneke,
long since dead, but descendants of the principal file coroner’s
clerk, and they not being
in crime arc living in good style in New York to
day. The matter alluded to, iu brief, is the once able to break in the door, elfecfed an enfamous robbery of the print ss of Orange’s jewels,
trance by tlie transom.
by which over *1 .Olid,000 worth of precious stones |
The two women who had engaged the
were carried off at one f«*ll
swoop.
room were found lying on the lied toon I'm: moiinim; of skit, gtl, ISJi*.
gether. The elder was in front, breathWhile the prince and princess of Orange were abing heavily, a i id unconscious. The youngsent from their castle at Terveurcn it was diseo\
er one by her side lay with her lace to the
en d that the large j; wel casket of the
princes.*.
wall. She was dead. On the Hour was
had been forcibly broken open and carried off.
The robbers had effected tin ir enlra.u-e l»y break
found a bottle labeled ••Cowers \ Wighting a pane of glass from a door opeiiimr on the man's Morphia,” which w as
empty. Froth
terrace, and which, upon being unlocked, gave
was oozing from the nose and mouth of
free access to a suite of rooms leading to the bon
the dead girl
a mere child in appeardoir where the jewels were kept. The diumautiere
in which the jewels were preserved was a large
ance, and her limbs and bod\ w ere draw n
casket of silver with a glass top. under which tin*
as if she had died in pain.
The elder
j larger jewels and the key w licit op,*.led the lower up
j apartment were This top had been broken, the lay on her hack. Moth were dressed,
they having' only removed their hats and
j key abstracted and tin* low *r portions of the din
ijiaiitiere, in which also many important state pa- combs before
lying down.
pers wen* kept, opened. A valuable lace shawl
The breathing woman, in a comatose
was missing, but was afterwards found outside
condition, was removed to the Cincinnati
Tin; value of the stolen jewels alone,
the castle.
irrespective of their settings, was <1 .uiiO.OOtl. For hospital, where she died at a quarter to
nearly two years all efforts to discover the perpe
v! o’clock, three-quarters of an hour after
trators proved vain.
Then, .u IXBI. by a most sin
her arrival there. The dead body was
gnlar combination of circumstances, they were
discovered in this city.
In July of that year the removed from the hotel t" llabig's uncollector of the port of New York, acting on infor
dertaking establishment on Sixth street.
ination rendered by a Frenchman named Bourn
Towards evening the corpse was curried
age. oruere>i a seaicn oi me longings >.r a
Constant Folari al the Washington hotel.
wen* found over *l."»0.iM)ll worth of unset

certain

Then*

jewels

which had been smuggled into the country. Some
days later. Folari, who was living with his mis
tress at the hotel, was arrested,
lie had managed
to conceal a number of jewels which hud escaped
I he search of the customs ollicials by lu-ing hidden
m the tube of a hollow cane and in an umbrella
'tick. Tin se In*, assisted by his mistress, buried
ii, a little grove near Richmond hill.
A few days
before Folari's arrest Koumage had called at tin
oflice of the Flitch consul. Ilerr Huvavus. and of
fi-red. for tin* large reward advertised by tin* Dutch
government for tin* recovery of tin* jewels, to di
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j
1

j
i

I

!
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|
i

|
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j

thither from the hospital.
'll UK' persons nt tile dead in idles w ere
found several letters and cards, Imt nothing lo dctunieiy git e their uistiuy m suggest a moti\c for the suicide.
< Hie of the letters is as follows :
Saukam

••

■

■

■■

they
lodgings after leaving the I’.riekley s, but

she would not tell him.
Yesterday afternoon lie received the
follow ing sad letter :
i.

aim;11,

.\1ok\iso. \pri! 11

iM.vu
I suppu-e \ oil will Ik* surprised at
in.", a letti r from me. and 'till more at what
it contains. When I saw you this aiternoon 1 was
elapsed,
too full to give you satisfaction. I must thank you
for your many kiiuln<*sse> to me and min**
If
•seems like it has been my fate, ami is still to i>e,
an oiitea>t.
1 have always felt that you weiv my
vulgc
friend, hut the time has eome when friendship
Till*: \v11Ki:•.A t.ia is of
UK l.oimu;.
ecu.-es between us—you and me—lbr death will
Suspecting a trick tin* consul had declined t*» ne
cause a separation.
If l could reeai! the many
gothiic without positive evidence. and lb»umage
harsh words I have sjiokeii. and obliterate them
had then old his information tor tin* informer's
from your memory, it would he a happy moment
Tin* consul
per eoutuge to the custom house.
to in.-. Peat
please forgive nm. 1 wish i could look
hearing' of tin* seizure of tin* jewels, compared
back and think that in neither thought, word nor
them with a list in his possession, and.linding
deed had 1 marred your comfort
But when my
that they corresponded in all particulars with tin*
deplorable
-pint is wafted on the other side, think of im as
stolen gems, claimed and obtained them. Folari
one that has always wished you well
1! id i’ been
strenuously denied any knowledge of tln-ft: hut it
hi my power t
do anything for you on this earth,
was determined to send him to Holland for trial.
bow willingly would I have done it. But 1 have
Finding release impossible, he informed his cap
been placed in a situation where 1 could not act
tors of t he hiding-place on Richmond hill.
It was
luy own wall. Imt hvgones be bygones, and take
searched, but v\ ith the exception of a few geliis tin*
tlm wdl for the deed
Vo
remarked that you
treasure trov»* was gone: though the local police,
wen* >orry to see me so reekless; but ii
not
however, soon trace.1 it
lli-ury
apostal
recklessness t hat causes me to do this. The song
Folari's mistress w as a certain Susanin* Blanche.
Mine
.-ays -all dark clouds have a silver lining.”
on tin* \ovac- to America from France after the
is
closely enveloped that it can ot be petie
robbery she had made tin* acquaintance of lioiiin i
trati d.
'flic refusal of oim thing and tlie failure of
id
ol
nit
the
one
The
aililrest;
envelope
ft was iVi.m ln*r that the Freiiehman had oh
a/,*,
the letters led a reporter of tin- Commer- many tilings have brought all this on. Persons
taim*-1 the information which In* had tried to sell
whom 1 relied upon would not extend tie- hand of
to the
Fulfil consul.
After Folari's arrest tincial to No. i'7 1-last T hilil sired, to make
authority as they promised they would. There is
faithless Susanin* and her lover hail unearthed the
inquiries at tin- resilience of Mis. Agnes not any oim who is ready trustworthy. Mortals,
treaM'.rc buried at Richmond hill and lied to Lug
Now lin.
Mrs. Ni-wiin stated that having oli. mortals. li«.w w eak they are. making such loud
A messenger despatched by the consul
land.
made application at the oliice of the professions and fulfilling mam. If you only knew
reached there before tin*m. and lln-v were arrest
otic-half 1 have gone through you would shed
-i "ii Sept In. KH. vv lieu about to land from tin*
Wonien's t'lilistia11 association lor help, teal's of
Bui I do not expect any one
packet ship .Monaiigahela. In their possession wen* on Iasi Saturday a week, two women ; to enter sympathy.
into my troubles and feel the weight of
jewels t<* tin* amount of S'.MiH.OUU
<t
m
I
tin
will surprise the folks some
her for a situation.
suppose
They
When brought to trial at Brussels Folari stated called on
claimed to In- nioiluT and daughter, and ! little when they hear of it. 1 have nothing to
that In* had. on the day of tiu* robbery, been walk
eeu.-uiv you for on this earth.
I only hope you
i ug in t be woods m*ar Terveureu, and had observed gave their names as Sallie and Ida
May ! will take rare of yourself and meet me in
three men burying something.
Returning that
Dill.
The
older
was dressed
in full
be
lm:o
last
of oil. for Ida
will
thought
My
night lie had dug up tin* casket of tin* princess
Ilir I is g’>.ug with me. Don't think me rash, for how
Shaker garli, and as mat as a pin.
which In* had conveyed to his lodgings. He did
could 1 see
goto ruin, as she eertaiuB would
lie had removed
not deny having recognized it.
freshness and beauty were marked, and if she staid her
here
And now at hist farewell. For
all tin* settings, and buried them together with a
iter statement that she was tin- mother the !u -! time, in
reality. ! say farew. il. Su.i.n:.
number of cameos and stones of minor value in an
of her companion was questioned,
lint
P. S.
I trust we will meet on the other side,
iron pot near Brussels.
These were afterwards
the reunion will not be broken.
site declared that she was thirty -six years win
found.
Some time after this in* had gone to
To this was added a scrap in the girl's
Lyons, met Susanm* tln*n*. and together they had of age, tile widow of a soldier who died
conn* t«* New York by way of Havre.
They had early in the war of tile rebellion. Sixteen writ ill,!;. as follows:
spent some linn* in tin* South of France and in
when her child was six months
i can't leave you without saying good-by.
I
Lyons previous to this, and had embarked in years ago,
April. IS;H : so that, in the very heal of the old. she entered tile Shaker community thank you for befriending me so often, and trust
we v\ili meet sometime, to part no more.
search for the criminals, they had been within a
Fare
at Whitewater, near Harrison, Ohio. The
tew hundred miles of the seem* of tin* crime.
Ida May.
child, she said, mi growing into woman- well!
This was all tin* information that could he oh
This letter establishes the fact that the
manifested a disposition i" he
tallied from him. Of the method of 1 lie rob her v hood.
mother and daugiter fully understood
and the whereabouts of the remaining piiHD.ono schooled in (lie manners of the world,
worth of jewels he utterly refused 1<» speak, and and for this reason they had left tile so
each other. The\ had eome to the eonthey remain a comparative secret to-day. The eiety. They had left in a friendly under- elusion in die together and so end their
trial resulted in a sentence of twelve years's i:n
standing, and on a promise that they troubles on this earth and j;o toe-ether to
prisoument, in serving which Folari died.
w ould return at any time they chose.
tliai future life in which they evidently
HIS
\.\iti.v DID .Sol Dii*;.
The mother and child remained at Mrs. trusted.
however. When he arrived in New York he was
accompanied by Susanin* and their child, a hoy of Nowlin's for about ten days, the former
three years. When In* was arrested Susanin* had
Nellie .trees;, a bright little miss of ten
acting in the capacity of a housekeeper
confided the care of this child to a compatriot
Last .Monday years, accompanied by a cousin of the
and tile latter as a nurse.
hen*, in whose charge it remained until 1 SitL
Then the mother suddenly reappeared, fresh from morning tile woman rose about 5 o’clock
same a;o. came into our sanctum yesteran imprisonment of seven years and in possession
and left tin- house, returning' about noon. day and inquired the price of publishing;
of a large sum of inoiiev, which she at once invest
Her absence without leave or excuse was a love story. I'pon bein'; told that love
ed
local
real
in
torts

stocks

and

estate.

Strenuous of

made to wrest this property from ln*r
by the Fateh government, but although it was
certainly known to be tin* result of the robbery,
tin* fart could not be brought In.me to her and she
eseapeii. At ln*r death the estate reverted to her
sou. who had marrii d. and in tin* hands of whose
children it remains to day. The estate ranks now
as oin* of tin* most valuable in tin* metropolis,
comprising whole blocks of uptown property in
the best districts. Tin* grandchildren ot Folari,
under another name, and probably totally ignorant of the origin of t.icir wealth, move in the
leading ranks ot society, and tin* lortums of the
dead robber of he royal jewels of Holland gilds
the walls of one of the lim*st mansions on Fifth
avenue.
(New York Mercury.
were

Tho

Telephone.

[From the Boston Sunday Herald.J
The Music hall experiments of Friday showed
the practical qualities of the Bell Telephone, and
the still more striking tests promised for Monday
and Tuesday evenings will doubtless put its merits
beyond qu»\>tou. The leading idea in the mind of
the inventor is to rent tin? telephone like gas me-

so much a year, or, better
yet, ike the
District Telegraph machines, at a rale by the
month, with a fee for the use of the wire, in ad
ditioii. F.very house—every room for that matter—can have one, and it will not need to he a box
like these shown at Music Hull. That which hears
and speaks is merely a plate of sheet iron ’bur or
live inches across, and it
an be set in the wall of
a room. Hush with the surface, and perhaps color
ed so as to be indistinguishable, at first glance,
from the sold wall around it. Some of the best
effects obtained by Professor Bell have been with
plate exposed ill this way. without a mouthpiece
and with no box around the magnet.
Neither is
n certain that the plate must be so large as live
inches in diameter. Then* is good reason to think
that two or three inches will be large enough, and
perhaps tie whole allair will lie brought down to
the limits of a watch ease.
Behind the plate thus
set in the wall will be the
magnet, from each polo
of which the wires run, one of them going to the
ground, or the nearest gas pipe, and the other to
the telegraph line.
At some convenient point will
be placed a central telephone office, when* the
wires will be gathered upon a switchboard, some
thing as the Music Hall audiences see them In a
city as large as Boston there may be half a do/cn
of these central ollices. connecting with each other.
Then when Wiggin of State street wants to tell his
wife that lie will bring a friend to dinner, be wheels
round in his chair, asks an innocent looking m
sette on the wall to connect him No.
Com
inoiiwealth avenue, and impart tho desired in for
matioii, receiving a response expressive of great
pleasure on the part of Mrs. W.. together with cor
tain minor remarks which only the most shame
less of telephones would reveal. The same system
would apply in any ease of greater distance.'State
street wishing to hail Wall street would get the aid
of tile central office in Boston and New York and
in a few seconds establish a through connection.
How far the idea can be carried is not at all cer
tain. Successful experiments have been made be
tween Boston and New York, where tin* electrical
resistance is greater than that of the Atlantic cable,
and-it is believed that with better insulation the
distance could hi* doubled. The penetrating ca
pueity of this magneto-electric current, whatever
is, seems to be far in excess of tho common gal
vanic current produced by a battery, and it is so
singularly strong at times that tile long heads in
electricity have not yet decided just what the
force generated really is.
The longdistance ap
plication will not, however, be the first practical
use of tb<*
There
are the legions of
telephone.
private wires which cross the house tops in even
direction. These will be quick to show the ad
vantage of ail instrument which needs no special
training to operate, does not wear out, and has no
machinery to get out of order. Dozens of applications for telephones have been made, to be used
in this way, but Professor Bell is unwilling to have
them put on the market until the last possible improvement that he can think of has been made.

ters, at

ill

l ri-ci-ivv-d yours id'the l-.’lh.
I
began tu despair of ever hearing Irorn roll when a
whole we -1; and two days had
and evenevening would inquire if there was not a letter tor
hie
Hut --.Vo" was all I go! in response. Forgive
me if too severe,
i know voitr time must lie too
well Idled up with more important matters. 1 am
to
hear
very glad
you meet with sueh good sue
eess and are getting on so well: hut you did lid
suy
oin- word alamt your health: I was
-n anxious :
you seemed so unwell when you i. li here, and
y our letter, wliielv lies before me. shows a great
deal ol' ui-rvousues. My dear sister, yon must
guard against it all you ran There is noddle--, in
as io iia\,- one's
my e tiinadon, as
I am thankful, iudr.-d. it I
m-rves .shuttered.
have lieen tin- least eoinfort to you in am w ny
For the shod aeq uaiutanee a
had. I in-i-- ay
that I enjoy rd it very mueli.
dm- good ministiy
wroti- tlmi tln-y
would lie here last Tuesday, but failed i-oudug on
ueeomd ol' then horse taking siek.
Yesterday ill
raid raying I In -. would
der
iveei w-d
In- here this rouble-: Tuesday
F mi: F un: uiv.
All

Sai.i.ii:-

deemed sullieient for

a discharge.
They
departed accordingly, and took with them
two trunks tilled with a complete assortThe woman had exment of clothing.
pressed to another one of the servants a

dissatisfaction

on

account, of the

work

being harder than she had expected.
Directions

to send what mail
come for them to No.

were

matter might
Court street.
There is a

left

theory that the disposition
of the girl might he in some incasim- an
explanation of the motive of suicide. Sinks described as being a very stubborn
child, and wild in her notions.
n

is

mi!

cmi>11

<>i

some

imu

same

elder person, becoming despondent, resolved on the death of herself and daughter: that she administered
the poison to the girl and then took a
dose herself.
The appearance of tinbodies on the bed, in full dress, would
indicate that suicide was contemplated
by both. Of t.'e scene in that room,
however, with ns preparations for the
tragedy, there is no living tongue to tell.
Dill, the

antecedents ok the parties and history

Tragedy.

NUMBER 46.

| From the Cincinnati

northeast

Hanson

The arrest of Charles W. Cook. an<l his confession
of the part he acted in the terrible murder of Miss
Susan ,!. Hanson of Brookfield, tlie brief details of
which have already been given, has created in
tens'- excitement in New Hampshire.
The story of tile murder will he readily recalled.
Miss Hanson, a lady of culture mu! refinement, was
cruelly murdered by someone then unknow u. The
room in which she was sitting was violently shaken,
the lamp went out. and Miss Hanson fell to the
floor. The physicians found seventeen shot and
slugs in the murdered woman's fact*, noek and
breast, and there were other terrible wounds Sus
pic-ion was directed against Joseph Buzzeil as the
murderer, he having been the accepted suitor of
Miss Hanson. The time for the marriage had been
arrange I, but was postponed by Buzzeil on various
mother loved her daughter, and after all excuses. Thus matter- went on for several years
the appeals liiat she could make for her until a few months before the tragedy, to tile
surprise of the community. Buz/ell mar
proved tu he in vain, she announced her complete
ried another woman.
Miss Hanson
determination to go with her. The elders brought a breach of Subsequently
promise suit against Buzzeil.
told her that she could soon find a good and a bearing iu the ease had been fixed
upon to
situation in the
world" for the child, take place on the day that followed the murder.
Tim
evidence
Buzzeil
so
accumulated
against
rap
and that she could then return to them.
that only five days after the murder he was
About three weeks ago she came to this idly
arrested.charged with the commission ot the crime,
city. One posted in the wavs of the but after a long trial he was acquitted.
Cook, who is now under arrest, was one of the
Shakers tells us that it is likely that all
the mother and daughter received to start witnesses at the trial. Ho testified that lie was at
work at Buzzell's on the day of the murder: that
them in life after 14 years of .servitude he ate his
supper at fi o'clock, and in a very few
with these people was not to exceed si,4. minutes vent to bed. In March. I*7i>. the' farm
I'heir life in this city appears to have buildings >f John Churchill, a neighbor of Buzzeil.
were mysteriously burned, and subsequently the
only two features—their inability to find barn of
Noah II. Roberts, another Brookfield
a place where they could live
together farmer, was burned, and. as in the former cast*, m.
permanently and the withering answers cause could he ascertained. During the last winter
that the mother must have received from the barn and live stock of Leonard Short bridge of
ihe Shakers in authority in answer to her Brookfield were burned by an incendiary. These
three fires naturally caused much comment, as it
many appeals to let her take her child was well known that all the persons whose proper
bjtek with them. In this woman’s inner tv had thus been burned were witnesses for the
life here there was tin- desperate thought prosecution in the Buzzeil trial. The question im
arose in the minds of the town oflieiais
that it would be an abandonment of the mediately
whether Buzzeil was not connected with the fires,
only tiling she had on earth to love, to and in that way endeavoring to he revenged upon
leave the daughter here to temptation some of the witnesses. On the 17th of March last
and tu the necessities that would force the selectmen of Brookfield offered a reward of
*1000 for the detection and con ,fiction of the party
themselves upon her.
or parties t<» the incendiarism.
Soon after detee
The letters that she wrote appealing tivos from Boston were employed to shadow Cook
for mercy lb her child, and the answers j at Farmington in regard alone to the incendiary acts.
that came to them, ought to lie brought The result of the police work are substantially
known to the
<'ook was arrested at the
out to the light of a world that does not Howe farm in public.
Farmington on Saturday evening by
know enough, perhaps, of the praeiiees the detectives. Monday Cook was taken to Ussipee
ami his confession in the presence only of 11 on. J.
of a community that would send a help
less young girl out into a strange world W Sanborn and C. 15. liattncy. a lawyer of Roch
ester, was made,
lie confessed to his connection
merely because she h id been suspected. with the ('hurt hill lire, and said that he was hired
An idea of what was going on in the to do it by Buzzeil. but had never been paid
Himinds of these helpless ones may
be connection with the murder in all its details is
withheld by the oflieiais f< r proper rea.-onIt igleaned from a letter t lat we have been known from Mr. Sanborn who m»\\ hold- the eon
permitted to copy, tlia was written the fession in writing, that Cook fired the gun. but that
night lie fore the suicide, in the atmos- Bu/zel' stood by Ins side when he did it. Cook was
first eoax«»d to take part in the aifair by tee offer
phere uf the full determination to which at
of money, but when the time came to commit tic
they came to lay down t le burden of life. murder
»ie shrank from the an. but Buzzeil told
Ii was addressed to a young man who him that if lie did not take
good aim and tire that
knew these people and had seen them he would take tin* gnu and blow his (Cook -)
t
here. 11, had known them at the Shaker brains out. Af he period of the murder « ook u a17 year.-old
He was born in \Yfi-.-t Milton,
settlement, and he had he in kind to them oiily
and until he \va- I 1 years old lie lived on tin* Buz
as they lrad to him.
lie had done them
zell farm.
Yl’terward In* worked for farmers in
diflereiit places ju this section uml just previous
some favors here and they were grateful
o the
t
lie wa.- liviug at I-armniirio
tragedy
tu him. im Tuesday afternoon the mother
Zell went to Farmi lgtoii on Sum! ■.
.»
d.i
tore
called mi him.
lie knew that they left the murder, ami took
< **ok with him to Bn., ufn-ld.
the residence of Mr. Hrickley, No. Xidf> and tln-re. during Sunday evening. arra ^■ i,i«*111
mWest Court street, where they had been were made tor tin* commission of tin*
Monday Cook worked all day on the Bu/e il In u
stopping a short time, and that they were He
ate his supper on Monday as In* stat' d uu
file mother did tint went to his chamber, but soon afterwanl- *-c:i;i
very despondent.
tell him the nature of the letter she hail from his room and hurrieil away toe-un-eni '..mreceived from the elders, hut he surmised and he reaily to meet Buzzeil in tin* vieinii v .a i!;.
■:
that siie had made ev cry effort to go hack Hanson place, as In* had agreed,
lu* could not sleep a moment during the nu o .i:t.■
and take her child with her and that they the murder, and
that ever since tin* t bought ot Me
had failed,
lie made every effort to get terrible deed that lie committed hu bee. like
millstone
about
his
neck.
her to tell him where
had taken
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arrest of Btizzell. his wife. Irene Buz/el!. and
Jonathan Sanborn, a brother-iu law of Raz/c!!. .1
matter of imperative necessity. The arrest "l Mr>.
Btizzell ami Mr. Sanhorn naturally eausetl a great
sensation. The latter is one of the most prominent
citizens of the town, ami holds the very respoti-i
hie position of Chairman of tie- Board of C -mmisioners tor Carroll ;-uunt\. Mrs. Bu/zell and San
horn were arrested 1*11 the charge of being acres
sory to the fact of the murder after it was com
Blitted. As to what can he dole- with Bu//e!l
an interesting question.
Btizzell has been
tried for the murder and acquitted, and t h, •mi:
provide that a person’s life shall not be put in /
pardy a second time for tin- same otlem-e. 'flieris also some doubt as to exactly what w il! be tieimmediate disposition of Cook. If Buzzeil slioiihl
be tried as accessory to the murder or the arson
then Cook must he used as States evidence and be
relieved from prosecution, or perhaps it ma\ he
decided to put Cook directly oil Inal Ibr murder or
re

~

arson.

»

>
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iteminiscenc©

of

lobby

Prison.

| Washington Letter in Cincinnati iomim-iei.il |
Tile wife of tieneral Ricketts has just returned
from Bi -ton. where she has been making a \ isit
Mrs Ricketts, beside being the el- crest and <
of the handsomest of our >oinet.\ leaders. is tieheroine of a series of such spirited
Iv.-ntiin
that I cannot retrain from giving a tew of them
as I heard them from her husband's lip
At the breaking out
the war Capiaui Ri-*ketts
was ordered to \\ ashitigtou, whence e- proceeded
almost immediately to the front. Ilis command
was one of the few that stood 1>\ tln-ir guns during
the Bull Run disaster until the gray wave of bat
tie, with its crest of smoke and blood, dashed up
the little height on which this battery was plan-:
overwhelming tin- gunners with, death, and turn
ing tin* still hot cannon on the retreating soldier*.,
'flu* captain's horse was killed, and at the same
moment a hall struck his right leg breaking it.
and obliging him to fall helplessly with the horse,
the broken limb bearing the weight of the dead
animal.
\> a matter of course he was captured
and as they dragged him along to an ambulate-.-.
his spurs caught at even step in the grass and
earth, jerking the wounded leg and causing cxqti:
site agoti}. Finally, he groaned aloud, and a oum*
lieutenant loosed the spurs and took them oil', and
he tainted, waking up some time after to tin*! him
self in Libby prison, eouiim-d in a small, do-.room w ith fourteen other unfortunates.
There h<lay day after day. his wound undressed, hiim-nt
unwashed, unkept, uneared for. listlessly watching
tin* light creep out at night through the window
bars, and scarcely earing whether lie saw ;t return
next morning, for death sccim-d the only release
front this living grave, until one morning lie heard
a little hustle at tin* door, and a lew minutes after
his name called it: a voice he had ceased hopin
to hear again, and t lien his wtf-* threw herself oa
the door beside him. and gave way to utieontrol!
tide emotion tor .1 few minutes
Hut like the brave woman sin-is. she -n-v that
tears would not help the case, and dnir.g in-re}.-s
she set about making him more eomlortabb-. I' 1:
rolling a heavy traveling shawl she spread it
some straw, and with the h 1;» o' two or three oi
her husband's fellow sufferers aid him 011 it. Tln-:i
sin- unpacked a bundle and took o*it some b ar
linen, in which she dressed hit 1 then a botth- ol
cologne, with which she bathed his head and fa*-*then a pair of scissors, with which the w ild 1*. aid
and hair were clipped, and a brush and come,
with which they were w-11 dressed then ideal
handkerchief, which saturated with cologne and
put in his hand, and w hen all this w a- I nn In*
tell, as lie says, "as happy as a king.
Leaving
the prison tor a half hour, she went and bought
1
tea and eoll'cc. a stove with
spirit lamp mi1!,',
bread, and si dozen little things; railed on a sm
gem. a former intimate friend of hot!
seer.r.
ins services, stud was hack before the captain h id
persuaded himself t was all a divsim.
And llieu began her ministry among tho-. f.-nr
teen prisoners, several of whom had bad th->h
wounds, in a horrible condition from wa it o'- .1
teiitimi. and to allot' whom she was as a fai till'd
sister. He.-lining the invitations showvr-,1 iq-.-a
her by former friends, calmly meeting all objr.
turns and remonstrances oll'ered to her plan*'. she

stories were a drtt|| in the newspaper
market, and not worth three cents a
bushel to the editor or author, she said
she felt vert sorry, because she had a
von nice one.
When asked to show it.
she said it was not written, but she could
tell it. The littlt ones were gvett seats,
and Nellie prettily told the follo\vin;story :
•■Now, my name is Nellie Cree;. ami I
warn litis put in the Mornin; Herald, and
si,in\ mime to it. Now. I went to Kl I
i nirauo
1)11111 >. t aiiinimu, xvitn my Tatli
era year ago. and showed Edward Slater
a picture of a real niee girl.
Now, he fell
in luxe with tlie girl, and commenced
tin* floor, with only a shawl between her hotly ami
writing in her. and Thursday, of last the boards, divided
from tin* rest of the room in a
he
came
on
to
I'tica
and
married
week,
serei n of blankets, and siibjeet to tIn- demand ni
her
self-ehosen
her; and lie never saw her before; and
patients at unv and all hours oi
tin* day and night, washing ami dressing -lis-u-t
now lie promised me a present, and he
ing wounds two or tliree linn s a day. ami maki
hasn’t given it to me yet, and don’t you sunshine for them all until an exehange
>u prison
think lie ought to
That’s all the story, ers set her liurhaud and lierselt' free. Two u-ai s
and I told him I xvould put it in the Morn- afterward she got into a rarat tin* eornerof Itro.ni
way and f ifth avenue, in New York, with lea
ing Herald. Please do it for rite." [t'tiea mother.
It was full, and she stood a luomeul
Herald.
without a seat. .Suddenly a great six footer spran

1

■ti i v k i son: Wor.vus Ac x i n."

The

feeling against dogs xvliich is rapidly
strengthening here is not confined to this

(icn
up at the far end of the ear and sana out
tinmen, stand up. every -me ol' yon and Till.-- oil
for
this
is
Sirs,
Ifl.hats,
(ieiieral
ie,
who
your
nursed fourteen of us in l.ihby this.-it for till'.-.months, (lod bless her'"
Vinlfl-ti-1 stmnt up,
I until tinand, led by her former pnlient.
street rang, she. in the meuutime 1,-It provoketl,
half amused, ami wholly etitliarrassi-il

Fourteen years ago there came to the side of llie Atlantic. John Hull is lieShaker settlement of Whitewater, six coming disgusted with the sheep-worrymiles from Harrison and one mile from ing and hydrophobia for which the caAll English
New Haven, this county, a young woman, nine race is responsible.
This pretty story comes from Paris:
who, with her infant daughter (born out journal of recent date remarks under the A necklace that w its last seen on tin- neck
of wedlock) ill her arms, sought refuge above heading ; ■■This aspiration, which, of a cl.arming laily was the object ol' ad
in half earnest, Sydney Smith mad-, use miration.
from a world in which she had met only
Some time ago a gentleman
treachery auddisappointment The father of in a xxell-known passage, is no moro took tliis necklace to the late Mr. Moiana.
than a good many persons xvould seriousof her child, who had refused to marry
asking him In buy it, and to substitute
her, was the son of a wealthy and well ly utter if. by the re-importation of wolves, false diamonds in their place. Ills wile,
lie
of
i
could
rid
lie
known preacher ol Indianapolis. This they
present terrors lie saitl, would never Know the dilVerence.
She called the little one, from dogs. At all events the xvolx es xvould Mr. Moiana, who was a friend of l In1 wili-M
was Sallie Dill.
then only a year or two of age. Ida May
keep themselves to the better-wooded dis- family, asked twenty -four hours to relief t.
Dill. Sallie Dill was a woman of rather tricts, and would prowl mainly by night. In that time lie went anil told the story
attractive presence, and one of her quali- The dogs roam unchecked everywhere to the lady’s grandmother, who gate
fication was a line contralto voice that and at all hours. They jostle us'oIf the Moiana t’titNIO for the husband, telling
soon brought her out as a leader in the
pax eluents of the street, spring out upon him to give back tin* real necklace, but
choir of the “church" or center society of us in our country walks, are bigger, tierc- not to mention tin* truth. This was done.
the Shakers.
In this society this young el-, less reverential towards human beings Some months later it was the wile who
than aux European wolves, and they go took the necklet to Moiana,
woman passed these I I years an
un
asking him to
It is quite true that to have a big
eventful life, while her child grew up to mad.
buy it and to substitute false diamonds in
at
his
heels
is
w
as
to
male
omanl..
and
to
the
the place of the real ones. "My husband
necessary
young
experience dog
of the feelings of a fresh, warm nature, contentment as to have the plumage of will never know tin* dttlcrence,” sin- saitl.
a
bird
over head is to female vanity.
I
that could not well be curbed by the reAgain a visit to tin- grandmother, who
straints professed by the people by whom see that a correspondent recommends again gave
to keep the diamonds
she found herself surrounded.
A few
taxing dogs in proportion to their si/e. in the family, and as both husband and
months ago her lo\ e for the society of I he 1 should prefer a high general tax per wife still think that tin* diamonds are
younger men of the .settlement, and in- head, with an abatement in all eases false there is no fear of the necklace be
clination to associate as freely as possi- where service of value eau he proved, ing resold.
ble with them in public, and honestly, is there no bishop or archdeacon, at
brought upon her the tongue of calumny least, who will get hydrophobia for the
An elderly Christian of San Antonio
at the “confessional" of the society, degeneral good, that the present mania for had been listening for some time to a
ports about her grew and increased in turning wild beasts loose upon the com- discussion between a few muscular young
number, until at last her mother was told munity at large may he restrained within gentlemen as to the comparative merits
that she must leave them, as she was be- limits ?"
of certain amateur bruisers of the period.
coming entirely too “worldly.’’ There
At length the elderly Christian became
1 Low did it happen that all the surviv- impatient and broke out disdainfully:
may have been no sin in this child’s
heart, but she was accused of it and she ors of the famous “six hundred” who “You youngsters don’t know anything
must go. She must go out into a strange made the charge at Halaklava came to about iightin’ and
fighters. You’d orto
world, of which she knew nothing, and America < fan anybody explain that 1 been in these parts thirty years ago, liewhere her young and sensitive nature We know they did, because more than fore the
big revival had tamed the boys
might be blasted by the frost of unkind- the number who were supposed to have down. I’d lie willin’ to put up even that
ness; out into a cold world where she had escaped have already died in this
country, Deacon Dan’l Brown, unrestrained by
no friends and no ties of sympathy.
The and they keep dying every xveek.
[Herald. grace, can like any man in Texas to-day."

Russia

and

Turkey.

Opening of the Permanent Exhibition.

London. May lit. There seems to be two distinct movements progressing in Asia Minor. One
is an advance upon Erzeroum, with
operations
about Kars as incident thereto.
The other is a
movement upon Van and Bitlis. which will he the
base of further operations
against Diarbekir. Van
and Bitlis are
slightly fortified and dominated by
which,
in
the ease of Van. are traversed
heights
by comparatively good and easy roads. Bitlis occupies a somewhat stronger position, but can oiler
no serious
opposition. The force of the Turks in
this district is unknown. If they have ‘JO,000 or
men they might make a successful stand at
Snirt. at the entrance of the pass, through which
a good road leads from Betlis to Diarbekir.
VIC TORY

«’I.AIMED JtY

TIIE

TURKS.

oflieial
Constantinople despatch says that the
Russians, having attacked on Friday in great force,
the ] osition occupied
by the vanguard of the Turkish auxiliary troops in the vicinity of Batoum. an
engagement ensued, lasting eight and a half hours,
resulting in the complete route of the Russians,
who lost 1000 men. '1 lie Turkish loss was inconsiderable.
Other despatches state that the dearness and
scarcity of provisions at Erzeroum increase, and
the Russians tind great difficulty in obtaining supplies
Every day Bashi Bazouk riflemen lire upon
On Russian outposts,
inflicting considerable loss,
ill accounts agree that the Russians are
preparing
tor a concentrated movement on Erzeroum.
The
Russians still seem to be feeling their way. Posat
the
last
moment
some
doubt
come
sibly
may
over them as to whether it would he advisable to
b av.* Kars and Ardahan in the rear,
merely investing them with a corps of observation, thus
weakening their field army too much. The coup
dc main with field guns not
having succeeded at
K ars they limy now
try to reduce Ardahan. against
which, according to intelligence from Tiflis in the
Fresse. serious operations are now impending, so
as t<» have at least their rear in that direction
protected.
There must doubtless also be difficulties
>•1 transport in that mountainous countrv:
but.
whatever is the cause, delay can onh be of advantage to the Turks, if they use it for concentrating their forces in the right place, at.d know
b"
to use it afterwards. Meantime, the Turks, as
u
aid appear by official Russian
telegrams, can
s,,nd out soldiers and horsemen, and even guns, to
term an ambuscade for Russian
reeonnoitering
parties, the fortress of Kars, from which they are
-aid to have conic, cannot be so closely invested.
If not very interesting as a
military fact, it certain
ly i* *<> from a political point of view, that wherci' He* Russians have hitherto
gone they have at
once otabhshed their own Administration
An

l'ORY CLAIMED BY

THE RUSSIANS.

oflieial Russian despatch from Tiflis states
that after capturing Mukhastir. the Russians on the
llthlhrew forward two columns against Kliatzu
bain heights, skirting the river Kintrisoi.
This
strong position was stormed by the Russians with
a loss of 1 J killed and -lf> wounded.
The losses
were enormous.
Khatzuhain heights are near
Batoum. and the Turks were entrenched in their
positions thciv. The above is a Russian version ]
'•f the same affair which tin* Turks claim as a vieA:

1

telV.
i:adktouv kkpokts.

cnN

has reached «'onstantinople that comma
meat ion between Kars ami Erzeroum has been re
established.
The (iovernincut of Kars reports the
los> u! dll killed in the engagement of the 8th inst.
A detachment oft ossaeks advanced to
lhiskkoy.
:-ut were
compelled to fall back to Kajishman.
The Russians have sent forward roconuoitering
parties in t wo directions from Soghaule. probably
with an object of making a flank attack
upon the
Turkish camp at Rank*/., but owing to the depth
of the snow were unable to prosecute the
plan.
Turkisl r.- inforcements continue arriving on a
si*uk*.
There is a scarcity of provisions at
A lcxa.idropol and Eruau. Telegraphic comm uni
tern with Kars continues.
The Russians endeuv
•"'“d to obtain information by tapping the wires,
but were immediatelv discovered bv their ques
N

ws

tions.
I':.-

inhabitants of Erzeroum are contributing
largely in money and provisions for the defence of
Kars

A

HOT 1 LOUT AT

BATCH'il

The Telegraph's special from Batoum. dated Fri
d iy. midnight, says that at about live o’clock in
t lie morning the Russian forces,
largely augment
« «l. advanced with
batteries of tielil artillery and
made a furious attack upon the Heights defending
Batoum on the land side, occupied by Rashi Ra
/•ouks and the Ottoman troops, entrenched and
opened a terrible and well sustained tire of cannon
and musketry, which literally mowed the Russians
down in swaths. They fell by scores and hundreds
the plain below the Turkish position. During
the attempts to make way
against this force a body
<-f Turks, horses and foot, taking
advantage of the
thick forests, broke forth upon the Rank of the
Russian column and efleeted great slaughter, the
.Moseovites being upon ground perfectly open and
having no chance but to tight or fly ’in a short
time the spot which was the seem* of this Rank
movement, became covered with dead and dying
Russians.
Rut tin* enemy quickly brought up reinforce
meats and the battle was renewed with much de
termination. For many hours the efl’orts of the
assailants were desperately maintained, but toward
midday their artillery lire gradually slackened, and
tliev at leuiith withdrew after suffering consider

ably.

A it eye w itness of this important
te>tiii.*.s that the Ottoman soldiers

engagement

behaved ad
mirablv. They had. however, during u great part
of the action the advantage of euti'euchments on
limli around, and it is due to this fact no doubt
that their loss, as comparred to that of the Russians. was iusigniticaut.
Monday

s

tiukish siivkss.

London. April 1*'-.

The Standard's t'onstanti
noplc special gives some particulars of the great
success of the Turks in Asia.
Monday. Admiral
IIassau l’a-ha. alter bombarding the fortilication
ol Sukum Kaleh. lamied a number of soldiers, who
were
immediately joined by d.OUU natives. A vio
h ut combat ensued and the Russians were drawn
•Hi of Sukum Kaleh.
To day upwards of IU,0U(>
natives joined the Turkish forces, who hold the
fortifications. The town is in llames. All tin*
surrounding country is rising in support of the
Turks. Telegraphic communication between ('on
stanlinople and Kars via Lrzeroiim. remains intact.
file Standard has the following war news from
various points: The (irand Duke. Nicholas’ re
eepriun at Bucharest, was remarkably cold; not a
single cheer was heard.
The Russian war steamer recently
escaped from
Sebnslapol and reached the vicinity of Batouin.
‘>n Sunday night when seven miles from the shore
•-la* si lit four boats with torpedoes to attack a
Turkish frigate in tin- Roadstead. The torpedoes
failed to explode and lire was opened from the
frigate and shore. In the darkness and confusion
the Russian boats tied in different directions. Two
succeeded in reaching port unharmed. There is no
new s "f the other boats or the steamer.
IN

TI'KKKY

IN

ECHOl'E.

London. May Id. On the Danube there lias
been ij.i increase in the Russian forces occupi’ing
th" Oalatz and Reni positions which are some * VO.
ouit *trong.
These forces naturally keep equal
with tin* forces of the Turks in the line from Silis
tria to Tulteha
Meanwhile all the Russian move
show that they are concentrating the bulk
between (iuirgevo and .Viconoli in
"tie position. The forces will form the west’of the
Russian advance, frontingthe Turks from Kustchuk
Shumla. supported by tin* Oalatz and Reni
troops. The other portion will take the centre
position, and will be covered from attack from
M iddin bv a
corps called the Timok Valley corps,
but which is a misnomer as far as it signifies an
advance through Servian territory, for tin* best in
formation is that Russia, for both
political and
military reason*, will not violate Servian territorv.
Operations by tin* Turkish monitors oil the upper
Danube are mere farces.
These monitors have
"thy three quarter inch armor and are armed with
centimetre guns. Tin.* Russian centre is rapidlv
assuming shape on the Aluta. and small detach’
meuts

"f their forces

meuts have already occupied Turrus,
Magureliand
I slash. so t hat it is very probable that
they intend
crossing tlie Danube ur this point, to obtain pos
session im these eliicf passes of the Balkans and
thus cut Turkish communication with the trails

Balkan districts.

England’s Position.
London, May Id. The debate in the House of
• ominous
on Mr. Cladstoiie's resolutions,
against
interference iu favor of Turkey, although it has
mm a great
of
its
interest
the
b’v
modification
part
the original propositions and tin* statement of
ti e (ioverumeut's police made
by Mr. Cross on
Monday, has still been the chief political topic dur
ur the week.
The Conservative journals contend
: uit the debate will become futile and not cud in
a
.veil-considered opinion on one side or the other,
but in a mere formal counting of heads on a fore
gone conclusion.
They argue that it is not desirable to embarrass the (rovernment at the
present
moment with any general instructions or with the
proposal ot mi alterative policy : that all but a few
zealous partisans on cither side are anxious to
avoid eoilision with Russia or Turkey, and that
ross's statement satisfied the House, because it
showed that the .Ministers were united in the determination to maintain peace as long as
possible.
Gladstones resolutions are merelv a barren affirm
it ion of an abstract sentiment, 'flic
opinion of the
moderate or official wing of the Liberal party is
well
Goschen's
represented by
very
speech Friday
night. They argue that it was a mistake of Mr.
Gladstone to put his third and fourth resolutions
on paper, but that necessity for a motion of some
kind was :.hown by the extravagant rumors which
wen* disturbing the public mind.
There has been
too much reticence on both sides of the House, too
much drifting and too great readiness to rely on
tin* chapter of accidents.
Mr. Gladstone's resolutions have helped to clear the air by exciting discussion, by eliciting an unquestionable protest
>

bom the
above all,

public against assisting Turkey, and,
by causing the Government to specify
particular interests which England would defend.
The Radicals arc angry at what
they term mutilation and emasculation of Mr. Gladstone's
policy.
They say Mr. Gross's speech declares a neutrality

benevolent toward Turkey and hostile toward
Russia: that the policy of the Liberal leaders is a
feeble, wistful policy, a policy of regrets and
hopes, a policy which includes no appeal to popular sympathy and which must go to the wall.
They declare that flu* Marquis of Hartington's
management tends to disrupt rather than unite the
Liberal party. The Spectator goes so far as to denounce Hartington's tactics as discreditable.
It
disavows Lowe. Forster, John Bright and Trevelyan. ami declares the country will have learned
from Monday night’s wrangle (over the modification of Gladstone's motion) whom to look to as the
nucleus of a stronger and more logical party in relation to the foreign policy of the future.
The Saturday Review, iu commenting on (.'ross’s
speech, says: “When we speak of guarding the
Suez Ga ud in time of war how are we to do this ?
The canal cannot be guarded by a fleet cruising up
and down tin; Mediterranean. There must be a
basis somewhere in Egypt from which our arrange
merits for the protection of the canal can be made.’’
May 14th, iu the House of Commons Mr. Gladstone’s resolutions were rejected—354 to 223—and
the amendment offered
by Sir Henry Wolff to the
effect that the House declines to entertain any
resolutions which may embarrass the Government
iu its maintenance of' peace and the protection of
British interests without indicating any alternative lino of policy, was adopted without (division.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY 17, 1877.
rri'.usuKi)

The Presidential party arrived at the
central entrance of the exhibition building at 2.15, and were at once escorted to
the platform where the ceremonies of the
day began, according to the following
programme ;
Prelude, national airs, during which
the Gov. of Pennsylvani and staff entered and took position on the platform : reception of the President of the United
States ; festival overture : prayer by Bishop Stevens ; announcement of the opening by Clement M. Biddle, president of
the exhibition company : chorus. “Angel
of Peace:" proclamation by the President
of the United States declaring the exhibition opened : hallelujah chorus; address
by John Welsh, president of the centennial board of finance; chorus. “March of
the Men of Columbia:" address by Alfred T. Goshorn, director general of the
Centennial exhibition: chorus, “Whittier’s Centennial Hymn," sung at the
opening of the Centennial exhibition.
Benediction invoked by Bishop Simpson,
marked the conclusion of the ceremonies.
The music on the occasion was by 250(1
.choirists, accompanied by the great Boosevelt organ and by the exhibition orchestra.
People had been gathering in large
numbers in and around the exhibition
building since II o’clock, and all available space within sight of the platform
It is estimated fully 5(I.(I(H)
was [lacked.
people, were in the structure.
wilin'tiie display is mainly American,
it comprises exhibits from most of the
two-score foreign nations which were represented at the centennial, ami the arrangements in the main building are
more nearly perfected than were those
in the same structure on the Bill of May,
IS7b.
Fine agricultural displays unmade by Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
Tunis, Turkey. Spain and liruxil. and
general exhibits, equally inteiesting. by
China, 1-lgypt, Japan, France. Belgium,
Switzerland, Mexico, Brazil, Austria.
Canada. Denmark, (treat Britain. Dormany. Italy. Norway. < irange Free State.
Portugal, Russia. Turkey. Tunis, and
Venezuela. Tire longitudinal avenues of
the building are wider than before, it
having been noticed during the centennial that the streams of visitors flowed
principally through them, while the traverse aisles remained almost desi tied.
On every side the eye falls upon some titmiliar landmark of the centennial. There
is the old log cabin and New Kngland
kitchen, where the pretty Yankee girls,
disguised as old maids of Colonial times,
will again furnish continental dinners and
receive visitors, under the superintendence of Miss Southwiek of Boston, who
has added many new attractions to that
well remembered feature of the centennial. Off in the other direction are the
old wind mill from agricultural hall, tin
grindstone monument from machinery
hall, and the mammoth Kansas liberty
bull, formed of agricultural products and
suspended from the roof. Brietiy, it may
be said that the permanent exhibition is
the Centennial deprived of the more objectionable with nearly all that was admirable boiled down and consolidated.
A novel feature of the exhibition is a
large aquarium covering I l.(KM) square
feet. and. containing both salt and fresh
water specimens.
I'he educational section is also very complete, including a
model school house, school furniture, and
collection of natural history. The musical
performai. "S will constitute a permanent
attraction, special facilities being afforded
to the musical societies, associations and
schools for public concerts and rehearsals.
The attendance to-day reached over 11»(>,(HMi persons, there being over 7o.(Hiii during the opening ceremonies.
The marriage of Miss Lizzie l’orter.
Admiral Porter’s eldest daughter, and
Lieut. L. ('. Logan, in Washington on
Wednesday, created a Hotter in the fashionable circle at the Capital. The Church
of the Epiphany, v\ here the ceremony was
performed, was tilled with the fairest and
best of Washington society, and was handsomely decorated with flow ers. There was
a
large number of officers of the artnv
and navy present, many of them in fail
uniform, which gave a most brilliant effect to the scene. The groom, with his
best man, Lieut. Colby, entered the chancel from the vestry, and the ten ushers,
walking up the aisle two by two, met him
at the chancel and awaited the arrival of
the fair procession moving up from the
door. This was a beautiful sight
ten
charming girls, in the loveliest of dresses
made of tulle and blonde lace, draped
with sprays of lilacs. They were followed
by the bride, leaning on the arm of her
father, who was in full uniform. At the
chancel the groups disposed themselves
on either side, and the bride and groom
knelt before the altar.
The bride was
superbly dressed in white satin, covered
with the richest of Oriental embroidery.
The only jewelry she wore were solitaire
pearl ear-rings. Her bouquet was of lilies
of the valley and orange blossoms. Miss
Porter was one of the bridesmaids of Miss
Nellie Grant at her marriage three years
ago, and of that lovely band she is the
third or fourth who has since made the
central figure on a like brilliant occasion.
This marriage has created as much of a
sensation in Washington circles as the
Grant-Sartoris and Sherman-Pitch marriages which preceded it, and it is worthy
of remark that within three years the
daughter of the President, the daughter
of the General of the Army and the
daughter of the Admiral of the Navy, all
associated together from their childhood
in the society of the Capital, hav e been
led to the altar. Lieut. Logan was graduated at Anapolis in I Si is, and is a young
officer of much promise.
Mysterious

Affair

in

Vermont.

ward and Feck for examination. A hullet hole
wain found entering the right
side, between he
ninth and tenth ribs, and passing out on flit* left
side, going completely through his body. A binlet
was also taken from near the surface, in front of
the upper part of the left lung. About 8 o’clock
on
Saturday night John Pendergrass, a truck
walker on the Rutland Railroad, while going- north
from Pittstord on the track met a man with a ritle,
who
to shoot him
A scuttle ensued
attempted
and the
ritle was taken from the unknown mail,
and Pendergrass, w ith the ritle,
proceeded on his
way until he met another track walker from the
who
north,
told him about Hu* murder of young
Brasser.
They both immediately proceeded to
Brandon, where their surmises proved correct. A
force at once started with a hand ear, and when
near the scene of the scuflle a shot w as heard, and
they soon found the unknown tramp between the
rails dead, he having just shot himself w itb a » ’oil’s
revolver, which was found near him. The bullets
in the revolver matched those found in the murdered man, so there was no doubt that the suicide
was the murderer of young Brasser.
'There was
nothing found on the remains, which were eon
veyed to Brandon, to show who the murderer is.
He was dressed in a blue suit, checked shirt, felt
hat and congress shoes. He is a good looking man.
with dark, curly hair, smooth shaven face, with
white soft hands, and did not look as if he was
used to hard work.

A later
14th says

despatch,

dated at

Hrandon,

The
tramp that murdered Frank Brassor has
been recognized by Eugene Williams as the one
who worked for him a few months last summer in
Hubbard town, eight miles from here, lie also
came to \\ illiams’
Thursday night last and stayed
till Saturday forenoon, when he started for this
place, as he said, to take the train for Montreal, to
ship on a vessel. \\ illiams completelv identified
him and says he was quiet, pleasant and inoffen
sive and that he considered him a trusty person of
good habits. He says be was quite well educated
and fond of reading.

Thursday morning.by
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Peace

Has

is

Come.

exceedingly gratifying

to

every one
who desires the prosperity of the country,
and expects to interweave his own welfare with that of the republic. Nobody
will regret it save those who have hoped
to profit l»v a strife—a pestilent class al-

ays. Fair minded Democrats, particulaily, should rejoice that justice has at
w

last been done to the south, and that pacification has followed no matter even

through
We

unexpected instrumentality.

an

told that “the wrath of man shall
he made to praise God,” and why should
are

Democrats express a satisfaction that
the head of the radical party has been led
to give to the South an emancipation the
fullness of w hich even Mr. Tilden could
not

!

not have exceeded !

For

our

part

agree with a lead-

ing Democratic paper of the west, which

1

expresses the utmost satisfaction and
For the first time in twenty years
says:
the

mind is in

condition of profar as national polities

public

a

found repose, so
concerned. From

185f! to I8PI the
North
distracted
agitation
anti-slavery
and South : from ISiil to 18(15, we had a

are

fierce and bloods war, and from 18(15 to
1-77. we were wrestling with the difficult
and dangerous problem of reconstruction.
All these \ears the country has been in
hot wafer of

another, all these
>ears the people have had something else
to think about besides their legitimate
one

sort or

individual business; all these years honest
fanatics and dishonest demagogues have
had the rest of the community at their
mercy, and fed the flames of sectional
strife with

which might and
should have been devoted to nobler uses.

material

At last fanaticism and

demagoguery have
been compelled to suspend operations,
and though the suspension is probably
temporary, yet these operations are not
likely ever to be renewed on the same
■rale

purpose. The bottom has been effectually knocked out of
the African agitation tub, and there is no
or

for the

same

to believe it will ever be renewed.

reason

How much t!io nation needs rest may
inferred from the promptness with
which the political truce has been welhe

comed. In vain do the party organs labor
to revive popular interest in issues which
ago shook the

sixty days

The

centre.

and
hat

deaf

a

people
ear

republic

to its

turn a cold shoulder

to organ music.

They

danced to it

e

dance

no more.

long enough and will
They know that the root

from whence sprung all the trouble which
has vexed their souls, depleted their

pockets, and humiliated their pride, was
torn up and I It mg away when South Carolina and Louisiana

were

released from

carpet-bag bondage. They know that
the region south of the Potomac and the
Ohio will hereafter be as undisturbed as
the region north, and that the Southern

people like

the

than

generation Myra
Clark Gains, widow of the late Major
General Edmund Pendleton Gains, lias
been engaged in a legal contest with
numerous parties, including the city of
For

more

a

New Orleans, to obtain possession of
property claimed under a will made by
her father, Daniel Clark. Her history is
Her
of romantic interest.
j Daniel Clark, a native of Ireland, emigrated to New Orleans, where in 17!)!► he
one

large estate of his uncle, lie
died in 18111, after making a will beinherited

a

his property to his mother.
While in New Orleans Clark was reported a bachelor, hut was known to have

queathing

had

liaison with

a

of which two

woman, as a result

a

daughters

born,

were

one

of whom, (Myra) Mrs. General Gains still
survives. Subsequent to the settlement
of the estate under the will mentioned,
Myra, who having been brought up in
the

family of Colonel Davis, a friend of
Clark’s, was ignorant of her relationship
to Clark until tin; fact was

accidentally

discovered while looking over some old
papers in the possession of Colonel Davis.
In lS.’fc! she married
then

began

Mr. Whitney, and
the preparations for the suit
a

legitimacy and obtain
possession of the property of her father,
a contest which in very many regards is
the most celebrated in American law reports. A braver woman never lived. Her
first husband entered

in-

enthusiastically

to all of her
to her

as

[dans to remove all doubts
legitimacy, and General Gains,

her second husband, was equally determined to achieve success in the same direction. For ten years the gallant old gentleman contributed largely of bis means
to carry forward the prosecution, and
since his death the widow, now 7g years
of age, has fought the battle single handed

against

terrible odds.

The

ease

Northern

people

will

henceforth be let alone to manage their
own allairs in their own way. South Carolina and Louisiana are no more talked
about

or thought about now than .Missouri and Massachusetts; and Chamberlain and Packard, Hampton and Nieholls,

Observations of Men

tltli and 7th. There will be half fare on
the Maine Central, and free entertainment at Dexter for

delegates.

Clubs

Everything tells of Spring. 1
written by a man signing himself

are

The

peared

in

Washington

interest, and

umph

to

superintend

her

in lSti7 she, achieved a tri-

which

ended

substantially

the

It became necessary, however, for
rehearing in New Orleans, and “on

Monday," says the New Orleans Times,
“Judge Hillings, of the I'nited States
District Court, rendered a lengthy decision in the case of Myra Clark Cains
vs. the city of New Orleans and others,

Belfast, is

the plaintiff and recognizes the probate
of the will of Daniel Clark, of 1SF1. The
decree of the court commands the dea

master in chan-

dlery for all the income from this property during their long possession. They are
ousted from their titles and from all the
accumulation therefrom. This decision
involves also heavy claims against the
city, which has sold a large amount of
the property in question with a full wat
ranty of title.”
The value of the property claimed was ;
estimated in 18(51 at $:J7>,(10(1,0(10, of w hich, j
up to 18(51, Mrs. Cains had received 8d.
It is safe to say that of all the
(HMIJIltir
w omen in the world there are not a dozen
who would have held on to their rights
witii the tenacity that has distinguished
Mrs. Gains’s career, and it is fair to assume
name

that slit- has believed that a good
was better than great riches, and

has fought harder to establish her legitimacy and the good name of her mother
than for the wealth which has

at

last

fallen into her possession.
Oil tin- With of

mailed at

February last there was
Philadelphia a large envelope

intended for the editor of this paper, but
which, by a slip of the pen of the writer,
addressed to -Belfast, Louisiana."
Last .Monday this epistle came to its
was

through the mail, bearing numerous postmarks and the evidences of long and
weary travel. It had been sent to the
dead letter ofliee, and there opened.
As
there was something to show that it was
intended for the editor of a paper called
the Journal, at Belfast, there must have
been careful inquiry about all the Bell’asts in the post ofliee register, until the
one was found.
Then the original
letter and envelope were carefully put in
a new and clean wrapper, and sent in tin-

right

If thus reconciling tinerrors regarding the extremes of the Union is a part- of our new President’s policy. it certainly seems to be working well.

right

the

decorating

of

Hall,

in fresco.

even

thus early

a

gentleman” and the “reliable
band" of

our

Our G.

contra-

rebellion.

ent at the

invited to be presgiven by the Xow

York Chamber of Commerce, which President Hayes attended, but declined.

shop, just like

get striped,
sides.

swindle travellers.
subscriber to the Journal will
be furnished grat is with a copy of the map
of the seat of war, such as we to-day send
new

direction.

a

few.

Student

navy blue, with silk clocks

on

the

are

bad send oft' in the speech making line
since assuming iiis new dignity. In an

very often, when

address delivered last week at Baltimore,
lie made a bitter attack upon the city of

ministers

nothing else

seems

to

work.

Knowing that you pretend to a distaste to
poetry, I ask you if you have ever read the milk
maid's song, from Tennyson's Queen Mary { If so,
isn't it just as sweet its it can be and* isn't tinsentiment pretty i l enclose oneversu. Mai oik

d'lte

is the substance of bis remarks:

Washington was not a good citv. It had it good
many churches, but it was some distance from the
spot to which their spires pointed. It had a bail
beginning and hud never produced any great statesman or
philanthropist. Tin* descendants of its old
families have made no mark. It sided with trea
s..;i against loyalty, and its selection was a great
mistake, being sandwiched between two slave
States, ind the headquarters of the slave trade
where boys were sob! as swine. Moral life was a
sham; ill was fair without but foul within. Its
boasted chivalry was to challenge a Northern man
to tight and to whip a negro with his hands tied,
The
people applauded Breckinridge in his treason.
stooii between Andrew Johnson and impeachment,
and in their midst was hatched the devilish plot
that ri bbed Lincoln of his life. During the war
J ell Davis would have been more welcome than
Lincoln. Lee than Grant, and the Stars and Bars
mor
than the Star Spangled Banner.
Parson
Brown low* made an apt remark on his way to
Washington, lie said that he felt he must be
getting near the city, as he began to feel as if he
u anted to steal something.
Washington society
tanned into a tmy tin* passions ol nn*n. and much
of the* old spirit was left.
The portraits of Gid
dings, Gcrritt Smith and such men had no place
on tin* walls of the Corcoran Art Gallery, hut the
Calhouns and McDuttics were numerous.
They
knew how to make Northern men with Southern
principles, and that class were reappearing now.
It was again getting dark for the colored race, hut
tin* shadow would ultimately pass away.
The old
Maryland and Virginia families always had the
best pickings, and held the otliees and slaves.
But \ irginia’s glory has departed. Instead of the
mother of States, she is the grandmother, and occasionally some of her sons appear chewing James
river tobacco, their dignitv gone, masters without
slaves, ami lords without lands. The Washingtonian is indolent in all his movements. Step into
a store and you will wait live minutes before you
are noticed.
Every one of them has been or expects to be a great mail. They walk, slowly but
not measured, their arms hanging listlessly by
their sides, lie ex> .*ls all other Americans m sit
ting, and can remain in an easy chair longer with
out fatigue than any other man.
He is fully equal
in this respect to the Turk. All Washingtonians
wear their hats over their eyes in a sombre, unhappy and sinister way. a fashion probable learned
from members of Congress who wear their hats in
this way sometimes to avoid recognition, and some
times because of intent thinking
The Washing
tonian has a strong negro pronunciation, learned
from the slaves. There is also a class of poor white
trash in Washington who in slave days were dri\ers
of the negroes, but live now by huckstering, fishing and hunting, and though they make a better
living now than before, still they are not happy.
Besides these there are otliee-seckers of all kinds
and more people trying to get something for noth
ing than in unv other city in the country. To he
honest in Washington is to be considered a fool.
Nobody ever says no; all suv yes. There is more
insincere politeness and obsequious hat lifting
there than any where else.

why

me

Our George
Do you believe that “a soft answer
turueth away wrath," always
Thmcku.
Well, Temper, you have struck one of those
moral, golden rule problems. I must say that it
is not what 1 should call a dead sure thing: yet in
h mother’s dealing with her children, 1 have ob
served that **a soft hand, sir. turueth away wrath"

Washington

Washington and the people thereof,

you tell

Can

spoken of as gentlemen of the cloth
Having carefully weighed this query oil a pair of
Fairbanks scales, 1 answer that l presume it is be
cause they are classed iuamongstthe toxt-ehewers

premature.
About

asks:

are

Fred Douglas, the colored L'. S. .Marshal of the District of Columbia, gets a

following

or

Robin came belliud me.
Kissed me well, 1 vow ;
Cut!’him, could 1. with my hand-*
Milking the cow f
.Swallows tly again.
Cuckoos cry again.
And you came and kissed me.
Mifkiug the cow
!

j

never

gives

sour

milk;

You want to know
1 presume you refer to the
was

it is

one

sweet.
of the

A

cow

seldom

peculiarities

of

tin- animal.

Now, Maudie. I don't mind telling
you in confidence that the milkmaid need not
have been kissed, unless she had wanted to be.
She was just as safe on that milking stool us
1

though she was sitting beside a loaded Krupp
gun. When Robin came behind her. all she had
;
i to do to prevent his kissing her was simply to

]
j

!
]

!
j

give her wrist a little turn and instead of letting
the milk go into the pail, just play a small stream
over her shoulder into Robin's eye, with a little
extra up his nostrils, and she would have seen
Robin prancing out of that cow yard as lively as
if he had sat down on a hornet’s nest in full bloom.
Mr. Our George,
Es<j: Won't you tell mo wlmt
makes the best kind of a 1k»w l A Small lio\.

My little friend, your writing looks as cramped
as a cast* of colic, and I infer from that that you
must be suffering to have your question answered;
l will answer it if 1 have to mortgage my store
do it. The best thing I know of to make a beau
of is a young man about my size, disposition and
general appearance. He is elastic, has lots of
so

to

spring in him, and you will find it hard to break
him. I would suggest that you submit this question to your sister and get her opinion
Fannie wants to know
•Is it nroper and polite to ask a young man in
when he has escorted a lady borne from o place of
—

amusement after 12 at

night

Your questions are us mixed up as if they had
been written with a Dover egg beater. Is it proper
and polite to ask a young man in .' In where ! It
depends on the place. It wouldn't be proper to
ask him into a bar-room or a gambling saloon.
Then again, who is going to do the asking in !
The lady, or her father, or her grandmother, or
who ? That, you see, has a good deal of bearing
on the subject.
If it is the lady, why it depends
on circumstances.
If the old gentleman’s sleeping

Sometimes it’s well enough to see ouralready almost forgotten. If Blaine
makes his promised “blood and thunder” selves as foreigners see us, and this is the
It is undoubtedly a dirty bird that fouls
speech next < letober, the public will listen way the political situation here looks to
room is in a suitable place, where lie won’t be dis
its
own nest, and in tbis particular case
to him as it would to an expounder of last the London Pall Mad Gazette: ‘‘The disand the young man knows how to whisper
tbe act was a most indiscreet one.
No turbed,
of
the
makes
negro question
year's almanac. The Southern mill yields appearance
without being heard all over the neighborhood,
it
wonder
that
aroused
great indignation.
it certain that the South will in a few
no more grists.
why. that has a heap to do with it. too. Then you
It is reported that petitions tire being nu- ask, ••after he has escorted her home from a
place
11 is scarcely possible to overestimate years be broken up into sections upon
signed for tin* removal of Doug- of amusement after 12 at night." 12 what f Do
the advantages this repose will bring. questions of tarills, taxation and the like, merously
las from office, anil tbat a strong effort you mean after going home that night with 12
During twenty years of turmoil and con- and probably the Union will be strengthIn* made to induce tin* President to others, or 12 miles, or behind 12 couple, or do you
will
fusion many important interests, individ- ened by alliances between Northern and
I trust that you
mean after 12 o’clock, «*r what ?
art upon it.
will see the propriety of making your composition
ual, local and material, have been partial- Southern States upon all the ordinary
It is sometimes harder to ask
as possible.
President Hayes was present at tbe as plain
ly or wholly negleeled. We now have the issues of politics.”
a question correctly than it is to answer it.
time and the inclination to attend to
annual banquet of tin* New York ChamEngland's opinion of her right to interWill Our George inform me what the definition
them. The eyes so long turned so anxber of Commerce on Monday, as were a
of courting is (
And also where so many surnames
fere in behalf of Turkey, as expressed by
of
tin*
iously toward Washington on the one
eminent
men
great
country.
many
originated, if they were all Noah’s after the flood !
is
that
she
when
has
that
right
i. o. r.
hand and the South on the other, may parliament,
In response to a toast, tin* President said
as
names,
are

be directed nearer home.

now

Everybody

go to work with the reasonable prospect of enjoying the honest fruits thereof.

can

foreign

in

progress, which
threatens to involve all Europe and cannot possibly involve us, there is encouragement for all branches of industry.
a

Polities

war

for the present dead, which
makes business alive. The national rest
will be an immense national blessing il
we

are

only appreciate and improve it.
A

War

Map.

she may consider the time to have come.
Gladstone’s resolutions were so amended,

by

a

decided vote. So

our

cousins

reserve

the right to

pitch in whenever they find
Turkey pressed too hard. Thus history
will repeat itself, as it is morally certain
that Turkey will be severely dealt with.
Then will all Europe be aflame.
Atlantic steamers
a

are

lately acquiring

reputation forgetting into trouble with-

out sufficient.cause.
Two or three have
laid their bones on the New Jersey coast.

The Daeotah, an elegant steamer of the
present to each subscriber to the
Williams and Guion line, last week went
Journal this week, a large ami handsome
ashore when hut a few hours out of Livermap of the region involved in the war bepool, and became a total wreck. Sometween Russia and Turkey.
The scene of
how the Cunarders avoid these
H

e

hostilities is

so

mishaps.

far distant and little known

There are contradictory reports about
pretty close study of
Hit' geography of the region is needed to the land fighting between the belligerents
enable readers to follow uuderstandingly in Turkey; but it is conceded that the
the progress of tin? war. The map which Russians put some shells through a large
Turkish monitor on the Danube, and sent
we present comprises two sections, one
to Americans that a

representing Turkey in Europe, and the
other Turkey in Asia, each of which is
now the scene of active operations.
This
map, kept at hand and referred to as the
war progresses, will help the reader of
the Journal to a much clearer idea of the

situation.

This handsome map has been
obtained at considerable expense, and is

presented

to subscribers w ithout cost to

them.

her to the bottom. She carried down about
two hundred of the Sultan’s defenders with

her; but

as the Koran teaches that those
who perish in battle go straight to paradise, there is not much room for regret.

The Argus has exposed some bad leaks
in the treasury of Portland, which went
to pay for suppers, wines and

cigars for
members of the city government. Ah,
these

Washington despatch says that an
intimate friend of Elaine states the following as the Senator’s position : He is
bitter in his opposition to Hayes’ policy,
A

on

newspapers! What nice pickings
the sly the officials might have, if they

could only restrain the industrious

re-

porter.

to the end,
if there should not be another Republican in the Senate with him. He believes Hayes’ ingratitude to the Republi-

John Hull is becoming very suspicious
that Russia is aiming at the occupation of
the Euphrates valley and a route to India

of South Carolina and Louisiana is
simply infamous.

is

saying that he will oppose it
even

cans

hy

way of Persian Gulf. The India trade
very tender point with John, and ho

a

will

tight

for it

as soon as

for

anything.

It is a gratilie.ition to have this opportunity to
meet such an assemblage of the busmens men of
the city of New York.
I wish to make my acknowledgments to them for their invitation to eu

joy with them their annual social meeting. I wish
to assure them that this
hearty greeting is very
welcome to me. p beers.J (After a pause the

President went on
At peace with all the
nations of the world, with an honest
purpose on
the part of our people and the part of the Government [loud cheers] to strive for the restoration of
tin* ancient
concord within our own limits.
1 believe that,
[Hurrahs and great
|
notwithstanding the unfortunate array of figures
which has been disentombed, that we may conti
d«*ntl\ look for early, decided and encouraging
evidences of the reviving of business prosperity
throughout tin* country.

rapidly).

applause

response to a, statement to < )ur Commeicial Marine, Secretary Kvarts said
Why u nation, so strong in the warlike power of
its people, so rieh in the wealth of its fertile fields,
m

rieh in skill and invention, so fertile in re
sources, whv such nutiou as this should find its
llag desert the sea should cause much thought and
solicit ude.
He reviewed the cruel civil war and the cruel
blows struck at our interests, and suid that peace
came, and then the wild predominance of
political
schemes to accomplish peace and harmony at home,
and now that is ended, and now there is a greater
unity and purpose and reverence for the great Con
stitut it*n. which has survived all its perils, and the
nation which is content from one end to the other.
[Cheers.] \\ hat can keep down the commerce of
such a nation l Nothing but bad laws. [Cheers ]
W ise laws is all that is needed with concurring
harmony to develop the nation's commercial prosperity. The whole regulation of the shipping has
fortunately been vested in the I'nited States (.Jov
eminent.
Whatever has divided parties in the
past, our commerce rests with the general com
mum*. Our ships must have a llag. and to sail with
profit must have a cargo, and we must buy a great
deal in return. Commerce is not a benevolent en
terprise. TuriH's and duties must be simple. [Im
meiise applause.] The merchants must not be the
prey to entangling laws or adventurous executions
id laws [cheers], and we must he able to compete
with the advanced portions of the globe, all of
which requires good faith and intelligence. The
toast demands a speedy restoration of our commerce, hut speed is not for nations as for individuals. There must be a large and steady survey by
the Government its to what it can do. We must
have shins either by building them or buying
them. [(.’lieers.J It is for the people of this country
to determine whether they will prefer polities, in
the personal ambition of citizens to polities in the
large sense of a keen, wise government of a great
noble and generous people, with a constitution of
society where the people are the true breath of life
to their Government-, and the people's purposes
and allegiance and fidelity and sagacity are to attach themselves to the working power of a great
and purer Government.
so

Why, regarding
As
they do now

the

they originated just
population increased, as fast

men got into scrapes, failed in business or
successful, as the case might be. they changed
their name to suit themselves. Do you blame some
of the young Hams for changing their name to
as

the

were

Dnr ham or Haul-diton ! Then when a chap left
his wife and went west he changed his name. He
might start out as Smith, and the next that would
A good
be hoard of him he would he Smythc.
many did not know how to spell their names, and
many more got so drunk that they could not iv
member their name when they got sober.
Now about dotmmg courting. » «»usit down and
try and doline the tlavor of a strawberry or the

perfume of a rose, and see where you will bring
up. Courting is a tiling not to bo detined, it is
something that needs to be done. Go and ask
any one liow it feels to die. Courting and dying,
iuv friend, are two things that you must learn
about by experience ; you cannot get Our George
anyone else to dctine them. You get your
heart set on a girl, and you will tind out what
courting is without asking me. If you over do
find out, just drop me a line and detine it.
or

George: Suppose a fellow has promised
uiarry two girls, and goes hack on them both.
Can they both sue him for breach of promise I In
other words, can two pair of breaches of that kind
he made to tit one person f Devotedly yours,
Sam’ VVkllek.
1 should say that such a case as the above would
be likely to cause a rupture, and the only sure cure
1 can recommend would be a truss; and 1 think,
Our

to

Sam, you will he Weller than you

are now

by using

one.

Several letters

are

laid

over

Saturdays

John Miuahan. a vagrant who was committed
to the Rockland lock-up for drunkenness, was
found dead in his cell.

Cyrus Brown of Ku
N H.. 1 years old. shot herself fatally while
a revolver

Mary Brown, daughter
Bom.

of

playing with

Geo. H. Butler, nephew of Gen. Butler, recently
appointed postal agent for the Black Hills, has
been dismissed for drunkenness.

Miss Luolla Knapp, of St. Johusburv. Vt.. aged
19. could not get employment and eommitteu sui
cide with chloroform Friday night.

till next week.

Smith Convicted of Murder in the First Degree.

14. Hancock Hall
crowded this morning to hear the
charge to the jury by Judge Peters in
The charge
the Smith murder trial.
was a masterly exposition of the law and
analysis of the testimony, and occupied
The jury retired,
two hours and a half.
and in thirty minutes agreed upon a verdict of guilty of murder iu the first degree.

Ellsworth, May

was

More rooms have been engaged at the Mt. Desert
hotels than at this time in am previous year. Several new cottages have been Wilt this Spring.

Leaves and blossoms
are

in the market.

the things now.
always lively with our merchants.

Almost time to

are

gather the crop of palm leaf fans
depot .in this city is being

The Maine Central

painted.
There

jail

at

are

but live persons confined in Belfast

present

The yellow dandelions look up from the grasi
and say ‘here we are.
Uazeltiue & Bickford are loading schr St. Croix
with ice for Wilmington.

Sunday

was a

lovely day. auii

numerously

were

The sound of whacking at dusty carpets still
the drowsy air of spring time.
Mr. Mitchell is

rebuilding,

ington. and don't bo any
can help

The receipts of potatoes from the Provinces in

Wednesday

were

port, couipris

barrels and 7,b00 bushels.

tin*
ng

largest

ever

re

!,*.’< b bags. 1 ,t.ss

Instructions have been se.it to our Minister at
Mexico, who wi'l give particular attention to the
subject of raids into Texas !'«.-• cattle stealing with
a view to their prevention.
No tidings have beeu received of the brig C C
Damariseotta, (.’apt. Blaisdell. unite Fred
Herrick, both «*t Camden. which left Susannah for
Boston before the gale of \pril I'.
Boice of

A gentleman named Battle was attacked by a
mad dog in l uion county, Tenn. lie began shoot
ing at the dog. at which hi* wife fainted, frmi the
effects of which she died the next day

is calculated that it will take foity men hair
months to do the leather work for the -.’on,ooo
scabbards which the Ames Company of Chicopee
are to make for the Turkish (iov«*rnuu*nt.
It
teen

Not grasshoppers, but rats are now bothering
the Illinois farmers. At one place near Bloom
were killed in onedav
ington
Hedges, fence*
and foundations are said to he lull ot them
A speaker at a ('oluuibus (Ohio) temperance
meeting eleetnlied tile audience by saying that a
man had a chance once in a while t<< win bucking
against the tiger, but against whiskey, never'
At the late term of the Kennebec S. .1. < ourt six
teen woni**u were divorced from their husbands
the ground of neirleet. cruelty ami iulidelity.
and six husbands from tlnir wives for similar r**a
on

sons.

Thirtecu years ago a negro burglar shot a man
in a house in Ulantu. (la. The other duv In* wrote
from Kentucky iuquiriug if the man died of the
wound. a»d hi* letter has led to his arre*t for tiemurder.

Girls, read about Miss Porter's

i'he champion glutton ot York county i* Mr
Albert Tucker of York who. according to the
Portsmouth Chronicle, ate at one sitting thirt\
hard-boiled eggs and one raw one. and then drank
two quarts ot laird eider

Major Keno’s sentence of dismissal from the
army has been mitigated to suspension lor two
years—and all for attempting to kiss a brother
officer s wife at Fort Abercrombe in Dakota when
women were scarce.

An attempt was made Fridav to wreck a passuu
ger train near Wiucliendon. Mass., by placing a
large stone on the track. The train w- nt over it
and was not thrown from the track, but it gave the

passengers

a

lively shaking up.

Chicago advices report cold, wet. and uul.tvor
able weather. Large crops have ... planted of
both wheat and oats, which are well up
There
are some fears that cold weather will injur*- ii.ru
The
soil
is
wet
and
heavy
planting.
very
Newborn. N. C.. a few evenings ago. three
young colored nersons, a man and tw > women,
were retiirning from church during a severe storm
when a stroke of lightning killed them all
They
were walking under a steel handled umbrella.
William Willard, master of a tugboat, while off
Fort Preble at noon Thursday, suddenly pitched
He was picked
from the pilot house overboard
up in twelve minutes, but was found b-ad. ev:
dently having died in a tit. .is iie tloated with hi>
head abo\e water.
H. M. BeiUi, and John F. Brown, recently iiiov
ed to Camden from Prospect. have eouiraeted to
build a tide ton hark for Capt. A. H. Parker of
YV interport. to be oil* this fall. She is to be a first
class vessel, built under the French Lloyd iuspec
tion. [Camden Herald.
Salem storekeeper has hit a happy plan to
keep loafers away from his corner, lie waits till
the crowd is a good sized one. tin n sifts Cayenne
pepper liberally into a feather duster, goes out and
gives his windows a thorough brushing. \n n
mediate stampede follow v
A

officially

continued that the Russians >auk

large Turkish monitor in the Danube. Frida;.- A
Reuter telegram from Bucharest says a shell peiic
trated the boiler of the numitor. resulting in an
explosion which tired her magazine. The entire
crew and *J00 soldiers perished.

a

It is said that hundreds of dollars are sent w eek
Iv from Portland to Boston for liquors by people
who were formerly in the habit of drinking at the
saloons. Due express company has been indicted
for bringing liquors into tin* State, presumably
knowing them to have been for sale

Mr. Christian K. Ross has been at the New York
Police Headquarters again in connection with an
other possible clue to the whereabouts of the lost
Charlie. It is said that in* is bent ami ••are'., orn.
a wreck of his former self', with but one obj« ct in
life- the finding of Ins poor lost boy
The skeleton of Keans, the North wood murder
which has been for several ears in the medical
museum, was Monday morning discovered sits
pended bv the neck at a bight of JO feel between
two Republican llagstatfs on the Campus of Dart
mouth College, attired in a duster and tall hat
with umbrella and carpet bag.
er.

The reply of the State Department to the formal
notification of Turkey of tin* existence of w ar be
tween that power and Russia is briet and t<« the
effect that the I'nited States will continue to oe
cupy a strictly neutral position toward the beliig
A similar reply will he furnished Rus-ia.
erents
which has communicated like information
It. is stated that tieiieral Sheridan at Chieag-.i
has received advices that the I.. non Indians latch
surrendered, are getting turbulent ami will go mi
tin* war path unless their hunger is appeased Tim
Indian Department made no adequate provision
for them and the military authorities have been
obliged to give them cattle to keep them from

starving.
Pittshcld had a lvmurkuble elopement mi I hur>
Karly in the morning a little <on of James
Carver, aged three years and a halt, and a throe
old
daughter oi' Samuel Parker were missing,
year
and after a long search in the neighborhood they
were found late in the afternoon taking dinner in
a house in Poutoosue, three miles ami a half from

day.

their homes.
Field of Sidney was hacking a pair
f
wheels out of a barn door, some eight
feet from the ground, the wheels droj ped
from the door, the tongue tlow up. striking him
under the chin, breaking his jaw at the corner of
his mouth, splitting it back to bis ear. and throw
ing him out of the door with such fm. that lest ruck twenty feet from the barn.
John

heavy

of

Hay

wedding in Wash
envious than yot

The

parents of I>r. Samuel Calderwootl will re
from Belfast to Waldoboro in a tew weeks
[Waldoboro News.

move

windy days the clouds of dust in the streets
great nuisance. Cannot some plan be devise
to abate it !
On

Because trait is cheap, that in tm reason whv
you should throw the peel on the walk, to upset
tho unwary.

Malian, tho agriculturalist, still languishes at tic*
Hotel dc Walls, on the hill. The possessor
SluOO don't eollle to his relief.
According to the hunter's adage the present
is a dry one. The horns turn up sutlieienth
t«> hang a powder horn thereon.

moon

A great deal of smoko was brought into the < it.
by the strong north west wind of Mouday. in.heat
iug a heavy tire m the woods in that direction
A halt dozen voting
chaps gut some ruin Inal
Sunday, and were n a fearful •i n. m the I a
'I’lie police put some of the party into jail, to on.;
■■

off.
The long suffering maple is now putting forth
its leaves, just as though it had not been sw.mlie.l
out of its blood ti» make
syrup for bin kwheat
cakes.
File is raging in the woods along the line of the
Belfast railroad
A gang of roadmen are lightiinthe tlanies near Leonard s crossing, to keep u
of the rails.
The faniilyot Mr. Hearn*, whose boy was drown
ed last week, blit a short time before were sUnibe
ly afflicted A promising child was choked t
death waih* at the breakfast table.
a dozen dough nuts, brothel
Simp
that you bought some ->f those perfume :
stones
(Lewiston Gazette
W e 11 bet two dozen that you can t
prove it

We wall bet

Johnson. K»q.. who nasopened a law »tiicu
city. is a young man who bids fair t. 1i*.- n.
till* profession. He studied n this city and ha-i
since passed several years on the Paeitic e.»ast
L.

cart

ten

this

in

Tho “Two Orphans" played by Murray a thoatj.
Mouday evening, is tin* same play that was ben-i
the footlights of the Brooklyn theatre when that
building was burned with its fearful 1<i-s of lit,here

1

t .v.»
night policemen oil duty .titer
t'ity Marshal Parker has given thorn a
tt»
keep Vo- timers clear of loafers Vnv «.i
is annoyed by tin* evening gatherings >t duty
am

o'clock,
tiers
who

<

aud toiil uioulhed loiterer*
ed ou making complaint

e.i;i

haw*

them

rem

The distinguished appearing individual who
railed the streets for several days last week wav.
an Italian nobleman or a banished Russian cu
as many supposed, but the recruiting ag- nt
...

Boston house of ill fame

Several

ot the fair and frail

t.-

am

said

have

consignin'

been forw

etl by him.
\

all's ot ago made
sensation at
hoy eleven
North Primary school, on Tuesday. bydruwm

the

At

or

more

roar

recently burned.

soil,

The schoouer ('odsoeker of Halifax, tor Barring
ton, capsized Wednesday night otf (’ape Sable.
The captain and two men lauded in a dorv at Bui
liugton The rest of the crew. Id in number, were
drowned.

It is

in the

was

are a

Boston on
reived at that

pretty

promeuaders

vexes

Over two hundred of the dogs of Vonkers, N V.
have been poisoned by some persons, who have
given them strychnine in pieces of meat.

During the past winter it is estimated that in
Western Texas 1.000.090 bison have been killed for
their hides, and tin* carcasses left to rot on the

the

abroad.

ford Block, the stable that

ground.

1

come.
are

Kennebunk contains a young man by the name
of Fred Rankin who is 17 years of age, weighs PrJ
pounds and is b feet bj incites high.

The bloodthirsty Turkish soldier could not enter
Permanent Exhibition, for it is said of him bv
his enemies that "he gives no quarter." The ml
mission. \ on know, i* A* cent*
| Philadeljdiia
Bulletin.

have read the song.

if it is not sweet (
milk, and I judge it

aid him in breaking off the habit of tobacco
chewing, an Onondaga county. N. V.. man had all
his teeth extracted.

our

Maudio, i would not hurt your feelings for the
world, for 1 think you must be a charming girl.

j 1
1

Shad and alewives

Clarence Gale, aged 11 years. and Frank Libby.
13. were drowned at Saccurappa on Sunday by the
upsetting of a boat.

mice.

me who Cain's wife
before he married her? Then 1 should have
settled all further dispute, by telling you that she
was either a woman or a
planet, as they are the
only two things that have suns.

I'lic story of the capture of Kars by t lie

Slanders

receipt for pro-

was.

Portland is to have the New England
Agricultural Fair this year.

was

some

daughter. Why didn’t you ask

(iardiner is afflicted by a band of bold
burglars, that are relieving the citizens
of their portable, property.

Russians

me

familiar with Scripture,
Observing
1 would like to hsk if you can tell me who (.'aiu’s
wife was.
The conjecture has caused mo much
trouble. Please iot in a ray of light.
Dime as.
Respectfully yours.
You want to know whose daughter she was,
though you do not ask that question. Dorcas,
you’d ought to know, without asking. \Y hen she
became Cain’s <'•</✓, of course she was Adam's

The portrait of Dr. Townsend lias disappeared from tin- Maine papers, but Dr.
in

a

that you

out to subscribers.

Flagg yet lingers

you give

The swallows have

General Hancock is to be one of a commission
of three generals to visit the seat of the TurcoKussian war.
To

Fireman writes: I believe you are an ex-mem
her of No. f>. Will vou tell the boys what kind of
hose you consider tfie best■
If 1 had the purchasing of them. I should either

The police of Boston have arrested
three of the rogues that bang about railroad stations and steamboat wharves, and
Kadi

It is said that ox Gov. ('. C. Washburn of Wis
cousin, made a quarter of a million by tin* late
rise in flour.

I am sick and unable to do any hard
Dear Sir
work, aud I want employment of some kind. 1
am bored by people telling no* what to do. 1 sweat
a good deal, aud have a bad
cough. Can you
recommend anything (
L.
Go into the undertaking business. You are all !
fixed for it. You say you are board, and a man
that can sweat a “good deal," certainly has all the
lumber he wants, and you can start a coughing j

was

banquet

Can’t

re

George Strong of Portland, fell from a bridge in
Saco, where he was painting, and was fatally in
jurod.

radish,

either select leather, else a No. 1 duck; cane
seat, would bo nowhere with you.

G. Whittier.

Ex-Gov. Tilden

one

to

I believe the President is right.
He
could not do otherwise than withdraw
the troops, and 1 think time will prove
that the negro will be all the better for

[John

raised but

money they cost is surprising, aud since the war.
quotations have advanced enormously As you
sign yourself, Toar-every-thing to-bits. 1 judge that
you want a strong re seat, aud 1 would advise you

proceed with the suits.

it.

never

rapidly

The Bangor Whig learns that Hon Kdward Kent
and Dr. J. C. Weston are seriously ill.

is remarkable for a C. S. citizen. Can t J yice you
a receipt ?
1 hardly think that I can.
1 have
some, but they cost money.
I bought them at the
Bazaars at the Centennial, and the amount of

Members of the whiskey ring have
visited Washington, seeking to settle the
prosecutions, and have gone back discouraged The officials have directions
to

The day Pullman cars have been put on tin*
Maine Central between Boston and Bangor.

is

his illness.

[Original.]

The matron sat in her silent room.
And her brow was black with care ;
*Twas a woful rent that she had to mend
In the urchin's only pair.
And she sang, as the night hours wore away,
•This world is a world of woe:
There is ever a something to patch and mend.
Some latter wherever we go.
There are shattered hopes and worn -out joys,
There are faults past all
repair:
There are years misspent and a future rent
lly doubts and fears and care.
To the bitter end we may patch and mend.
But our labor is all in vain:
For nought save the skill of a mightier will
Can make us whole again."

to

eludes his letter by asking. “How early did you
ever eat a radish, of
your own raising ?"
i never was much of a gardener as I have fre-

Capt. S. W. Kimball of Hallowell

nouncing Russian and Turkish proper names !
Yours, Teareyerythingtobitskoyitch.
My friend, you exhibit an amount of cheek that

well informed

laugh outright

City and County.

tattkrs.

to

covering from

man’s garden, and raised a very nice one out of
his hot bod. It occurred to me that ’twas quite
early for radishes, aud L looked at my watch, and
it was ten minutes past twelve, A. M. That was
the earliest radish that / over raised.

lying is being done, reminding the

American reader of the

It makes dealers at the West
see grain up.

a

vast amount

remove

A ugusta

letter,

a

that I remember of. That was an oarly one howovcr.
I was going home from a dance, and I stepped into

of

place

It has become manifest,
in the Turkish war, that

in which the court sustains the claims of

fendants to account to

Mr. \V. M.

stage boxes.

have

of the

News

Col. A. W. Wildes of Skowht *gan will

“Amateur GarIt is written with the left hand. He
apologizes, by saying that he froze his right hand
the other morning, while transplanting lettuce.
When will people learn to bo careful? ID; eon

quently said, and I

gem of an opera house, with all the accessories for first class entertainments,
to

Generalities.

Things.

dener."

desired to inform Alton P. Fasset, Dexter. by May 25tli, of the number of delegates each will send.

even

and

BY OUR GEORGE.

was

taken to the Supreme Court of the I'nited
States in IS5!t. Mrs. Gains always ap-

a

There will he a mass convention of the
Reform Clubs of Maine at Dexter, Juno

enterprising people of Dexter are
father, transforming their town hall into a little

ease.

fully

we

The Battle and Victory of Mrs. Gains.

to establish her

The lull which has followed the red hot
excitement in the politics of the country

With

Rutland, Vt., May 13. About ten o’clock on
Saturday morning the village of Brandon was
thrown into a state of excitement by a rumor that
a man was shot on the road
leading to Smlburv.
about a mile and a half from the village. The
victim proved to be Frank Brasser, a young man
about IS years old, in the employ of 0. M. Wins
low. He had gone out on a hunting expedition,
carrying a breech loading ritle belonging to bis employer. His body was discovered bv a passer bv
lying in a ditch near the road. The alarm was
soon given and the authorities wen* notified and
the body was placed in the care of Dr*. Wood

every

W Mi L I A M

grounds.

■

YU

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

The streets
Philadelphia, May.
were crowded, and the prominent buildings and nearly all private dwellings in
town were covered with bunting.
At 10 o'clock President Hayes with his
cabinet breakfasted with Col. MeMichael.
At about one o'clock the President and
party took carriages to the exhibition
grounds, escorted by the city troops.
The city council committee having in
charge the arrangements for (ten. Grant's
reception accompanied him to the Union
League House, where Gov. Ilartranft and
other officials were gathered, and from
there the party started for the exhibition
Hi.

knit'* upon the teacher.

a

lie had been

correcti-

by Mins I.imebunier for some misdemeanor. u!
lie took out 111-, pocket knife, opened it. alld Wit
load voice said lie would rut her.
blood should be restrained

a

11m pass-,,

for

Albert Sleeper, who has been for some time a
inmate of the Insane A sylmn at Augusta, w a* in] mb
oiotisly released recently, and returned to this elf
Last Saturday he had a sudden relapse ofiiisumt
durimr which he attacked and choked almost
Insensibility his aunt, Miss Barnes Be was r*
turned to the hospital the same day
Rkmovai.s. .1 s'. Thompson has commenced
tlie removal of his store from the site of the Ma

Temple, and will place

it in the rear
Wadi ill Blurt;. Ihivid Laiieiiritet an
M F < arter will move their stores to what i*
known as the shoe factory lot, and <’ 11 Mitehe'.
will move his to the Rote lot all on Main street
soii'n*

Hew

store

in

Mr. Thomas W

died very suddnio
lie awake
ed his wife about mu o'clock in the morning
saying that ho had a severe headache ami eon!
not see. and died a few hoi:;-; afterwa’-ds
Ml

Lothrop

Thursday morning last,

of

upophw

Lothrop was lid years ot ace a mat: .- >\ Seats
uiont, and had lived 1:1 Belfast for about fort,
years, lie was a man <«t unvarying emirtesv .md
great kindness of heart
A S-.VU Dbowinc, Accident.
On Friday of last
week. Jesse, aged tjw years, a sou »t Horan
Beau, living on the east side, tell from tm* dam •’
the upper paper mill into the poml ami w as »|-,.
ed. The body, by the rapid current, was draw
into and through the tlunie. througli the whc.- e t
was found some rods below
The child s t.«, k w i<

brokon. probably by coming in contact with
wheel.
The

w

ife of

William S Bowen, ot Monroe

t:..•

w a-,

severely injured near Holmes Mills m Wald
Tuesday atleniooii. Mr. Bowen, w ife and d iin their wagon, at a watering trough
the horse became frightened, ups.-t
wagon. Throwing them all out an 1 ran awa\ Mi
Bowen lmd one arm broken, the wrist of t
ter

were

when

badly .sprained, her head severely nit, umloi,.eyelid neiirh torn otV Surgical aid was ha«l tiom

one

Belfast

The others

were

not

lunch hurt

Locke occupies a shop in tie- old '!*>
egniph Building, which i.s about to besun itieed :
the necessities of the Masonic building and an ini
Mr. II

J

proved highway, the line rminiue .sti-uighf throng
shop Hoi'utio WilS SO pestered Will, ijuesti
eoneerning the matter, that he drew a chalk tin

tin

across the walk, and up the side of the buddm.
<*.
showing the direction that the saw will take
the steps are chalked answers to all
probat
•picstinuH. and for lie* remainder the * urn»u»
referred to the city council That ought to be sl4t

isfaetory.
The veterans of the

war of the rebellion, in tins
propose to celebrate, for the tirst time. l»ei
ration Ihi) the doth of May. by placing llowct*
upon die graves of those deceased soldiers uh.*
are biiri«*d iu this * it\
It i* propose*! t• foiui .*
ei

San Francisco is laughing;over tin* iug«-iiimi.- -mi
IIa\
cide of the love sick Baron \ mi dc M ehs.
procession composed ol the Belfast eitv govern
ing written a temlerly rcproaehful I•;11«*r !<• tin i tueni, tin* military and lire companies. Lieut Haw
faithless one and disposed of about rioum.. lus
ley. officers mul crew of the 1 S count survc)
relatives, he obviated the necessity of a funeral l»\
swimming out to sea with a v ial o| poismi m ins sehr. Ernest, (it in port.,) and the Musouic ami Odd
mouth, and there made his exit from this world
fellows lodges, < ol. Spaulding of Kichinoud. t'oi
sorrow in an artistic and thoroughly graceful style.
uierly ol the 10th Maine Ucgiuicut. will deliver the
The town of Shapleigh prides itself in having address. The full programme will la* aunoumvd
furnished the most gifted and accomplished lawyer
hereafter.
Jonathan P. Rogers who
ever known in Maine
Siimk Bars.
A great slaughter of the innocents
practiced at Bangor several \ ears, was Attorney
General of Maine, and .subsequently removed to took place in Stockton not long ago at the store ot
Boston, where In* attained the highest eminence
Alvin Staples. A large eolouv of rats infested a
in his profession as a brilliant and distinguished
room hack of tin* store, amt had ingress to tinmember of the Suffolk Bar of thirty years ago.
On Sunday hist two dogs, one
to Mr.
Oscar Barker, in Piltstou. and the other
prop
erty of Luring Powers, attacked a tloek of sheep
belonging to Mr. Zaehariali Flinter and K. A Lap
ham in the south part of Piltstou. and killed eight

belonging
tin*

sheep and badly wounded live

The cost
will amount to some f.’iO or more, and a settle
meut under the present dog law will probably
come up for the tirst time in this section.
(Gartl
incr Reporter.
more.

There was a funny incident at Rev. Mr. Benin's
church in Larksville. Pa., on Sunday last. When
he arrived he found a young man from Wyoming
Seminary in his pulpit, (who had commenced his
services,) and sat down to listen. About this
time a young lady from the Methodist Church, on
the opposite side of the street, arrived and explained that the congregation over the way were mix
iously awaiting the young man’s arrival, lie had
entered the wrong pulpit, and after a suitable upol
ogy left, the congregation greatly enjoying the
affair.

apartment through a hole in the wall; the)
\ plan
great deal of damage to tin* stork
laid for tin* destruction of the rodents, which

front

did

a

was

the famous hollow squares of
in Egypt were in annihilating
the Mameluke hordes. Vt night one man stationed
himself in tin* front store before the hole, aud held
tin* mouth of a large bag over it. while another
man in the buck room created a
panic among the
rats. The animals were thus driven one
by one
through the hole and into the bag. The result was
was as

successful

as

Napoleon's soldiery

as

follows:—Thirty-seven

rats

captured

in

one

night; forty nine in two nights; while the total of
three nights’ work was sixty seven rodents. The)
were all killed, and Mr.
Staples laid them out iu
vitiugly (f) upon his counter, announcing that he
had opened a Chinese meat-shop. But it was not
“idle

same

to

Meliean man.”

II

do

"»•

like our war map ?
five cargoes of coal in port.

vor.

re are

at

being delivered about the streets.

.is

mosquito now

fronts have made their ap

store

over

tunings

presents his little bill,

: '..ranee.

May

The young

can

be

now

seen

in the

mast

a new

and

rwise

post office has been renovated, and appears
tidy as a new spring hat.
..
a
have* shipped a cargo of staves from
mills at Kumham. on board schr. Boaz for

:

u t-

r

York.

New

has lost his alligator—doubtless of home
and pining for the beauty and bloom of
native Florida.
ss

r

-tin.u;'s

m

i:l

it

trimmed

be

paid

i

White

She has also

summer

vests

a

specialty.
The diphtheria in most malignant
Thomas
are sick
with it. One little girl has died. Two children
have been attacked in the family of (’apt. John
Iseesboro.

appeared at Islcsboro. In
Moody’s family. Mr. M. and six children

:.

lirst

s

Moores.
Sunday lust. He gave

sermon on

...p.vrtised two columns last week, and
busy with customers that his clerks
find time to take their meals.

H.ik.tt

S'

Blaine

and

Hale.

The Washington correspondent of the
Boston Post sends the following, as among
tin* political events and signs of the future:

Senator Blaine has had a protracted interview
with the President, which was arranged when they
1 Pullen. Esq., editor of the Portland
It is unmet in Philadelphia oil Thursday last.
w a> .' u town on
Tuesday. on his way to Cas- derstood that there was a very full and frank discussion
over the course which had been pursued
•r an nispeetion of the Normal School.
thus far by the Administration, especially as regards its Southern policy. It is needless to say
.ip" are reported m the country towns. The
that the Maine Senator did not give it his sup
warm enough to allow them to sleep
port, though he did rot put himself in the posi: door> ;.’id thus avoid the cities and jails.
tion of open and avowed opposition to it. Sow
that the Xieholls and Hamilton governments have
_1‘.. lecture in th«- course from the life of
been placed on their feet, he was willing, it is be'•
at t!.e 1'niversalist church next Sunday lieved. to await the result of what he
regards as
Sul
t- At Jacob's Well, or Life and
an experiment, hut at the same time was very
doubtful of its effect on the two political parties,
lie does not share the belief of the President's iin
ii <
>.be-v has been entirely stripped
mediate advisers, that it will divide the Demo
She will have a new eratio party m the South and build up tin* Bepub
spars nid rigging
lican party there.
On the contrary, he tears that
i.i>t n.ainniast. niaiutopmast and foreto’gal*
it will consolidate the former and obliterate the
•mast.
latter.
.Mr.
isiitmc
met Ms colleague. J-Mireiie
! Jlaic, yesterday, for the lirst time since Congress
\ :-a-.thsiaiiding the temperance elforts in this
Tin* latter is an earnest supporter of
adjourned.
;crave been preparat ions tnudo for a great
the Administration, and his withdrawal from the
ii-out two weeks
The apple trees following of the Senator indicates quite clearly the
truth of rumors of a break-up in the Maine delega
’..do it.
tion.
I atinivcrsary of the Belfast Reform
a on
Great Fire at St. Stephen.
Saturday evening last Speeches
a-l<
picnic supper eaten, and a good time
St. .John, \. 1!., May 15.
About 70
r.iily was had.

In all.

fattei

■

i-:
si-

during his art enter
-aid they wi*re as line

pv-to/rapl

n

or-

U.

k

e.

that Mr. Belcher

notice

...■

ever saw

built in this city in 187 1.
in Akyab t*. the Knglish t’hun
ib-iiui..;.. \pri 1 IS. leaky and cargo
l:

b

1'i.U.

«

sic

barged tor repairs.

.!;s,

putt in:- forth their leaves, the
uri.mi tin* swallows arc living about.
arc dn and dusty, the air mellow and
,•!

■-

!..

out.

is

it

lslesboio, that
.* sclir
Mary Ratten April 2d. one bun
fty miles otf ('ape Hatteras. have been

I;

.-;

mt<*

ii

crew

of

Tin* schooner

port.

was

loaded.

r

•t

s

11.*le

the

bay.

due

are

between
1

hey

at night along the
Mcdilvery's shipyard

said

are

be the work

t(.

win* work under the di
spirit mil liiedililii.

uttej''treasure,

..

>ii «•!

a

Belfast eontrih
M. is well known
Mi- Sarali I
t the Journal through those little
I’e.i' 1
R.-iiiaii.l

i.

which have

Slie is

.-

iiiscupt has
Meader Mrs

1,

poetry

oj

..

a

in

appeared

these

liter of ability.

it w

!,«ojr!,...i meeting of the Belfast

maim

.i
oinpant
Monday evening, it was
n- make til*- necessary repairs at the shoe
\ ! art her adjournment w as had to Wed
1.4> evening whet. 1 lie matter of selling or hats
-pare l. 's ol the shoe laetory land was t(» be

b-rme

<

snlered

attended to.

the disorder has time to develop itself.

and truth lid
are

saying.

a

bet

semillii

tie

.i.ii.

!

Wcel]

PhVSOII illlil

lease

o!

with which she

and considerably hurt.
attempting to get into a
Ho.'.1! street, tie- lease started, so that
t ween the animal ami the wagon, and
throw

was

in.':

«>ht

sdny. whir

••:a
a

very

being trampled upon.

near

lay afternoon, met tin* that had
been threatening the road at Leon
"i\ pile of wood containing twenty
!' pi led near the track was consumed. The
sonic distance were taken up. until the lire
d when they were relanl. and the train passed
B"rnham. after a delay of a few hours.
I

.—

in:.,

j.r

1

Mitcliell. aged about four -grand
thought he would take a ride
Moiida;. morning, as the weather was very
so he climbed into a
buggy w hich stood
the door, and the horse started.
The eon
Master

John Mewiirl—

"i'e

ace

run away, but the little fellow held
until his father captured the team on
hill, before any material damage bad been
mis

r.-ias
a

s

Therefore,

lent-headache.
of

appetite,

out

delay.

best that ever visited this section.
haw rendered the Two Orphans. Octoroon
•!

her t:rst

•'

lass

in

plays
npiiments. It

e.Hilaiit

1

a manner to

is to he

vail forth

regretted

that

attendance has not been better: but the tart
at these pleasant evenings have great outside
u-tions
The company will give two more euhere, playing Moll Pitcher on Thurs
cuing, and repeating by request The Two
on Friday evening.
They will play for

i.iiiie-uts

>

ight"

Searsport. commencing

at

Satnr

on

Those who enjoy good plays and really tine
:ig should attend.
the most cruel cases of
appeared before the
e < ourt
was heard on
Friday of last week.
Elms, oj Belmont. was charged with bru"trikiug. with a chair, his grandmother. Mrs.
led Puntoii. aged SJ years, knocking her down
i-

<

assault that

•jravated

■

Oue of

hi

"

utting her forehead

>

ever

so

leave large
For this most in

badly

to

as

blood upon the floor.
a w arrant was issued on
complaint of
i"!ii;:gton W Power, a neighbor, and on Tlmrs*i

1

g..

■

act

'.icntf

or

iiucksporl

Arson

and will

Case.

made the arrest.

Walls

It

appears
Mrs I Unit on. who is a widow, Mrs. John
.her 'laughter, also a w idow, an l her son
•cies. all live together upon a farm
belonging to
: wiii. r. in Smith Belmont.
On the death of
Id lady the farm will revert to Mrs. Elms and
ii
Outlies is somew hat anxious, if reports
1that his grandmother shall shuttle off
mortal coil. It was in evidence that he has
'jiiently "aid that she was old enough and ought
be. and that if he had iiis way she would be ten
t underground
It is not charged that Charles
■

-*

■ittempted

to

last month

kill his grandmother but on the lOtli
the neighbors were startled by the

murder, went to the house and found the
1 huh in the condition
already mentioned. They
'tied that they have been called upon several
.u s and
stopped all night to protect the women.
W 11 U".">es were introduced who corroborated the
>ve aceount, and Elms himself admitted that
f

statements

.i-

were

i..ieil to
»*d to
!*•

testify
letoguize

Krauee

.substantially correct,

his

in

own

behalf.

Ho

are

Ki.lswoktii, May 15. in the ease State
Prescott P. Heath, indicted for arson
in burning buildings in Hucksport last
October, County Attorney Dutton entered a nolle prosqui to such allegations
as required a life sentence.
The prisoner
then pleaded guilty and was sentenced to

For

Tbe W

innebago county

or

or

order

The

the sum of $1,000 for his ap
at the October term of the S. ,1. Court,

default of hail went t<» jail. His mother,
" »th the tears
rolling down over her face, testified
tne assault, hut with a mother's
partiality,tried
avoid anything that woiihl criminate her sou.
" hen she became aware that the law would
take
‘ltd

m

she hade her son a tearful farewell and
Klins is a man over 30 years of age, stout,
unity complex it Uied, and has the appearance of
•'••iviiig been a wayward and spoiled child iu his
•■nib. There is more in the case than appears on
course,

1

the

s

irface,

family

—a

■unity attorney
criminal.

i-»

row.

religion,

A

The

c

determined t«> prosecute the

issued against Simon A. Payson
•I Belfast, for an assault and
buttery upon Horace
Browi of Poor's Mills, on complaint of latter, and
A warrant

•a

It

was

Tuesday the case came before Judge Johnson.
appeared from the testimony that on Saturday

last Mr. P.

at

was

work iu his field with

a

team

harrowing

his land. Brown, accompanied by his
'log. came along the road near by, when the cur
frightened the horses by barking at them, and di 1
considerable damage. Payson threw stones at the
•log, when words passed between the two men.
Brown struck Payson in the face with a man ilia
halter which he carried in his hand, whereupon
•Simon gave him a thrashing. Brown said that after
Simon struck him he was unconscious. Payson

acquitted.
Wednesday,

w as

and going
ten days.

Michael Gannon, for

on a

Court.

following

business

was

tare

generally,

was

getting drunk

sent

to jail for

Tar,

i*£rl*rice

or

Wadlin

Inhaling

for Catarrh,

For Sale

Moody,

late of

Brighton

by

Consumption.

all

oi

Issued

on

Varney,

late of

Unity;

Abner K.

common

Estate

of

Bumps,

to Lois Gilman Littlefield.

ok—Isaac J. Buzzell, late of
sundry small bequests to
children, he gives all his real estate and the residue of his personal property to his son Isaac.
Will Probated

wherein after

his

“Canker

in

the

—

porteuds—pulmonary consumption.

KINDS

L.

!

lllock, Hiqh
Jwii;

PROBATE

3

Eli W. A

3o

Weekly for the. Journal
ByC. II. Sakgknt,No 8 MainStroet.
Flour
$l0.25a12.50 Coned Beef

Oats
Beaus

Potatoes,
Apples

Dried Apples
Butter
Cheese

Eggs
Round Hog
Pork Backs
Lard

Beef
Veal
Dry Cod

Pollock

It is «-sti
that at least

mated by eminent medical authority
one lifth of mankind are afflicted with this insid
ions malady. But its ravages are so secret, that
even its victims are unaware of its
presence until
it suddenly discloses itself in some of its myriad
and ofttinies fatal forms. A slight cutaneous
erup
tion is often the only indicator of its presence.
The only means of exterminating this disease from
the system is by a thorough course of constitution
al treatment.
This treatment must fullill three
indications, namely, promote nutrition, alter or
the
and arrest disorganization of the
blood,
purify
tissues and the formation of tubercles. No more
efficient alterative can be
employed for these pur
poses than Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery.
While imparting strength and tone to the digestive
organs it cleanses the blood and heals the diseased
tissues. Test its virtues ere the deadly canker has
blighted the life you prize.

Painters, Frescoers and I'pliolsters have done
good service the past three months and the Amor
ican House, Boston, now looks brighter and neater
than ever. This is saying a great deal.
Cocoa is the cheapest drink for the working
classes. Dr. Lankoster says: “Cocoa contains as
much flesh-forming matter as beef." There is no
Cocoa or Chocolate in the market superior to that
made by Walter Baker <fc Co. All grocers sell it.

per

exceedingly Low Price of 25c
yd., rising (o S7 1 -2 per yd.

77a80 Mut"on
80 Lamb

1.50Turkey

BLACK

CASHMERE!

CARPETINGS!

favorably

known

as a

25e per

at

durable

yard.

access

’

Prices

to go abroad in order to secure a

pelled

Witli these views

only Carpets

Recent

63 years ana 0 months.
In San Francisco, California, May 2d, Charlie K.,
son of Dr. J. M. and Lois C. Mussey, formerly of
this city, aged 8 years.
In Brooks, May 4th, Mr. (jilinan Roberts, aged 00
years, a soldier of the war of 1812. The deceased
was one of 24 children and son of Joseph Roberts, a
Revolutionary soldier, who died at Brooks in 1843,
leaving over 300 living descendants.
In Bristol, May 3d, Mrs. Charles B. Woodward,
aged 33 years.
In Waldoboro, April 30th, Mr. Henry Orll, aged
36 years, 8 months.
In Damariscotta, April 30th, Ann Elizabeth, wife
of Randall Hall, aged 53 years.
In Bristol, April 13th, Harry 1*. Fitch, aged 8
months, 10 days.
In Trenton, May Cth, Sands Bunker, aged 76 yrs.,
and 10 months.
In Lamoine, May 1st,
J., wife of J. W. McFarland, aged 23 years, and 0 months.
In Kockland, April 27th, Mrs. Laura Sleeper of
Appleton, aged 24 years.

Myra

10 and 12 1-2c Per Yard.
BLACK

0QOI)

ALPACCA,

wound

on

Competition compels

Hartford and

Only 37

Look at

a petition that an allowmay be made her lrom the personal property of
said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Julia C. give notice
to ail persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at leu of the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
the prayer oi said petition should not be granted.
PHILO IIERSEY, Judge.
A truccopy, Attestli. P. Field. Register.

At a Probate Court held at Relfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, mi the second Tuesday of
May, A. D. 1*77.

FLANDERS, widow of He/.ekiah

late of Northport, in said County
deceased, having presented a petition that
allowance may Lm* made her from he personal
estate* of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary R. give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal printed at Relfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of .June next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petition should not be granted.
PHILO IIERSEY, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:—B. P. Field, Register.

red table damask.
Turkey
Warranted Fast Colors,

Only

75 Cents.

TIABLE LINEN,

25 Cents Per Yard.

Very Large

Size Damask Towels,

Only 25 Cent*.

to

us

add

Also

LARGE LOT of

a

Huckabuck & Damask Towels
at 12 1-2 Cents

Selling

WARRANTED ALL

Naylor Carpets

Price List this

PRINTS, REST QC AIJTV,

JjEUN'T

Bay: pOCNl)

PRINTS,

Oents.

20

The

B.

widow of

having presented

a

rnilE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned that In* has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself tin* trust of Administrator of
the estate of

ABICAIL MOTION, late of Freedom,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons

liUmvx

VICKERY, late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all perELI

who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
CLARISSA VICKERY.
sons

subscriber hereby gives
notice
rpiIE
JL concerned that he has been public
taken upon himself
the estate of

to all

duly appointed and
the trust of Administrator of

NATHANIEL SEAVEY, late of Troy,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all
persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any de-

mands thereon, to exhibit tin* same for settlement
to him.
ELIAS SEAVEY.

Carpetings, Splendid

Styles, 53 k Il5e.

Gotten Chains Marked Mown from 50 to 3/lt\
Straw

Mailings only

35 and 30c per

Oil Cloths from 30

to

iSc per

Hemp Carpetings
A

visit tn
pay you

mir
;

Carpet

inspect

50c per

ENG,

10 Cents.

Only
OCR

STOCK

Complete.
JoR

yd,

LOT

OF

German

FCdfclis.

Silk Hdfelis. so successfully run by the
Boston, have been secured, and
prices quoted by them viz:
Twenty live rents each.

interest to lil’V.

OF

Fancy Goods

yd,
re-

large, stock and

mir

YI.ITY 'STRIPED SHIRT-

"VfICE Ql

Is

yd.

will well

room

Per Yard..

“

Corsets,

Only 25 Cts.
The Charm Corsets
KIEL

LINE

Only

42c.

OF

Rest Quality KID GLOVES, every Pair
warranted, we are selling at si.ilfi.
Fenner Price, sg.iMi.

India Striped, <0 Woolen Shauls.
Are under the supervision of .M r. Brannagan. whose
services we have secured, and whose long cx peri
nice in the l>ry Hoods business, eminently lit him

Paisley,

for that

CD

department

of

(ioods he likes

Woolens for Men &

Boys

so

Meadow King Mower!
PROVIDENCE LINE.

Wear-

Fins and. T lire ad.
Ladies, we have no Bins at le per paper, and no
Thread at lc per spool. We do not wish to en
counter tin* displeasure of any lady enough to sell
her poor Bins or Thread. We sell a good Bin at
t'»c per paper, and a New Thread. \!0() yds. t» cord,
suitable for machine sewing, at Be per spool.
('I AUKS

New Route to New

Remnant

Miles of Rail.

Steamboat Express Train leaves Boston & Providence* Railroad Station daily (Sundays excepted),
i at 0 P. M. Connect at Fox Point wharf. Providence, with the Entirely A>u{antl ’’Magni-

Iteed. from the factories selling from

20 to 60c per
-—

STEAMER MASSACHUSETTS.

NEEDLES.
Mil ward's A Crowley’s Rest Needles be per paper.

arriving

Gents

0

A. M.

full list of I lousekeeping Goods,
we

have thought it for

interest to

Mo

intermediate

Providence

and

lunding*

Mew

lietween

'1 ickets ami State Rooms can be secured at Coin,
cor. State street, ami
at Boston and Providence Railroad Station.

RICHARDSON, Agent. Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’t B. & P. R. R.
.tinUD
.J. W

f I ratio w Kiii»- Mower.

TOWELS.

SPECIAL.

to our New Stock of Laces at
We call
LOW PRICES. Notice of Curtains and Fixtures
will be found in another column.

KID

We open this

Ladies Linen Handkerchiefs, 4 for

cents.

DOZ. HOSIERY, Gents 7, 10.15c.
and up. Also, Ladies and Misses at very
YDS.

CALL

oiler

and
our

^ottou

that we
customers.

see

goods,

we

abled to make

judgment

have been

good

en-

selec-

Edging, only

have

no

ordinary

B. F. WELLS.

day our Full Stock of Parasols. Vary

ing in price from Jbc

to

Geo.

W.

83 Main St.

Burkett,
City Block.

B. C. Dinsmore & Son

Boots & Shoes
Would call your attention to the fact that
they have a Large Assortment of all
kinds of

BOOTS & SHOES
Suitable for the State of Maine trade,
which they will guarantee to Sell as

Thiin

NEW CURTAINS!
Which will he sold at

F—

IN

SOM K

LOWER

prices

that will

BOSTON

ASKS

PRICES
or

PORTLAND dealers.

-3:o:C--

Having had FIVE YEARS experience
in Jobbing Shoes to Dealers, they
feel confident that they can meet

warrant an immediate sale on them.

the wants of all, and

WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!

never

REMEMBER THE STORE.

THROUGHOUT TIIK STATK.

AN 11

*5.00

Special Prices made to Country Merchants.
LlPGooils delivered to all parts of the
city promptly and free of Charge.

SHOE DEALERS

STOCK

been sold cheaper
Certainly
than at the present time, and it is our intention to
fuliil the prophecy of an eminent prophet, who
predicted that competition would he lively—for
lively it certainly will he.
Goods have

2 cents

Stock to

LARGE

a

OF ENTIRE

Assortment of Colors,
Only 50 Cent* Per Pair.

Cents

1 Pt DOZ. Ladies Silk Handkerchiefs, only 25
LU cents each.

prices.

these

CLOVES.

PARASOLS.

Hemmed Linen Handkerchiefs, subject to slight, imperfections,
from lu cts. to the finest quality, less by the dozen.
Considered by every one to be very cheap.

inn

Curtains and Fixtures.
mi

Keepers

—O

tions and have secured

Lacc s Curtains l Fixtures.
Nottingham
attention

We are selling at as LOW PRICES.
Don’t hesitate to come and see us whether
you are ready to luiy or not.

WHOLESALE DEALERS & JOBBERS

STOCK OF

Cents

We sell J Towels. 10 inches long, 18 inches wide
all Linen heavy, for Jb cents.

Splendid

low

a

York.

pany’s office, 214 Washington,

OK doz.
25

Table Damasks from Jbc to
per yard.

our

purchase

In consulting experienced

This is the only
.\urra*

delightful sail through
ganvett Kay by daylight.
a

yard.

Si.Jb

Fringes, Ham-

burgs. Handkerchiefs,
Hosery, Gloves,&c.,

Store
In older to furnish our customers with

Hosiery.

Linen and White Goods.

Silk & Worsted

T O

Gentlemen, look at the Stocking we sell at l?c p.*r
pair, well worth d? .'.e per pair.

Crashes be per

well-known and popular

in New York at

affording

-.

Spool Thread 1 Ct!
PINS, Full Papers, only ONE Cent.

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

;i

STEAMER RHODE ISLAND.
line

yd.

THU KM).

ficent

and the

Carpets

York,

VIA PROVIDENCE.

Only 42

COATS' SPOIL
only 5c per spool

A

Large Lot. of

well.

We open this day Special Bargains of all Wool line
t.'assimeres at dS and 7de per yd.

It I DOZ.

of the estate of

All Wool

SHEETING.

Only 50 Cts.

who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any de
mauds thereon, t » exhibit- tin* same for settlement
to him.
JACOB l)OTEN.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
npifE
1 concerned, that she has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix

“

“

87k
Naylor,
Extra Weight all Wool Carpetings
Ony 70 and 75c per yd.
Tapestries,desirable patterns, $1.10

linns in
sell at the

llezekiuh

petition

quality

large

an

I

“

Styles,

Per Yard.

5 Cents

Lowell, Ex. Superfine 95c per yd.
1 Yd XVIDE
90c
Hartford, Ex.
5 Cts.

you will learn that it is for your

Silk:

LlNEN.

CRASH, only 5c Per Yard

Only

v-

each. Splendid quality
only idc each.

shades,

25 Cents Per Yard.

Only

PIECES PRINT, Choice

nice quality

L.V'c

in nil

4 Cents Per Yard.

Embroidered silk, at dde per pr.
tlie II L A \''V quality of Ho>e we sell two
pairs for Tcwuty live Out-.

Job Lot at

A

of

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on t in* second Tuesday of
May, A. M. 1877.

a

Hemmed Stitched Hdfchs.

ance

MARY
Flanders,
Waldo,

open this day

—♦

BROWN, willow of James L. Brown,
in said County'of Waldo,

R.

c

1-2 Cents.

POPLIXs,

^RLIXGTOX

purchased

we

to our Stock the

Balbriggan Hose,

Northport,

her dower may be assigned aer from the real estate
of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary B. give notice to all
interested by causing a copy of this order to
persons
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
ami for said County, on tin* second Tuesday oi
June next, at ten ol the clock before noon, ami
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not granted.
PIHLO HKRSEY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest--It. I\ FiKi.D, Register.

Obituary notices,beyond the Date, Name and Aye
must bepaidfor. J
In this
city, May 10th, Thomas W. Lothrop, aged

\\

deceased, having presented

In this city. May 12th, by Rev. S. Goodenough,
Mr. Edwin W. Davis and Miss Georgia K. Nash,
both of Belfast.
In Waldo, April loth, by Samuel Kingsb.tiry, Esq.,
Mr. lleury C. Thomas and Miss Maria .1. Gay, both
of Morrill.
In Lincolnville Centre, May 12th, by Fred B. Dun
ton, JEsq., Charles H. Heal and Margie E. Young,
both of Lincolnville.
In Lakeville, Mass.. Mav 0th, Mr. John Peirce of
Franklort, Me., and Miss Mary Helen Ward of Wey-

_DIED.

yard.

HOSI ERY!

At a Probate Court held at Relfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. I). 1877.
C.

X PLAID DRESS

fair valu-

a

LARGELY of tho LOWELL GOODS,
known from the fact that they are the

•-

llamburgs.

run on

creditor of John F.
State of California, deceased, having presented a petition that
he may be appointed Administrator on said deceaseds estate.
Ordered, That the said William li. give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Relfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Relfast,
within and for said < 'oiintv, on t he second Tuesdayof
June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
PHILO I JERSEY, Judge.
A true copy, Attest—R. P. Field, Register.

late of
JULIA

CASHMERE,

we

offered that

were

good and desirable Carpet, at

sell

iiiijior/

a

FLANDERS,
MAltY
Flanders, late of North port, in said County of
Waldo, deceased,
that

and Miss Susie A. Leveuseller, both of Waldoboro.
In Warren, May 5th, Mr. Niven C. Kalloch and
Miss Rosa L. Copeland, both of Warren.

to

Carpetings
knowledge
a good Carto keep the

would meet those of Boston Houses, so
that citizens of Waldo would not be com-

ation.

Alpacas
we

that Belfast needed

could select.

Dress Woods

Arlington
So long and

E purchased our Stock of
from tin' first with tho

pet Stock. It was our aim
best goods and most desirable styles

per yard, a quality deserving
notice. Look at our Black Cashmere 11 yd wide at S7 lie,
sold for *1.25 per yd.

50c.

Ladies of this city can vouch for the truth «>f the
statement when wc publish the tact that wc sell
Hamburgs. line quality. Heavy Work, good wheel
patterns 'A in. with* for ‘idc per yd. that actually
cost to
dOe per yd. This is the greatest
drive of the season. Wc arc making a splendid

MOODY,
Hull late of San Francisco, in
WILLIAM

MARRIED.

mouth.
In Waldoboro, April 10th, Mr. Joseph Flagg, of
Waldoboro, and Miss Luella Weeks, of Jefferson.
In Gouldsboro, April 29th, Mr. Jothum
Sargent
and Miss Jane Bunker, both of Gouldsboro.
In North Haven Mr. Corydou S.
Staples of Penobscot, and Miss Mary E. Carver of North Haven.
In Waldol oro, April 29th, Mr. Murray F. Benner

TUNE QUALITIES

EKNICKERBOCKER

j

HAMBURGS!!!

At a Probate Court held at Relfast, wi!bin and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. I>. 1877.

9a 00
7a8
OaO
J0al5
lout.’*
10al2
ioal2
12a 15

1.25 Chicken
85 Fowl
55 Geese
$2.25a.300 Duck
00a$ 1.00 Hay
flO.00al5.00
L0a85 Straw
f0.o0a7.00
0a7 Washed Wool
:{«>
Rials Unwashed
27
RialO Hides
4a7
12 Calf Skins
lo
7 Lamb
1.50a2.25
12 Hard Wood
$4.50a5.50
14al5Soft
$2.00u2.50
8al0 Shorts per ct. $l.OOal.go
»‘*u~ Lime
00
Ua7 Butter Salt
25
4 Plaster
$1.20a0.00

50 Cents Per Yard.

j

Cotton Cloths!

Guardian of

H.

wool, fun

cashmere, ail

‘DLACK BR1LLIAX I 1XE.
Look at our nice quality of Black Silks
from *1.00 to *2.00 per yd., former
prices *1.25 to *2.50 per yard.

Drown Cottons front 4c. to 10c per

NOTICES.

Corrected

Rye

at the

-♦

final account for Guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Relfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at lief,
fast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of June next, and shew cause if any they
have, why the same should not 1m* allowed.
PHILO IIERSEY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—R. P. Field, Register.

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

Barley

Goods!

PRIKTTS!

Parish A. Wood,
YEE,
minor heir of Levi Wood late of Unity, in said
PET

MARKET.

sell them.

we can

From 62c to SI.25 Per Yard.

ON TIIE PRICES OF

Tlic war in Prints still continues, and for
a solid shot, we open this day three cases
of all perfect, nice quality, desirable styles
of Dress Prints at 5c per yd.

Streot.

you will
the

yi/oTE

Wo shall open this day one ease of these
goods, which we shall sell at the
startling LOW I'KK'K of Sc per
yard. Nice quality, do not
fail to inspect them.

County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his

Monday, May 14.

Corn
Corn Meal
Rye Meal

Every desirable style that could he obtained from the leading houses of
Boston, have been secured.

Knickerbocker Dress Goods!

At a l’rnbute Court held at Belfast, within ami for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. 1). 1877.

en

BOSTON

Grand Reduction

WOODEN ROLLERS.

AT

10 Williamson’s

see

and the remarkable

Black
width.

I

Do not fail to look at the Alpaca
at 2.5c per yard.

CO

LORD’S,

as

Assortment

Fine

a

“

grade.

Bud.**

You watch its development with expectant sothe choice, exquisitely moulded bud
licitude
which promises to untold with the perfect Ilower.
You perhaps tnink how it will udorn the drawingmom vase, mid anticipate the pleasure of showing
But some morn
it, to your Ilower loving friends.
ing you lind its head drooping, its fragrance tied,
on
of
one
the delicately
uud an ugly
spot
purple
tinted
It is the poet's "canker in the bud."
petals.
How often the loathsome canker blights the cher
islied "infant blossoms" in our household gardens
—those human buds which give earnest of a bril
liaut future. The noisome canker, so long concealed— scrofula
at length reveals its dreaded
presence and to our bright hopes succeeds tin*
most agonizing fear, for we know the fatal sequel
it

ALL,

ready to welcome you
welcome them when you

BREAK LowPrices

s

Black

the kitchen.
TIMKS.

that he

announce

lias made

MEADOW KING MOWED

Store Cattle—None in market except working oxand Milch Cows, most of the small Cattle being
sold for Beef.
Sheep and Lambs—Those from the West were all
owned by butchers, and taken direct to the Abattoir
i to be slaughtered. There are hut few Sheep ottered
in the market for sale, butchers employing agents
at the West to buy and ship direct to them every
week.
Swine—No Store Tigs in market. Eat Hogs 4000;
prices 0 l-2ati 3-4e per lb.

Change of Names—Sarah Wentworth Tozier to
Sarah Wentworth Leveuseller; Lois Gilman Sim-

Lincolnville,

in

day

OUR

NEW GOODS
Are

for which

fabric, selling

uk nr hast r.uLon.

—

late of Thorndike.

mons

Js now complete, and tin* beauty of style, elegance
of finish, and the popular low prices which we mean
shall distinguish these goods, will make Andrews
Bros, pivemiently the headquarters for White Vests
during the ensuing season. We also invite your at
tent ion to our Stock of Woolens for men’s and boys’
Please call and examine
wear at Very Low prices.
ANDREWS BROS.,
Goods and Prices.
20
f>w4('i
High Street. Belfast, Me.

—

of—Amanda
—James G.

Department

having unsettled accounts with .1. B.
requested to call and settle immediately.

H.

Cattle Market.

j
Sheep! No.

Lincolnville; Joel Prescott,

Insolvency

are

OF

Wednesday, May'J.

of—

Linscott, late of Palermo.
Orderoi Distribution Issued on Estates

White Vest

Our

Druggist*.

Arrivals ol* stock at market—Cattle 2271;
ami Lambs 2520; Swine T.KX); number Western
Cattle 2111; Eastern Cattle 2
; Milch Cows and
Northern Cattle 125.
Trices of Beef Cattle per 100 lbs, live weight—Extra quality $0 50a(> 25; first quality $0 12 1-2u5 87 1-2;
second quality $5 27 l-2u5 75; third quality $5 25u5( 0;
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &e., $2 75a4 75.
Brighton Hides 7 1 2c per lb ; Brighton Tallow 0 1 J
peril). Country Hides 5 l-2af>c per lb ; Country Tallow
Ga5 l-2c per lh. Call skins llal2c per lb; Slice]) and
Lamb skins 75cal 00 each.
Working Oxen Not much call for them and but a
few pairs in market. We quote sales:
< )ne
pair girth 7 It 0 in, live weight 2100 lbs, $100;
1 pair girth «i ft lo inches, live weight 2000 lbs, $155;
1 pair girth 7 ft 4 inches, live weight 2200 lbs, $200;
1 pair girth 0 it 0 inches, live weight 2050 lbs, $125;
1 pair girth 0 ft 0 inches, live weight 2000 lbs, $120;
Milch Cows
Extra $55a05;
ordinary $25a50.
Most of the Cows offered in market for sale are of a

Northport.

Warrant

$2.00 to $5.00 Per Pair.

Asthma.

s8mosl.‘t

Coombs, late of Searsmont; John West, late of
Belfast; Theophilus Eaton, late of Searsport; William Keating, Sen., late of Searsmont; Asa A.
Southworth, late of Belfast; Rue] Warren, late of
Freedom; minor heirs of L. B. Nichols, late of Searsport; minor heirs of John Vickery, late of Unity.

late of

use

warranted to suit the

Would this

Rheum, Skin Diseases,

C.

William

from

fur Piles.

prime

Estates

prices varying

If If.

freshly-made

on

counters at

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,

transacted at tin* May

Dower Issued

on our

I nsettled bills at S. A. Wetherbee’s alter the :;oth
inst., will be left with an Attorney.

Butte it—We quote choice
creamAdministration Granted «>n Estates ok—
eries at 25a2(ic per lb; choice new dairy at 22a24c;
fair to good at I8a21c; common at Halttc; old butter
Ann C. Warren, late of Islcsboro, Samuel Yeazie,
from lOalGc.
Administrator; Hannah Ellis, late of Thorndike, ranges
Cheese—We quote a choice old factory at 14al5c;
Miles S. Staples, Executor; Joseph E. Havner, late
good do at 12al3c; choice whole milk new factory
cheese at 14a 14 l-2c: fair to good new at 10al2c per
of Belfast, Joseph E. Havner, Administrator; Eli
lh.
Vickery, late of Unity, Clarissa Vickery, AdminisE<;<;s—'There is a lair demand for Eastern at 14a
tratrix; Ilenry Gardner, late of Northport, Sarah 14 1.2c.
Beans—The
market for mediums is firm at $3 per
R. Gardner, Administratrix; Abigail I)otcn, late of
hush for choice lots, and sales are made at this
Freedom, Jacob Dotcn, Administrator.
Yellow
eyes sell at $2 80a2 85, and pea beans
j figure.
Guardians API’*HN'TKD—Artemus Libbey over i are firm at $3 25 per bush.
Apples—The
demand is light, and the market is
minor heirs of Henry S. Clements, late of Winterquiet at $2 25a2 75 for No 2 and $2 75a3 25 per bhl for
port; Martha M. Merithew over minor heirs of Jere- No. 1 Baldwins and Russets.
Totatoks—Jackson whites are firmer to day, and
miah A. Merithew, late of Searsport.
sales are made at $1 20 per bush for prime State.
License to Sell Real Estate on Estates of—
Rose are in light demand, and the market is quiet at
Benjamin Sidelinger, late of Troy; minor heirs of $1 OUal 05 per hush; Troliiics, $1 lOal 15.
Class Seed—We quote at $2 00a2 35 per bush for
Daniel Tripp, late of Freedom.
fair to choice Timothy, or herds grass; $2 50a2 70
Inventories Filed on Estates of—He/.ekiah
per sack of 50 lbs for Western or Jersey red top;
Flanders, late of Northport; Benjamin F. Field, late 14 1-2a 15c per lb for New York clover, and' 14c per lh
for Western clover; $lal 20 per hush for Hungarian
of Belfast; Lydia Atwood, of Winterport, u non
seed and $lal 20 per hush for Millet.
compos.
Hay and Stiiaw—We quote
coarse hay at
Accounts Allowed on Estates of—Hanson
$20 ooa 21 00, and fine and medium at $ls00aitt00
ton.
Straw
from
ooa23
00 per ton for
per
$21
W. Young, late of Waldo; Benjamin Kingsbury,
ranges
late of Belfast; Eliza Gray, late of Waldo; Joseph rye.

of

inspection of 20 New Styles of

S- A. WETHERBEE
ITo. 5 Plienix Row.

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

Term of said Court—

Warrant

placed

•Inst

Right Along ?

25 Cents Per Yard.

('rnrlvni' lion. Wood, nut! Ulusx Wore.
Jjimps, ('hhmirifx, Cullen,1,

Hkrsky, Judge.—15. P. Field, Register

Pmi.o

and

a

The papers at this time are so tilled with price-lists,
it. is impossible to obtain even a column; so I will
in\ ite the public to read the lmv-priced goods ndvortised, remembering t hat Bl. IT KB good- at the same
LOW BA I KS can he found for CASH at S. A. II.
Wet her bee's.
Having added to ni\ stock the house furnishing
goods of J. B. WAHI.IX, I shall he pleased to supply all my old and new customers witli

;

GEO. W. BURKETT

Bargain

TROUSERS!

just,
large
well selected stock of
HAS
Dry & Fancy Goods.

Come

-0 i{

WE

Warren Woolen Co., Warren, Me., and said to be
the best Style produced this season, at only $5.00
per suit. These suits are very low at $18.00 per suit.
We also invite

Lower Prices than Ever

AXD

Which,we desirejto call Special attention of Tourists,
Fifty Suits of New and Elegant designs made by the

Mower

returned from Boston with

SUITS,

^

WE EXPECT YOU!

We give our First Grand Opening in our
New and well lighted Store. For the
past three weeks our patronage has been
exceedingly large, and our store thronged
with customers, (as the citizens of Belfast
can well testify) still we have not been
enabled from the want of sufficient help
to present to our customers the many attractive bargains secured for their especial inspection.
Having received extra help, we are enabled to give the trade that attention it
has alwaysjbeen our aim to give. Citizens
of Belfast and of Waldo County, we invite you to inspect our goods, leant our
prices and see if our opening is not a
grand ovation in favor of our patrons.

only $5.00 Per Suit.

This Suit sold splendidly at $11.00 all the season,
and in consequence we tind the sizes somewhat
broken thus early. We have therefore concluded to
close them at the above LOW PRICK to make room
for NEW GOODS daily arriving.

w

King

Thursday, May 10th.

15 Suits All Wool Scotch Plaid Goods. All Wool Dress
Only $9.00 Per Suit.

S. A. II. Wetherbee

Sore

happed Hands, Salt
the Toilet and Bath.

otis

reduction in the salaries of

At

LORD’S.
hi

Meadow

Tar Solution,

or (

—

iu

L.

PLAID

Another

Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

uud

The Supreme Court at Manchester. Judge Stan
Icy presiding, dismissed a libel lor divorce oil the
ground of collusion. The Court remarked that
while 1 lie libellant bad good cause, for cruelty, li
bellee. who could not obtain a divorce, was childly
anxious in getting it. and agreed with the attorney
to pay lie- easts.
Under this state of facts no di
void* will ever be decreed for existing causes.
The attorney for libellant was severely reprimand
ed for violating the obligation of his oath, and tin*
Court intimated thilt further action might result.

a

25

H.H Johnson&Co

Fixtures.

83 Main St., CITY BLOCK,

day the following Special Bargains

New and Seasonable Suits.

•7vi.^t Received at

H.

tliis

in

White Vests

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
bronchitis, and Asthma.

or

live escaped with sepieces. Four
vere injuries and the rest were buried in
the ruins.

Bangor has made
school teachers.

OFFERS

—0 1'-

^

STORE,

BROS.,

All persons

or

Bosworth. living at North Norway, commit
ted suicide Thursday, by shooting himself with a
Lie placed the muzzle under his throat, and
gun.
tired it oil with his foot.
His head was literally
torn to pieces.
It is said that tlu* rash act was
done in a lit of passion arising in a matter of some
fruit trees.

ANDREWS

ff ISTew Lot. of

We know of

NEW

-A.t the Old. Stand

Curtains,

Special Bargains !

Forest
Tar Troches,
Forest
Tar Salve,
Forest
MEADOW Iv IA Cm MOWED
Tar Soap,
Forest
Forest Tar Inhalers, minim SUDS!

court bouse at

Rockford, ill., which was a massive and
elegant structure in course of erection,
and nearly ready to receive the roof, fell,
Friday, in a mass of ruins. The Center
dome was a hundred and twenty feet
high, supported by iron pillars, resting on
a brick wall, which extended it)) thirty
feet from the ground. The wall proved
inadequate to support the immense weight
and crumbled, bringing down the dome

to

Meadow King Mower.

Tlllli

and all articles suitable for

Heath is

fourteen years in State Prison.
sixty years of age.

him will receive
f»m4<>*

business entrusted to

prompt attention.

Rooms to Lot.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Forest

Law,
Me.

at

Telegraph Building, 26 Main St., Belfast,

subscriber oilers to rent tin* lower part of her
dwelling house on Spring street, (looil and desirable location, inquire of
Mus. MABCABKT HAl'CH.
Belfast, May IT, 1>77-—4t»

old

They

JOHNSON.

Attorney

15th, schr. Boa/.. Gilkey, New York.

Alav

advise all who

bilious attack.

a

E.

Alay 14th, schr.Orion, Patterson, Bridgeport,Conn.

sold by all druggists.

now over

but tie

was

C.

Mower

King

North Haven.

feverish skin, to lake with-

effectually prevent

Meadow

Alay 8th, sclir. Alulabar, Welch, Salem, Alass.
Alay bth, schr. Alan Eliza, Bullock, Bangor.
Alay Kith, schrs. Henry, Elwell, Bangor; Comet,
Felch, Bangor; F. B. Stearns, Tripp, Brewer.
May lllh, schrs. Lizzie Poor, Dickey, fishing
grounds; Martha Emma, Burgess, do; Al'aud Web
ster, Winthrop, Bangor; Abby Gale, Darbv, do;
Liberator, Parker, do; Cameo, Stover, do; Flyaway,
Barter, Isle au limit; brig Matilda, Haynes, Bangor.
May 12th, schrs. AI. Boyd, Quinn, Bangor, Almeda,
Jackson, Newport, R. i., Rhoda Ann, Crockett,

Tbe loss is over stioo.ooo. Three men m*v«*r need sutler from any disease arising from a
from Calais, Dimiy, Huckley and Jackson
disordered condition of the liver if they would
were hurt by a falling chimney, the two
Several wharves and a take this excellent medicine when they feel the
latter badly.
large quantity of lumber were burned. first indications of the malady. Families leaving
Heavy showers aided in extinguishing home for the summer months should take three or
tile lire. At least one half of the busiThe four boxes of these pills with them. They have
ness part of the town is in ashes.
jii> t otliee, Agency of the Hank of Mon- an almost instantaneous effect. They will relieve
treal. St. Stephen Hank and the railway the
patient of headache in one or two hours, and
depot are ail gone.
will rapidly cleanse the liver of surroundin'/ bile,
The

Alartin, Hoboken, Para-

SAILED.

complaints
very prevaindigestion, disordered liver, want

nausea,

schrs. Avon.

York.

ounce
an

B. F\ ~Wells.

JMlrsh

Shute, do; Mary Farrow, Limeburner, Var
mouth, Alaine.
Alay 15th, schr. Florida, Bagiev, New York.
Alay Kith, schr. Helen AI. Condon, Mc< artv, New

ami the

An

and NEW.

Entire satisfaction given in every instance, (live
us a call before you
purchase.

gon,

buildings were destroyed by tbe lire in n-i remedy s«i harmless and decisive in its action.
Stephen and about Id 1'ainilies were
burned out. The Watson House, (hotel) It at once strikes at tin* root of the disease and
and Hreen's boarding bouse were burned. produces a healthy tone to the system. Feopb-

■

t

May 14tli,

now

Schenek's Mandrake Fills.

Everything FRESH

tield.

he

one**

STOCK

in the State.

trying

u

of cure, is
we

LARGEST

Inducements

—0 F—

Geo W, Burkett’s

Latest Styles

NEWS.

St.

Probato

Metropolitan Theatrical Company, that lias
•ruled iii this city for three nights past, is one

i

pound

troubled with the

..

W

constipated,

Just received the

SPECIAL

Carpetings,

DEDICATION

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

ARRIVED.
May 10th, schr. Tyro, Hart, Bangor.
1
schrs.
AI.
lth,
Alay
Boyd, Quinn, Bangor, Rhoda
Ann, Crockett, North Haven ; E. S. Wilson, Patterson, Rockland.
Alay 12th. schrs St. Croix, Leeland, Boston; Geo.
Shattuck, Carter, Boston.
May 15th, schrs. G. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Boston; Lillian, Ryan, do; Orion, Patterson, Bangor
for Bridgeport, Conn; Ear), Cunningham, Cheerv-

disordered condition, until

a

of prevention is worth

m

...

to remain in

system

MILLINERY!

PORT OF BELFAST.

Fatal diseases may be caused by al-

lowing the bowels to become

e

Iht

is

Indications of sickness .should at

season.

BlOWH, and interior walls with a crash heard for
court proceedings, brings
in l':n polit
a mile. There were twenty to twenty-live
old s.i\ mg that a man will light Ibr a
men at work.
A man named Timothy
...her than for almost anything
do.
Flanagan, who was just putting in the
lint Parson demonstrated that
lat he lias
keystone of the linal cornice, jumped for
,i bheu
tight for his lmrses. ami whip
the guy rope of a big derrick in front, but,
>t!
l.-lloW besides
missing bis aim, full one hundred and
Mi-s Stevens, living near the Ppper
twenty feet to the earth and was dashed
.'lie

SHIP

vs.

Ik

i*

and

<f»1 k<

...

;• cel la'.o

!

ry summerlik**

v.

particularly invalids, spring

MAtT16th, 1877.

and the

If your lungs are irritated, oppressed and son*.
n<* method of treatment will compare with
inhaling
the hot vapors of Tar. The “Solution of Forest
Tar" with inhaler, is the only preparation of tar for
this purpose.
5w4*2

■

a

ex-

first

Failure Known!
There is no case on record where Dr. Morris'
Syrup of Tar. Wild Cherry and llorehouml lias
failed to give satisfaction. On the other hand,
wherever it has been used by our people, in severe
colds, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whooping-cough. and consumption, they are enthusiastic
in its praise. Containing no opium or other dangerous drug, it does not constipate, and is safe to
administer in all conditions of health. This is an
important announcement, and the suffering are advised to heeil it. Trial size. 10 cts.; large size. 50
cts.. and One Dollar.
Sold by W. 0. Poor A Son,
sole agents for Belfast, A. ,1. Jordan agent for Or
k.
B.
land,
Stover, agent for Bucksport. Also
agents for Prof. Parker's Pleasant Worm Syrup,
which is sure death to worms, pleasant to take,
and requires no phvsie.
Price 25 cents. Try it.

One. a girl of 1>. has died, and the other
very critical condition.

a

cures

No

Moody.
is in

“Forest Tar” aids

In Rockland, May 2d, Henrietta M., daughter of
Air. and Airs. A A. Reed, aged 1 -.ear. 1 no th a id
18 day 8.
In Rockland, Alay 6th, Airs. Hannah Fields, aged
51 years.
In Rockland,’Alay 7th, Aliss Lucretia Pillsbury,
aged 55 years, 1 month and b days.
At Appleton, April 18th, Air. John Hears, aged 52
years.
At Appleton, April lbtli, Leona Alay, daughter of
Miles Burkett, aged 2 years, b months'and lb days.
In Thomastan, May Oth, Mr. John Mclvellar, aged
75 years,months and 25 days.
In Union, May 2d, Air. Philo Thurston, aged 82
years, b months and 17 days.
In Waldoboro, May lsti Air. John C. Soule, aged
57 years, 4 months and lb days.

Bosonee’s German Syrup can now bo purchased
right at home, it is the most successful preperutiou
ever introduced to our
people. It works like a
charm in all cases of Consumption. Pneumonia.
Hemmorrhages, Asthma, severe Coughs. Croup and
all Throat and Lung Diseases. No person has over
used this medicine without getting immediate relief, yet there are a great many poor, suffering,
skeptical persons going about our streets with a
suspicious cough, and the voice of consumption
coming from their lungs, that will not try it. If
you die, it is your own fault, as you can go*to your
Druggist R. ll. Moodv, Belfast’; Kittridge, Rock
land: Fletcher. Camden: Smith & Sous, Searsport: Rohinsou, Tliomastou; also to be found in
Waldoboro and Bucksport, and get a Sample Dottle for 10 cents and try it; three doses will relieve
any case. Regular size only 75 cts.
lyreo\v44

department,

and furnishing goods.

Consumption,

Pungencies.

stages.

that of household furnishing goods.—Andrews Brothers offer inducements for clothing and white vests. They will be
found as reasonable as any clothiers in town.—
II. L. Lord, merchant tailor, has a new lot of cloths
new

a

clergyman. Mr.

good impression.
u

goods which she has just received.

of

case

pectoration and promotes sleep—often

for

Methodist

la w

.e

Uow shall my new
llow
Tie-man's question

question:

i»

.1

Pills, Potions and
In

form has

r is

«

Sunday eve,

Nkw Advertisements. Attention is called to
the notice of B. F. Wells, fancy goods and millinery, which will be found equal to any in the
city.—Miss S. A. II. Wethcrbee asks the ladies to
call ami look at her new stock of dry and fancy
aided

hr. M \Y. Drew is having
fixing up.

s.

oTlo

moon

sky.

stern

•a,

Lecture at the Baptist church next
7.30. Subject, “Pardon.”

-C:

o

:C-

A Careful Examination of their

Stock is Solicited.

Geo.
83 Main

W.

Burkett,

St., McClintock Blk.

BELFAST.

MAINE.

Orders

by

Mail promptly attended to.

B. C. Dinsmore & Son,
BELFAST,
1W«

MAINE.
4w44

Spring Has Come.

Comfort Gibbs, of this town (Westfield,
Mass.,) had a cat. which, from the fact

BY OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

I

sunbeams, lost for half a year,
Slant through mv
pane their morning
«>r
dry northwesters cold and clear.
1

rays;

he east blows in its thin blue haze.

\nd lirst the
hells are seen,
snowdrop’s
Then close against
the sheltering wall
The tulip's horn of dusky green,
The peony's dark unfolding ball.
The dimly ohalicod crocus burns;
The Ion«r narcissus’ blades apjHMir;
cone beaked
hyacinth returns
Tip*
T<> light her blue flamed chandelier.
Ihe willow's whistling lashes, wrung
Bv the wild winds of the gusty March,
W ith sallow leaflets
lightlv strung.
An* swaying
by the tufted larch.
1 he elms have robed their slender
spray
With full-blown flower and
embryo leaf;
W ith* o’er the
clasping arch of day
Soars like* a cloud tlieir
hoary chief.
the proud tulip's
flaunting cup.
1 hat flames in
glory for an hour—
Behold it withering—then look
up—
How meek the forest monarch’s flower !

“My friends,” said a returned missionary. at an anniversary meeting, “let us
avoid sectarian bitterness. The inhabitants of Hindustan, where I have been
laboring for many years, have a proverb
that, though you bathe a dog’s tail in oil
and bind it in splints, yet you cannot- get
the crook out of it. Now a man's sectarian tiias is simply the crook in the dog’s
tail, which cannot be eradicated: and I
bold that every one should he allowed to
wag his own peculiarity in peace.”

See

ken wake the violets. Winter dies;
\\ hen sprout the
elm-buds, Spring is
\N hen lilacs
blossom, Summer cnes.
"Bud. little roses! Spring is here.’’

W

near:

The windows blush with fresh bouquets.
but w ith the May-dew on tlieir lips;
The radish all its bloom displays.
1 *ink as Aurora’s
finger tips.
Nor less the flood of light that showers
On beauty's
changed corolla shades—
The walks are
gay as bridal bowers
W ith rows of
many petalled maids.

A witty French lady who was an “adopt
ed" member of a famous military corps,
when a cigar was lighted in her presence
with the remark, "1 suppose they smoke
in your regimentsaid. “Yes, hut not in
my company.”

The scarlet shell fish click and clash
In the blue barrow where
they slide :
The horseman, proud of streak and
splash,
<
reeps homeward from his morning’s ride.
Here conies the dealers' awkward
string.
With neck in rope and tail in knot,—
Bough colts, with careless countrv-swing.
in lazy walk or
slouching trot.

iicto

ild filly from the mountain side.
Doomed to the closo and chafing thills.
Lend me thy long untiring stride
T<> seek with thee thy Western hills!
W

A OIlkANN,
second hand of fir*t claw* maker* including- H ATEHN* at lower pri*
« cm for canh or Tni.allmenlN or t» let until paid for than ever before offered.
H ATEIIN’ GRAND
AHEand I PBKCiHI PIAN'ON AN)) ORCANN (I IVCLURINV TIIRIRNEW MIUVENIR
and JBOUUOIB) arc the RENT MADE.
7 Octave Piano* slaO. 7 1-3 do $100 not
u*ed a year, “*2” Atop virgaia $iO. 4
Atop* f5N. 7 Atop* iJON. A Atop* $7;». 10
Atop* $AA. 12 Atop* ?100 ca*h, not u*ed
a rear, in perfect order and w arranted.
LOCili and Til l V Eld SI* AGENT4
W ANTE I)
Illustrated
Cat .lo-iM-*
Nf ailed.
A liberal di*count /< Tcachrrs,
Ministers, Churches, etc. Ahcct ni^aic at half
price. HORACE M ATED* A MINN.
Manofaciurer*. anil Dealer*, 40 I2a*t
14th At., I'nlon square. N. V.

fly.

for

spot of living green—
bne little spot where leaves can
grow—
1" love unblamed, to walk unseen,
To dream above, to sleep below !
one

Jewels of

Thought

and Devotion.

And so beside the silent sea
1 wait the muffled oar;

No harm from Him can
On ocean or on short*.

come

to

urn

Extra Tine Mixed Card*, with name,
lO cts., post-paid. I,. JON r.b & CO., Nassau,
New York.

know not where His islands lift
Their trended palms in air;
1 only know I cannot drift
Beyond His love and can-.

Bile would be

are

pleasures.

JACKSON'S BEST

mortal, hut the humanities

pleasant

if it

were

SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO!
was awarded the highest prize at Centennial Exposition lor its fine chewing qualities, the excellence
and lasting character of its sweetening and flavoring. if you want the best tobacco ever made ask
your grocer for this, and see that each plug bears
our blue strip trade mark with words .Jackson’s Best
on it.
Sold wholesale by Boston and Portland Jobbers. bend for sample to
A. Jackson .Sc Co.,
Manufacturers, Petersburg, Ya.

for its

not

He that seeks nothing but the will of Hod shall
always hint what In* seeks.
Tln-re is no linite life except unto death
death except unto higher life.
If man makes himselt

a worm

plain when he is trodden

he must not

; no

com-

on.

VV

overv

It should not discourage us if our kindness is
unacknowledged ; it has influence still.
that does

base thing in zeal for his friend
burns the golden thread that ties their hearts to
get her.

pear

what

would gain

just

if we left ourselves to npare, than by attempting to appear

as we

we are

more

What is defeat' Nothing but education; noth
iug hut the lirst tiling to something better [ Wen
dell Phillips.

being always employed

safeguard through life,

as

well

as

is

a

essential

great
the

to

culture of virtue.
It shocks
most. every

do all he

I

think how much mischief almay do, who will but resolve to

man

[Sterne.

A worthy Quaker thus wr'A-:
-.j expect to pass
through this world hut r/nce; if, therefore there
In* any kindness 1 can show, or tiny
good thing i
can do to any human being, let me do it now.
bet me not defer or neglect it. for 1 shall not pass
ttiis way again."

Il is wonderful that live thousand years have
now elapsed sine,* the creation of the world, aud
still it is undecided whether or not there has ever
been an instance of the spirit of any person ap
pouring alter death. All argument is against it.
hut all belief is for il.
We must

measure a man's strength
the power
ot the feelings lie subdues, not
the power of
those which subdue him.
And hence, composure
is often tile highest result of
strength, ilid we

by

by

receive a lhigraut injury, and then
That is a man spiritually strong.
reply calmly
Dr did we ever see a man ill
anguish, stand us if
carved out of solid rock, as if mastering himself f
Dr one hearing a hopeless daily trial remain silent,
and never toll the world what eanbered his home
That is strength. We too often mistake
peace
strong feelings fir strong character. A man who
bears all before him, before whose frown domestics
tremble, and whose hursts of fury make the children of the household quake because he hies his
way in all things, we call him a strong until. The
truth is. that he is a weak mail; it is his passions
tlint are strong—lie, mastered by them, is weak.
ever see a man

The

Mystery

of

Dreams.

A man fell asleep as the clock tolled the
first stroke of twelve, lie awakened ere
the echo of the twelfth stroke had died
awns, having in the interval dreamed
that lie had committed a crime, was detected alter five years, tried and condemned; the shock of finding the halter
amend his neck aroused him to consciousness. when lie discovered that till these
events had happened m an infinitesimal
fragment of time. Mohammed, wishing
to illustrate the wonders of sleep, told
liow a certain man, being a shiek found
himself, for bis pride, made a poor fisherman ; that he lived as one for six years
bringing up a family and working hard,
and how, upon waking up from his long
dream, so short a time had heboen asleep
that the narrow necked gourd bottle, tilled with water, which he knew he overturned as he fell asleep, had not time to
empty itself, llow fast the soul travels
when the body is asleep! Often when
we awake we shrink from going back into
the full routine of sordid existence, regretting the pleasanter life of dreamland.
How is it that sometimes when we go to
a strange place we fancy that we have
seen it before ? Is it possible that when one
has been asleep the soul has floated away,
seen the place, and lias the memory of it
which so surprises usf In a word how
far dual is the life of man, how far not *

Holland has at last achieved her long
desired conquest of the sea
having
dammed up the Zttyder Zee from flowing
into the 4, on which Amsterdam is situated, cut a new canal from that city
straight down to the coast, and carved
out a new and eligible harbor at the entrance to the canal.
This vast work of
improvement has been in progress of execution for some thirteen years, under
the direction of the most skillful English
and Dutch engineers, the contract for the
whole work amounting to between twelve
and thirteen million dollars. The new canal, though short, saves a distance around
of some one hundred miles, hut the engineering difficulties which had to be encountered are represented to hat e been
very great. The undertaking involved,
incidentally the making of between twelve
ami thirteen thousand acres of land, the
sale of which has realized nearly eight
million dollars.
(’an any one tell why it is that the soul
of a young and pretty woman is more
dear to the average deacon than that of
a squint-eyed woman with a wart on her
\\ hen we have seen a
nose ?
young and
pretty woman go up to the altar we have
noticed half a dozen deacons knock their
heads together in their eagerness to whisper consolation to tier bruised spirit. Hut
when the squint-eyed woman knelt down
only one deacon went near her, and lie
merely touched her on the shoulder and
said, “Pray fervently, sister, and all will
lie well.”
Colonel Brady, a notorious gambler,
the other day met a friend who accosted
him with, “How are you, colonel ? How
have you been of late ?” “Oh! I have
had a great misfortune,” replied the
1 have lost Mrs. Brady.”
colonel ;
“How (lid you lose her,” was the next
question, “at euchre or poker ?”

(initlt'nu u —About twelve years ago, while travelFather lvemp’s OldFolksCoucert Troup as a
tenor singer, 1 took a severe cold and was laid up at
Newark, N. .). This cold brought on a severe attack of Catarrh, which I battled with every known
remedy for lour weeks without avail, and was finally obliged to give up a most desirable position and
return home unable to sing a note. For three years
afterwards I was unable to sing at all. The first attack of Catarrh had left my nasal organs and throat
.so sensitive
that the slightest cold would bring on
a fresh attack, leaving me prostrated.
In this way
I continued to suffer. The last attack, the severest
I ever had, was terrible. 1 suffered the most excruciating pain in my head, was so hoarse as to be
scarcely able to speak, and coughed incessantly. ]
thought I was going into quick consumption, and I
firmly believe that bad these symptoms continued
without relief they would have rendered me an easy
victim. When in this distressing condition, I commenced the use of Sanford’s Radical Curk for
Caiakku, very reluctantly, I confess, as 1 had tried
all the advertised remedies without benefit. The
first dose of this wonderful medicine gave me the
greatest relief. It is hardly possible for one whose
head aches, eyes ache, who can scarcely articulate
distinctly on account of the choking accumulations
iu bis throat, to realize how much relief I obtained
from the first application of Sanford’s Radical
<’i i.i;.
Under its influence, both internal and externa!, I rapidly recovered, and by an occasional use
of tlm remedy since have been entirely free from
Catarrh, fur tin* first time in twelve years.
Respectfully yours.
GKO. W. HOLBROOK.
Waltham, Mass., Jan 8, 1870.
I’, s.—1 purchased the Radical Curk of GKO.
il. ROGKRS, Druggist, Rurnford Building.
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You Can

INDIAN BITTERS

M O S T

TRY

EXTRAORDINARY
ADVKRTI.SING

Tl.KMS OF
OKFKIiKI)

ARK

l'Oli NEWSFAl’Klls IN

I’ll I

STM K oF

MAINE.

Send for list ol
dress GKO. 1\
No. 41 Park
this

papers and schedule of rules. AdROWKKL& CO., Advertising Agents,

Row, New York.

liefer 1 >l1u

of

Paper.

Look! Look!! Look!!!

THEM.

Wm, 0, Poor & Son,

Druggists,

Patent Medicines, Staple

Drugs,

IP, 1877.
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Which lie oilers Tor Sale at

Prices that Can’t be Beat!
I hose

wishing

to

purchase goods

of

this kind will tind it for their advantage
to call and examine his Stock helbre 1,li v-

ing elsewhere.

years’

from the smallest

I

here

am

myself, at No- 54
forget it

IS

C. W. HANEY

Hair

AM>

I

CO.,

Pure

O F-

Goods!

Millinery

large

A

We

and

trade,

found

some

Choice

tlie

to

wliicli may

amona'

tie

durable

Shoulder Braces
III the nitirkfl.

!

Faiti'ii O(toils,

ji

h

it

ices.
in Uulk

Perfumery

very

Novelties !

-C:

o
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Itotllid,

St., and

be

in

a

tirst class

at

SAWYER.

DR. R. MOODY’S
tin* market.

;{niM

Vegetable

give

Mower.

The

only

ly-18

Fisk anil

Belfast Steam

Remedy.

Foreign

11. JOHNSON <fc

High Street,

00.,

BELFAST.

REMOVAL!
-.

Stoves ami Tin

Shop

To No. 9 High Street,
The* Store late-lye>ccupie*d by George* F. White, where
1 will be pleased to welcome my old eiiHtenners.
The Best e>f

STOVES & TIN
JOB
Promptly
i

on

WARE

hand.

and

faithfully attended

Hole

Agent

to.

for the-

Furnace,
Winthrop
gives
That

such

universal satisfaction.

Come and look at my

my store.

Belfast,

new

location,

and examine

will be

3w45*

Hand Hay Rakes!
expressly for my TRADE.
and for SALE in any QUANTITY, at LOW
MANUFACTURED
PRICES. “Get Prices.”
FRED ATWOOD,
Winter port. Me.

House)

J. F. FKKNALI*.

Belfast,

anteed.

IS is

a

perfectly

I

or

Just

poisoning by

CASH
Call ami

see us

PRICES.
before

purchasing.

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main Street, Belfast.

a

is

s

Belfast, April :t, ls?7.

Dr. C. B.

Lighthill,
Oculist and Aurist,
lias taken the Agency for Maine of the celebrated
“NK PLUS ULTRA” Glasses, the best artificial aid
for failing, weak, or otherwise defective Eye-Sight.

Price of Fine

article for

For sale

-iOtf

Frarklin B.
Wadlin's

wnich Pleases

Eye-glass $2.50

GRECIAN GOLD
9600
FOR

Swift’s,

35 Cent*.

Block, Main Street.

readily with Starch, hot or cold. Prevents
and the iron sticking. Saves twentylive per cent of labor and starch.
(lives a beautiful ivory finish, and brightens all
colored fabrics.
Is warranted to coutain nothing injurious,
(iurmenrs will keep clean much longer, will not
crack, and are not so easily affected by dampness.
For doing
up Infants’Clothing, Muslins, Cambrics,
Laces, etc.. Linen (jlace is invaluable.

Jewelry Casket.

9600
FOR
35 Centa.

are now putting up Six Pieces of
Jewelry,
in Caskets, that could not be bought separate
for less than $♦'» in any City in America. Having pur
chased the entire stock of a foreign
Jewelry House, we can make this otter until the stock is
all disposed of. At. the rate it is going now it will
soon be all out, and we cannot replace it tor live
times the money. For Thirty-fire Cents we send a
Casket by Mail contutniinj
Retail Price.
1 Fine Gold Plated Solitarie Grecian
Diumoud Stud,
$1 50
1 Pair Fine Gold Plated Collar Buttons,
50
1 Fine Gold Plated Watch Chain,
1 oo
1 Pair Elegant Gold Stone Sleeve Buttons, 1 oo
1 Very Heavy Grecian Gold Wedding Ring, .too

Importing

THE NK PLUS ULTRA

POLISH!

WEDDING

WE

Long, and Pleases

Many, Must Possess Merit.”
LINEN GLACE

STARCH

or

Choice Lot of

—A T—

“That

Spectacle

Will be sent on receipt of price to any address by
mail, and a perfect lit guaranteed for live years. In
ordering state age, and whether glasses had been
used before, and if so, send one of your old lenses if
possible. Address l)r. C. B. L1GH fill LI., Mansion
House, Augusta, Me.
Dr. Lighthill, who is well and favorably known in
this State, for over IS years as a successful Physician
for the cure of Deafness, Blindness and Catarrh, can
be consulted on all diseases of the Eye, Ear, Throat
and Lungs, personally, at the Mansion House, Au
44tf
gusta, Me.

Vermont Maple Sugar
Wtf

I

Combines

“blistering”

Total,

I
!

I

$1*00

Grecian Gold is a metal worn by the Egyptians,
and it is the nearest approach to the finest California Gold known.
American travellers through
Greece and Egypt have been struck with astonish
meat at the beauty of these Grecian Gold Rings, and
as they were just like tine gold, they are worn by tin*
Asia. They
most aristocratic people in
are a perfect imitation of a #20 eighteen curat Gold
Engagement Ring. This Ring you can sell for $2 or

Europe’and

|
25 Ceuta per Package.
j
For Side by
FRANKI.IN 11. SWIFT, Wadlin $3 each, very readily.
PRICES—1 Dozen Caskets, by mail, $3 00, sells
ttOtf
Block, Main Street.
I for $4 20 ; 3 Dozen Caskets, #8 50 sells for $12 00; 0
j
CHAS. FARNHAM will open a store in
Dozen, by express, $15 00, sells for $25 00; 12 Dozen,
Hayford’s Block May 2d, lor the sale of House
by express, $28 00, sells for $50 40. You get $0 oo
and Bedding Plants, Vicks Flower Seeds, Vegetable
worth of Jewelry for 35 cents.
Seeds, Pots, Trellises &c.
If you want something that will sell to everybody
that you show it to, semi for a sample of this Wending Jewelry Casket, and then judge tor yourself its
Nerk lnres, Lark els, Crosses, dr.,
value. It Is a beautiful present for a lady or gentle
BOWEN & BICKFORD,
j man.
4w45
At
HERVEY’S
Brockton, Mass.
Store.
[
Jewelry

PLANTS.

MRS.

Bamboo Chains,

Ruler aud Jet. Long aud Opera Clins.

Meadow hint; Mower?

Analytical

IJ^DR

deu«l stock.
A Do to l«*t tin* store owned and
occupied by tl,
same, situated in a good location for water, countr
and city trade. Brick Store, nearly new, twent\
live bv M-venty-live, with excellent cellar ami eliarni
«*r, large cistern, counting-room, etc., etc., fitted u.
in good shape for buslm
,,>od trade establish* <1
I ln* owners ar«* interested somewhat in v*-«.
property, and ltav* some intlu**n.*** which tin y wn
us* for ! In h.-nefit of the
purchaser
A good chance to do either a Wholesale or Beta*
!• U'iiO".
A. L
M \\S|- IF.l.D He CO
Foot of Main Mr*-*-*
Belfast, April 11, 1377.
Htf

CEO. F. EAMES. D.D.S.,

DENTIST,

C.

Chemist.

by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine,
ly.'iii

P.

LOMBARD.

DE5NTIST
.1* X- ;

ure waiting for it. and Vgents ure selling IO to
ifn u <lu\
i»Otli thousand in /inss. uIHIO more \genu wanted
MrUur e. ivit 'ii run i-irn tliswkla month.
«
" "in him; .<n
Add,t-s* A.
Hart;..id, Couiu

$|§^ISAAC

H|

jgg

HUMPHREYS’
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS
Been in

general

for 1 went y ye«r>>.
most

use

Everywhere proved

tlie

iHinruj.MiMMm Ai and hi linm
medicines known. They ure Just w lial
the people want, saving lline, money,
sickness and suffering.
Every single
wpeclfli; the well tried prescription or
an eminent physician.
Nop.
tVnt-c
Cnrea.
t. Fevers, Congestion, Inflammations,
2'2. Worms, Worm Fever. Worm • oiic.
3. Erylllff-Foilc, or Teething of Infant.-*,. 2*.
4. Dlarrlicra, or Children oi Adult-*,
2."
ft. Dysentery, (Triping, Bilious Colie,
fi. Cholera-Morbus, Vomiting,
2..
7. € Long: Its, Colds, Bronchitis.25
8. Neuralg'ia, Toothache. Faeea- he,
25
2>
9. Headaches, Sick Headache, Yntigo,
10. Dyspepsia, Bilious Stomach.25
v5
11. Suppressed, or Painful Periods,
12.
13.
14.
15.
It).
17.
18.
Hi.
20.
21.
22.
23.
21.
25.
2ti.
27.
28.
20.
30.
31.
32
3.3.
34.
35.

Whites,

too

profuse Periods.25

25
Croup. Cough, Difficult Brcatliiiej,
Salt itlieiliil, Erysipelas. Krupt ions*.
25
25
llheumatisni, Rheumatic Pains,
ftn
Fever and Aurue, Chill Fever, Agues,
Piles, blind or bleeding.5u
5t)
and
Sore
or
Weak
Oplif liftlmy,
Eyes,
5»i
Catarrh, acute or chronic, Influenza,
5n
violent
AVImnpiiiK-Coiiarii,
coughs,
5u
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
Ear Discharges, impaired hearing,
5u
Scrofula, enlarged glands. Swellings,
fm
Cciicrul Debility, Physical Weakness,
50
Dropsy and scanty Secretions,
5*
sickness
from
Sea-Siekness,
riding,
Kidney-Disease, Cravcl,.5u
Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness, l on
50
Sore Houlb. Canker,.
I'rinary Weakness, wetting the bed. 50
50
Painful Periods, or with Spasms,
l on
Disease of Heart, palpitations, etc.
Epilepscy, Spasms, Sr. Yitud Dance, 1 oo
sore
ulcerated
throat.
Diphtheria,
Chronic Congestions and Eruptions, 5o
FAMILY CASES.
lnrgre vials and
Case, Morocco, with above
Manual of directions,.$10.00
vials
and
Case Morocco, of 20 large
Book, 0.00
These remedies are sent by the ease
single box or vial, to any part ot the
country, free of charge, on receipt ot

Address
price.
Hii in phrey s ll o ineopa t Ii l c

Medie! u e Co.
New York.
Office and Depot,
For sale by all Dniff^Ists.

For Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor & Son
and R. H. Moody.
lyjs

JLincolnville,

JOHN

BE CURED

ONLY BY USING

THE UNIVERSAL PILE PILLS!
They iu'l directly on tlie causes and are
only medicine advertised lor that dis-

which do.
Remember—The I'nivkusai. I’ii.k I'n.t.s
and take no other. ('ure Warranted where
|« 00 worth are taken or money refunded
For sale by S A llOWKS ,V CO lteltast, and 1 h'uggists every where.
The Universal Liver Fills are the best
in the world.
:lm;iS

F following list of faxes on real estate of non
A resident owners in the town of Mocktou fort lie
year 187<», hi bills committed to It. I', Grant, Collector of said town, on the noth day of May, 1S7*»,
has been returned by him to me a- remaining unpaid,
15th day of April, 1877, by his certificate of that date,
and now remains unpaid ; and notice is hereby given
that if the said tuxe*, and interest and charges, are
not paid in the treasun of the said town, within
eighteen months from the date ot the commitment
of the said hills, so much of the real estate taxed a>
will he sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, in
eluding interest and charges, will without fuitio
notice, he sold at public auction at Selectmen’s ..i
lice in said town, on the :toth day of November, Is",
at eleven o’clock A. M.
Id
IVleg Staples,
<• 85
Alonzo 1). Ames,
<»l
\
Alfred Berry,
o
I
Albert Nichols
‘.r>o
Henson llarrimau,
11.4
Cornelius Staples,
4.85
Finery B. Colcord,
."
George S. Black,
11 ,.o
John French’s heirs,
I »T"
Joshua F. rurtridge,
l.i. 11
Lyman II. Partridge.
d«»
Lumas Park,
14.78
Lemuel Dorr,
4-«hi
S. P. Blanchard,
h .,1
Samuel L. (iritlin,
•_\#.ou
Mrs. Sarah F. French,
d ou
Willard Mudgett,
*•:
William and Josiah Black,

rpil

Robert Ross,
I no
II.oo

Kesidrun*. Church St.
MAINE

_-

-<1

EMERY

BOARDMAN,

CO! NSKLLOK at LAW
AND

Notary Public,

No. 211 Main Street.
April 1. I>77.

BELFAST. ME
Ktl

Bonnet Bleaching.
morniug Mrs (irun.lv
wii.-i
I did you get such lovely Imt
(1n(»l>
(ioodgru.i
M'
••(»

n,v

:t

'>
en’t you heard iIn tews
Ith.ck has a liiee lot ot M W STVLF.S. and it.
ladies are almost crazy to have their old huts nw.J
over, he makes them over
nice and cheap, u
tie- -igii of the Straw Work-, ha-r -id. ftiierh
Belfast, April ~i, 1*77. .;mlo
>. A. BI.Al'h.

“Mot

-•

Caution.
-o-

IITIIURKA.-,
*

mi

my .M'tlOmli
'V»m li«rl«.riiis ..r
I shall pay no hill- t' her

'"‘i"

ms

wilr. Jliirllm I' i.ilk. .. Im,
lumril; till, i, u nutif> nil

Imou:. Ma\ j,

l.'

,u

|.

contracting.

KHI.N
j1

l

(ill.hIM

Freedom Notice.
111
js to cert it y that
rp
i
nmor -on. m \i:t
s

o‘.
ot /'is
hi-

time

I have tin dav given t e
W l.i.u .. the renm.nd.
I shall claim in nhill- cf hi- contra*tin.’ ip.
WIN I I IIP ip lli.ls
<

s

during Ins minority.

wages nor p.a\ any
fl"' 'bit.-.
April •>, i-rr. ;\vH.

NOTK^E.

Waldo Co.

Agricultural Society.

'PHI

:"lh Annual l air id said So.-ietv will
hold-i) at tin Pair (.round-, in this cits
a
Monday, I'uesday, Wednesday, and I h ir.-dav,
•Jlth, Joth, J('»th, and j.'tli, A. ! >. 1-77. other .-,«>■
ties please not hold fairs it tlo- same time.
Per order.
P.MliKY IMAKHM AN, S»-c\
Belfast, May j, l-;;
;;vv } f

Sprinolield
IJ*

t
...

[iiv Ins. ('o.

h I !*s *n
o reliable
('ompanv written
desirable risk- at current rates.
I KK1 > AIWUUlh Agent,
ij
Winterport, Me.
*'

Amateur Scroll Saws.
be attached

to any old Sewing Mat-hire
Price Five Dollars.
how easily and nicely they work
Picture Frame and Furniture K.
Boom-. High Street, opposite Court llou-e.
Belfast, .March H, P's?.
low">?

(IAN

(’all and
Sanhukn’s

see

Grocery Wagons

«

for Sale.

-o—-

also a number of second hand
riding
all at my -hop on Washington -ire. t,
oj
1 liOS. (;ANN«»N
dmfj

Wag
gons.

posite the lias Work-.
Belfast, April P.», 1-77.

Commissioner's Notice.
undersigned. Commissioners to receive
r|^ilK
A. examine the claims of creditors

an

against th.
estate of William McGilvery, late
of'Scar-port, d.
cease.i. represented insolv.-nt, her.b\ gi\. m ti
that their tinat meeting will he held at the office
Henrv II. Grant, in said Near-port, on UYdnesdav
the sixth dav of June, Is:;, at ten ot the clock in
the forenoon
W.M. t. CROSBY
v.
C. CROSBY.
(Joins
HU" I GORDON. S
Date.t tills Nth dav of May, Is;;.
iwl..

NERVOUS

DEBILITY.

Vital weakness or depression : :« weak ex
hausted feeling, no energy or
courage ; the result of
mental over-work, Indeseretions or exces-

ses, or some drain upon the system, is
"* »•> HUMPHREYS’
I

always cur
HOMEOPA HIC SPECIFIC No. 28. H tones up and invigorates the sylem, dispels the gloom and despondency,
impart
strength and energy, stops the drain and reju\.

nates the entire

man.
Been used twenty years with
perfect success l»y thousands. Sold hy dealers
Price, i?U*o per single vial, or f.r. on per package ..!
five vials and $J.OO vial of powder. Sent by mail on
receipt of price. Address H U M PHR E YS’HOMEOPATH IC M EDICIN E COM PA N Y.
10'.* Kl 1/roN SI, Nl.W YORK.
lyjfS
For Sole in Belfast by W. O. Poor & Son
and R. H. Moody.

freasurer, Stockton, Me

Foreclosure Notice.

FARMING & STIM’K LANDS
lor Sale. Passage tickets to all
points West. I'm Immiur ini’:.
Gru>h, one stamp.
Dlt. AM Ml BROWN 58 Ska us Bi li.niNis, Boston.
4 w45

Selling
J^OR THE

HOMER, M. I).

Particular attention given to V/r/•./.
/// mu
l <H> l’ Jit,-ifUS' ■>• of
'iMllllillJ/
w.tll- nmy In- t, hi in I iu his office even lii.^.in
I Inii in
ami >ittunfa> •! t-ucli week
Uther «lm
'I' V'* oil to Minrii ii oj.erat ioim an.I
isitfug toiti<-1.'
resiil.nu in tti»- eountr.-, etc
lv:;t

ease

Tax ISTotice.

-h, Me.

N- I-

tlie

Mrs. Prudentia Clark,
Samuel II. Dale,
STKPIIF.N CLFA\ F.S,
May 1, 1877-d\v4 I

French’* fira
DuohoD

tillin' ,i\ Main St.

THE PILES
CAN

HILLS,

Surgeon Dentist,

BELFAST,

THE MILD'PO WEE

UHL FAST

Hit

iTiTiitiTiwiTo/nnruTTTn^UornwnTnnT^rTrr^irTTT'i

"Ann Eliza, Wife .Xu. 1J*," is toll in (all by h> rsrlf. Thisthrilliug ln>ok is now selling like wildfire.
Minister* suy
iod
Simed Hy Eminent women Indorse it; 'JYi.s of Thousand*

Machinery.

Eye-Sight, Preserve It!

toppage of supply

reinoued.

NOTICE.
Sal*-, tb*- stock of Croeeries owned by tl
undersigned. A new ch an lot of goods. \

f^^THith^oTifo«alon^ii»HW|WwwiHoi^>f^h*hiilKhee,

with all the

full line of

MEADOW KING MOWER

A. D. FRENCH.

..

on

received, to be sold at lowest

Article.

C'lHOlCF

JUST RECEIVED!

Shovels, Hoes & Manure Forks,

Strings.

Babbitt, or Anti Friction Metal, made
J of the best Type Metal, and tor sale in quantities to suit Machinists, Millinen and others
tf
At the .JOURNAL OFFICF, BFLFAST

<’. N. F K1J N AI. I >.

satisfaction guar-

Hats for 20 and 25

each.

Very Superior

For

PIPES.
lead

Four berths

Mt f

hake
itv, h V.“» war*
wife of a Mormon High l’ri.-t. *Thi.» is tl,.' <,,>■
Story of n Womans LiJr in Mar monism," fu!!\ <i
secret doings and
inn
h
(,i if,,.'
| mons "Asa unite awake Woman srrsth, m.’ Introdne
-1 tiou hy Harriet Iteeeher Stowe.
It yivcsu c :nnlete account of the Mountain Meadow Ma:
sncrc, hmI of too

Babbitt Metal,

co-partstyle

KFFN.

healthy

fast sailer.

Emrrif HI'/,, Elm St., Jirch'SHOEI. Mi

clouini; the

Mansion House, Augusta,

pure and

WATER

Me. I

Castings of all the above makes, constantly
hand.
A large assortment of

|

a

and

N. F.

By using this piping all risks of

FRYE (or HANSON) Plows for

to examine them.

Violin, Hass Vial and Guitar Strings
HEEVEY’S
Jewelry Store.

Rubber Coated Pipe.
by rust

the HUSSEY PLOW of Unity,
HUSSEY and DOE PLOWS made at

the

public

At

Patent Vulcanized

T"

agents

on

price

Court

Liberty.
Every Plow fully warranted, and

by E.

Acadia, By William White,
lor a copy of the
Esq.” The Advertiser will pay
above work. Also, those numbers of the Republican Journal containing the Annals of Belfast,
by

*"'■*5

BFN HAZFLTIN'K.
Belfast, Dec. 22, 1876.—28tf

prices be-

3m38

and

History of Belfast Wanted

Crosby, for which a fair
paid. Apply at tlie .lournal Office.
Belfast, May 7, 1877.

our

E. J. Morison &Co.,
Also
for

repairing.

book, published
Fellows, Bel
A Copy
fast, l.v»7, entitled “A History of Belfast, with
Remarks

A. K. CLARK.

f I1HE celebrated
X Sale by

Hair combed from the head straightened, and
niade into switches. Hair colored any shade desired. old Switches remade or mixed with Gray. Also
particular attention paid to making Hair Jewelry.
:Hv45
SARAH S. PRAY, Searsport, Me.

Hon. W. G.

and get

Plows! Plows!

Belfast.

manner

Introductory

work

work, and cordially invite our friends

Celebrated for

well selected stock of

A New and

Hail* Work.
well acquainted with nil
of HAIR
BEING
WORK, I respectfully solicit patronage for any
work

White's

Line,

purchasing elsewhere.

High St., (opposite'
j

A

and all goods usually kept in a first-class Grocery
Store, at wholesale and retail, at as reasonable rates
us can be bud at any store in the City.
Our Stock is purchased for Cash, and by strict integrity and fair dealing we hope to merit afairshure
of patronage.
&^~Give us a call.

CLARK & FERNALD BROS.,

SEALED

or

our

own

STKFXFTil AXI) FIXFXFSS OF TOXF.

formed
name

Boston, and will

on

_

IMPAII work warranted to give satisfaction.

Proposals for collecting the State, Countv and Municipal Taxes of this city for the car
rent municipal year will be received by the City
Clerk until <> o’clock 1’. M., June 4th. The City
Council reserve the right to accept any one of said
proposals or to reject all ot the same. Per Order,
I.. II. MURCII, City Clerk.
Bki.i AST, May ‘J, 1877.
4w4.'»

of the

WOBBL

am

fore

l NDFKSIGNFD having
in business under the

or

sur-

full line ol Trimmed Bonnets and Hats

Me.

Belfast,

money

Call and examine

>

of

save

of our

a

E E E Violin

FAMILY GROCERIES!
Corn, Flour and Meal,
Pork, Beef,
Kerosene Oil,
Lard, Hams,
Tea, Coffee,
Tobacco,
and Spices,

in the

Granite

or

have at

Mrs. B. F. Wells.

leased tin* store on Main street, formerly occupied by .1. It. Wadlin, are now prepared to oHer

by hand.

Potash,

you wish u nicely lifting Dolman or sacque of
any kind ? II so please call on Miss A. A.
llicks who has just received the latest and most desrrable styles from R. II. White’s establishment,
Boston. Stamping done with neatness and dispatch.
-IvvH
A. A. HICKS, in McClintock Block.

new

HAVE REMOVED MV STOCK OF

Constantly

Warrant it.

LADIES !

City

tiling

prepared

400 Kisses’ School
Cents

season.

And

Also

in want of any

In New York

and the

Hazeltine & Co..

to Scotch

by calling on us, as we do all our
Polishing withjinachinery,therefore doing a superior
quality of work, and at less prices, than can be done
Will

WM. O. POOR & SON.

RETAIL.

I

Marble

AT

-O R

11.

People

j

and Pickled Fish.

nership

King; Mower.

Just received another

D<

F
rpil
A

American Marble,

and

they

all the

Thursday and Friday, April 19 &20,
To exhibit

NEW FIRM!

OF TilK REST OF

Family Soap White & Clear.
DOFS NOT SLA IK TIIE CLOTHES.

W H O LESALE !

polished superior

:C-

that their work cannot be

Also

Monuments and Tablets

10 CENTS A POUND.

EITHER

native Granite

passed by any

:n*t f

a

Read!!

S

Choice Stock of

\V. ('OLL1XS,

Polishing

Granite.

STOCK!

’

And feel confident

Specialty.

a

Dry, Smoked

Monuments and Tablets
our

o

MILLINERY,

OF

buy your fish is at

STREET,

Lobsters

High Sts.

Our Prices Can’t be Beat !

JAS. W. CLARK.

SUIT THE TIMES

CITY

Mrs. Wells and Milliner

(Basement of Old Telegraph Building.)

Marl Si Granite Works.
Of

to

Oyster Market,

HIGH

F.

Ladies' French Kid Boots, all Grades.
Ladies' American Kid Boots, fait Line.
Ladies' Serge Button and Congress.

city

by medical skill.

....

be

MEADOW KING MOWER

GOODS

in the

COLLI N

A

Every day of the LATEST STYLES, and BEST
QUALITY. All we ask is to call and see us.

-T O

-C:

entire satis-

To No. 3 Phenix Row.

Cask No. I White

place

Tlie best

MOODY,

Corner of Main and

our

PRICES

THE

GRAND OPENINGS

All the varieties of Fresh Fish in their

IR. E.

Shoes

we

I.\

and Ornaments.

Silks, Laces,

tended

A full Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician’s
Prescription and Family Receipts carefully com-

lias removed his Stock of

Strain the (Lease and

OFFERED

Have returned from BOSTON where

Bitters the last in

reliable Catarrh

public about

the

[

Bonnets, Hats, Flowers, Ribbons

Fresh Fish !

Jbe, &e.

Drugstore

a

■

..-

so

i Tell It All

OPENING

OF MILLINERY

FBI IRE SFICES!

Bogs and Childrens' Shoes of all hinds.

The Goods will lie sold at

NOW

B. C. Dinsmore & Son’s.

FULL LINE OF

Strictly

it

nCURESit

The Most Extensive Stock

found at

Pure and to
faction.

*long

Avkit’s Cukkkv

By Mr*. Stonli.-UM*. of Suit

& Summer!

Spring

R. H. MOODY'S.

Warranted

Housekeepers!

Specialty.

Funnier,

K/umges,
kept

bout and

in cabin, sails and rigging, all in goo«:
—-condition. I shall sell tin- -am* at
great bargain if culled for at onco.
F. A. FoLLETT,
m- Main Street.
Belfast, April Is, l.s77. ititf
■

IOOK AtlJEJUTS WASTE!

FOR

aUKcmeinher you can always lind the
Biyyest Assortment of BOOTS A SHOES
for the LEAST .MONEY, at

and Combs,

iTas, W. Clark

Meadow

Practical and
4a Sold

MILLINERY!

Hair llrushes

in fact

maintained

as

Pit FI* A R FL> BY

made over with neatness and dea* tch. *«y t’all
and look at our stock. Our opeuiugs at<* every day
in the week.
MRS. R. SHELDON.
MISS EDO COM B.
Li High Staeet.
Belfast, Ajirii 24, 1877.—4:itf

EVER

e

or

be made

can

Little Rogue.
it
sloop rig. centre-board,
long, 11 ft. i‘i inch beam, a good abb-

VACHT/
-A. A

se-

den attacks.

Our large experience in this busiiu is has enabled
to make such selections as we feel confident will
suit the times, and our continued success warrants
tin* belief that our large run of customers have confidence In our choice.

The attention of SHOE DEALERS is
called to their JOHH1NH advertisement
in another column.
Iwll

Pommies,

Good Line in Men's Loir Cut Shoes.
Ladies please call and examine

THE

like iron.

wear

r|MJL

Dr. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.

& Girls

Boys

ill not rip &• will

w

subscriber offers for sale a
X beautiful ami productive farm,
situated on tin* East side of tin*
river in Belfast, only 1 1-2 miles
from the
City l*ost Office. The
larm containing one hundred acres of land, fre.
from waste, well divide*! into
wood, pasturage an
tillage, is well located lor a milk farm, and has ever
facility lor such purpose; it has a large two-stor\
House, Ell, .Shed, and Burn, all in good condition
is well supplied with pur** water, ami has a
voung
orchard of seventy-live trees all grafted and'manv
bearing. The land borders on Belfast Bav, ami
from every part of the farm a good view of the Ha
and City and their surroundings is hail,
making
on*- of
t he most delightful locations for a residem
in this vicinity.
1 In* land .s all of good 'jualitv am;
will give a good return for labor
spent upon it.
1 orms reasonable and made known
by the proprhtor on the premises.
AM BIB >SE S I IB >1 |
Belfast, Feb. J4, 1 *'77.
:(mos.‘{5

reputa-

tion,

It hits been known to the

Consumption, that

just the Shoe for FA KM WORK.

Hair Oils,

Fm

ever
a

Indeed, the Cim.kuy Piutouai, lias really robbed
these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great
extent, and given a feeling of immunity from their
fatal effects, that Is well founded if the
remedy be
taken in season. F.very family should I:
»• it
in
their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection. The prudent should not
neglect it, and tin* wise will not. Keep it by you
for the protection it affords by its timely u-< in «md

SPKIXG AM) SHMMH1! TIiADH.

can

Reader's German Catarrh Snuff.

NEW

FOR

Every Pair.

lit the W IDEST FOOT with a
perfectly easy hoot.
Something new in BLACKINO for
Ladies Hoots that will not (.'RACK the
Leather.

TRUSbES T
The best and most

Beaver St.

&

arc

WILL

Wide Boots a

great variety ol

Stock and

wide

never equalled by any other medicine.
It still
makes the most effectual cures of Couyhs, ( oils,

SHELDON lias just manufactured,
together with a full line of

Slippers Very Cheap!

that

Genuine Patent Medicines
Of all kinds.

WE ARE RECEIVING

Comprising everythin."; adapted

hoy

School

^RECEIVED

Boots

Belfast, Me.

Which Mrs.

Hoots and Shoes for

and Chemicals !

Drugs

one

no

so

forty years, by long continued series of marvi lions
cures, that have won for it a confidence in its vir-

MISS SOUTH WORTH.

and Summer Hats

Spring

(CUSTOM

Valuable farm for Sale!

and

words,

a

us

pounded.

Spring Opening

PkcTokal.

undoubtedly bad reference to those nice

some

THEY

Warrant

DRUG STORE!

promptly executed by
JUST
Experienced Workmen.
Orders left at C. H. Sargent’s j
A

King

our

OLD STRAW WORK

Goods called for every day.
All classes of work neatly and

Meadow

made

MADE,)

MOODY’S

can

id

Perhaps
cured

NEW GOODS,

iMi kii ititM.ws. MZLLZ1TER7!

Red
Meadow King Mower

Everything

II. S. CLIFFORD.
WM, IL
Successors to A. S. Nichols.

had

recently

outlay.

Wadlin Block, Main Street.
Tltf
April ID, 1.877.

lie

offer for sale the very d*
ruble small farm on which I
live. It is most pleasantly aft
1, contains thirty acres, is under
cultivation and is well fenced
watered, and in all respects eon
venient. It lias upon it first-class buildings in thor
ough repair, and an engrafted orchard of bearing
lruit trees. Call at office £1, Main Street, or on th.
premises at the intersection of Mie Liucolnville ami
Little River roads in the south parr of this city.
1. M. BOA RDM AN
Belfast. April l J, 1377.
41tf

ereby

con-

only one but
nations, must have
•extraordinary virtues.—

"A thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever”

B.C.Dinsmore&Son

has shown it to be

use

HAZELTINE 6c

Main St. Don’t you

Belfast, April t*5, IS77.

FARMERS!

Sale in Belfast bv

For

LAUNDRY!

Laundry,

THE—

the

among not

When tlu? poet Keats said

claim for it the Greatest Benefit to the Con-

We
sumer

REMEDY."

No. 8 Main

and try

won

vinany

LADIES
our

Farm for Sale.

For Sale.

become household

we

his

sale

old, two stories high, and finished
throughout, is suitable for two small
families. The location, commanding
view of the harbor and bay cannot be surpassed i*
the city.
In the summer season pts close proximity
to the salt water, renders it cool and comfortable
The lot attached is suitable for a city garden. Aj>
K. 0. DYER.
ply at this office.
Belfast, April L'l, 1S77.—l.llf

compositions,

tues,

Tooth llmshi's,

Store,

May Styles

11 Main Street.

OF THE VERY HIGHEST QUALITY.
PRICE
MODERATE.
QVA LIT Yd STAXDA HP r, VA liA XTEED

BELFAST

FurnishingGoods

The few

for

anil

fidence of mankind

Of Millinery and Dressmaking, and
invite the

To call anil examine

Lung*,

hooping

Hronchltl*, Avlhuia,

which have

MRS. RICHARDS.

ACTIVE, & RELIABLE
successful

W

offers

dwelling house and 1-s acre ol land
Itay View Street. The house j* three

years

CO-TNCMPTIOT.

Trimmed Hats & Bonnets.

FERTILIZER.
IT

Cough*. Colli*.

Cough,

Hayes

A No. 1

PROMPT,

a.

Have just returned from BOSTON with
the

C-

WARE, JR. & CO.,

—AT

Meadow King Mower.

-A N I>

Mrs. Richards & Miss

SOLUBLE
PACIFIC GUANO.

rat:.

OAFS

*ucli

Very Latest Styles

Id

,
ii,M,kriintrv
In
B»«kr«Ptc>-

i

give Notice

For niu.i.t «f th« Throat anil

LILLY, YOI NU, I’UATT & ISUAKETT
and others, and can show the

and as Cheap as can he
found in the State.

variety

Has just received his Spring Stuck of

HATS,

P-

Trusses,

Fancy Goods, Perfumes, &o., in great

Belfast, April

:o:

)

District of

Spring Millinery! Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

Fur Oentleinen's wear they have a line
assortment of goods from the celebrated factories of

MANUFACTL'KKKS.
ALSO

mnl

C. W. HANEY

-O

H

LATEST

Boot,
the

PRICE 65 CENTS. The Easiest Boot Ever Worn.

Improved

.Ifc.s-.tr5. RYc/.-.s- <)'• /*,>//>',■■ (unitlemen,—Your Collins’ Voltan* Pi.aster is a. wonderful remedy. I
have fan tiered with a weak and painful back more
than eight years before I sent for your Collins’
Voltaic Plaster. The pain reached from my
back to my sides and hips. My left side and hip
are feeling very well, but I think I
require another
Plaster for my rigl.t side. I am so much improved
'hat 1 can walk and stand, but before 1 got your
Plaster 1 was unable to walk or stand.
Respectfully vours,
MRS. RICHARD GORMAN
Lynchburg, Yu., duly 22, 1870.
P. S.—Since 1 finished my letter some of my neighbors have conn- in and wish me to send for some
more of your Plasters.
1 win recommending them
to all my lriends. Please send me six of your Collins’ Voltaic Plasters. Enclosed find $1.25.
Mrs. Gorman.
Sold by all druggists for 25 cents each. Sent to any
part of the United States and Canadas on receipt of
25 cents for one, $1.25 for six, or $2.25 for twelve,
by WEEKS
POTTER, Proprietors, Moston.

Button

BLose!

FEKUHSON & LITTLEFIELD.
Liberal Discount to the Trade.

accommodations

Initial States.

Bankrupt.

is to

THIS

New Stock MUST and WILL be sold as CHEAP as
be bought in the city.
Many thanks for past favors and hope for a coutinuence of the same.
jtfc^-Don’t forget the place, '>■> High .Street.
N. B.

modern slruc-

that a petition has been
presented to the Court, this 20th day of .July,
Hiram
W.
1870, by
Thomas, of Searsmont, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to have a full
discharge from all his debts, provable under the
Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition, now
on the 21st day of April, A. D. 1877
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the fir«t Monday ol July, A.
1877. before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’cloc-, a. M
and that the second meeting o!
the creditors of said Bankrupt, be held before Cha-.
Hamlin, Esq., Register, on the 20th day of May, 1877,
and the third meeting of the same on the 20th day
of May, 1877, and that notice thereof be published in
lhe Bangor Daily Whig & Courier and the Republican Journal, newspapers printed in said District,
once a week for three successive weeks, and once in
the weekly Bangor Courier, the lust publication to
be thirty days at least before the day of bearing, ami
that all creditors who have proved their debts and
other persons in interest, may appear at said time
and place, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
WM P. PREBLE.
•Iw44
Clerk of District Court, for said District.

can

Without any Seam across
Instep.
Which arc so popular in New York, and
which are tire .MOST STYLISH and
at the same time

Years and do not Fail.

Poston.

WONDERFUL

Kid

Sale
Increases.
They have been tried Thirty

COLLINS'
VOLTAIC

“A

Berwick, Me.

DO IT.

THOMAS,

Market, at 25 Cent. Per Pair.
Hemmed Stitched Handkerch ief sonly 17c.
We have no old stock to sell cheap, but our entire

Some of which, will bo found unusually
attractive, and among them will he
found the Ladies NEW STYLE

the best

In tile matter of HIRAM W.

excitement in Boston

CELEBRATED

Inhaling Tube, with full directions lor use in all
cases.
Price $1.00. For sale by all wholesale and
retail druggists throughout the United States,
j WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents, and Whole-

*

33a.lbri.ggan
which have created such

Their Stock comprises all the

a

subscriber

rpHE
X
on

cost, by stopping at the HOTEL
3nvfle.o.w.

District Court of the
Maine.

consignment of those

a

The hotel is

secure

DEVONSHIK E.

o:--

We have just received

new

built especially for a first-class house.
bttid has every modern improvement. It is
conducted on the European Plan, at a moderate rate
of charges. Persons visiting the city will save car-

constantly receiving all the

are

a

Iture,

From Boston and New York markets.

__

OSGOOD’S

Mftx^and
land cheerful.

latest

you
novelties in

DEVOXSUIHE is

Hotel, elegantly furnished,
well ventilated. Every room is briglit

NEW & FASHIONABLE GOODS

j LOWER PRICES THAN EVER!

j

herbs, free from every contamination, pure ami
colorless. Thus the active, medical constituents of
thousands of pounds of herbs may b<- condensed into
a very small compass.
In this way Sanl-oun’s RaniCAi. CriiK is divested of the nauseating, worthless
features of all other remedies, while its curative
properties are increased tenfold. It is positively
the greatest medical triumph of the age.

they

STOCK

offer at

now

HOTEL
rpHE
A first-class

ence, French Chip ami Dunstable
Braids. Also, all kinds of Fancy
Straws for making Bonnets.

Boots £ Shoes
thev

you at

sue

House for Sale.

DEVONSHIRE,

Opposite Grand Central Depot, on 41st
and 42d Streets, bet- 4th and 5th
Avenues, New lYorfc.

hire and
Tuscan, Leghorn, Milan, Canton, Flor- riage
for the smallest

j Ever brought into Ilelfast, and which

Complexion,

to

as over

Bonnets & Bound Hats,
In

We

HE ABAC UP.

WILL

glad

-c:

And brighten the Eyes.

Is Prepared by Distillation.
plant and herb that yields its medical esJJ nonce to it, is placed in an improved still and
there mingled with a solvent liquid, which, by heat,
is made to pass over into the receiver, bearing with
it the healing essences or juices of these plants and

Druggists,

LARGEST

the Liver,

THAT

Clear flie

VER Y

sale

Prerent such Troubles,

STOP

CUAE

contains Dr. Sanford’s

Surely

Invigorate

CATARRH

package

newly litted and furnisliod their
Store, have just returned from the
dilferent Shoe Manufacturing
towns of Maine and Massachusetts, with the

PURIFY THE SYSTEM.

SANFORDS RADICAL CURE

Each

Stupid heelings.

as

we

| Having
i

just

are

Our New Store, 22 High St.,
Where
will show
all the

I. C. Ill &1
Spring.

and

Drousy

|
We

THK

■A-Ppetite Fails.

AS worked a revolution in the treatment of
Catarrh. It has demonstrated beyond all doubt
that this disease, even in its severest forms, is curable, and that comfort and happiness may be made
to follow years of misery, years of suffering, by a
persistent use of it. The method of treatment originated by Dr. Sanford, viz. the local and constitutional by a remedy prepared by distillation, is the ouly
one ever offered to the public that will bear the test
of time.

171

of

Ladies Attention ! ’HOTEL

A (GAIN
We would call your attention to the fact
that

IT!

Bilious Complaints Prevail.

SANFORD'S

RADICAL

KKALIZK

Debility

ing with

a

mo to

can.

ALL

VN

s

tors & Horse
Hoes, T B. II rSMKY, North

v

SUFFERING.

Electro-Galvanic Mattery, combined with the
celebrated Medicated I’orious Plaster, forming
the grandest curative agent in the world of
medicine,
and utterh surpassing all other Plasters heretofore
in u<e. They accomplish more in one week than tinold Plasters in a whole vear. They do not palliate,

description of
Plows, Culti-

not.

'Plie habit of

CELEBRATED PLOWS

a

If you have been tempted into evil, fly from it:
it is not falling into the water, but
lying in it that
drowns.
We

j.r*c*

PRESERVE

YEARS

PLASTERS.

A.Wn«f«r^l
and full ^

is the man wln> has found out his sins
before bis sins have found him out.

Happy

OF

HUSSEY’S

^

Sorrow turns the stars into mourners, and
wind in heaven into a dirge.

H<

of

N3PT

1

The animosities
live forever.

Mbcrtiscmcnts.

and

new

TWELVE

For

Adi*po*e
GREAT 1(M»
OFEER!!
IMANON

I hear the
whispering voice of Spring,
I l.D thrush s thrill, the robin’s
cry,
Li ke some poor bird with
prisoned’wing
That sits and sings and longs to
b

CATARRH. I Health! Health! j|

that wo arc about to state must have
foreknown that she had hut a short time
to live.
The cat was feeble and sickly.
She was the mother of two kittens, about
half grown. The cat was seldom, if ever,
in the house, and the kittens had never
been there.
Mr. Gibb's attention was
called to the eat by her mewing. W hen
he first saw her she was calling one ot
the kittens to her, and having called it
as far as the steps to the 1, of the house
she lifted and coaxed it up the steps and
then took it into the kitchen and laid it
by tho stove. She then called the other
in the same manner and placed it by the
side of tile first, left them and went out.
Two hoursytfterwards she was found dead
at the rear of the house.

The

Out.

NEXT THIRTY DAYS
We shall Sell

CROCKERYWARE, AC.,
GROCERIES,
a r lkss nr. .v cost.
i

This is a bona tide offer as we are closing up our
business and shall sacrifice our goods so as to make
A. P. MANSFIFLD,
a quick sale of them.
Foot of Main Street.
41tf
1877.
Belfast, April 11,

Lydia 1*. Brown of Mesboro, Coun
W
and State of Maine, l*v her mort
1
Mb day ot August, A. D. l*7v, and
the
gage,
recorded in the Waldo Registry «*f Deeds, book 157,
mortgaged to Klbridge G Knight a purcel
page
of land situate in said I-b -boro and bounded as to!
it
low
lows,
Beginning at a-take and stones at tinwest bay ot Penobscot near a spruce tree; thence
South 5s degrees Kast .‘14 rods, to stake and stones,
thence North II degrees Kast,
rods and 14
links, to stake and stones; thence South ;tu de
links to stake and
grees Kast, 1.' rods und
stones; thence South 5b degrees West, rt rods
and 11 link- to stake and stones; thence South
5> degrees Kast, 14 rods and 15 links, to stake and
stones at the east hay of Penobscot; thence South
erly by said bay, .'ll l-.'l rods, to stake and stones,
thence North 5s degrees West, lJ’-i rods, to stake and
stones at the west hay of Penobscot; thence North
east hy the bay, J1 I d rods, to the first mentioned
bounds, containing twenty-five acres more or less.
Ami whereas the condition of said mortgage have
been broken, now therefore, 1 hereby give uotic.
that I claim to foreclose the same by reason thereoi
MYRA H. KNIGHT, Administratrix.
Jw 14
By J. H. MoNTuoMtuv, her Alt')
altlo,
WIIKRKAS,
diited
ty

ot
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